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This study is an agenda for 'change. Library and information services have

traditionally been designed along well-proven lines. The present reality,

however, is that the world is changing -- rapid technological advances, the

continued information explosion and increased and continued alterations in

the population mix in California call out for new methods of service

delivery.

Both cooperative library systems and the state library agency must face

that reality. In working with the Santiago Library System Administrative

Council, the California State Library is developing a new method of serving

its clients. In this study, the State Library provides an objective "data

base" of alternatives for service development in the Santiago System, rather

than a traditional "conclusions/recommendations" prescription. This re-

presents a departure point for additional thinking, as opposed to a finished

'static" document. We hope that the Santiago Administrative Council and

other members of the library community will take the study and expand and

improve the variety of options for system-level delivery of library and in-

formation services.

I.particularly war' 1:o thank the Santiago Administrative'Council and System

Advisory Board for their patience and hard work during the course of the

study. The Administrative Council must be recognized for their courage in

calling for a thorough examination of their services, programs, and organi-

zational structures. In a time when it is tempting to hang on to what is

comfortable and tried, it takes a special kind of professional dedication

to undertake an investigation which challenges all of the collective energies

of a §ystem, Such an examination can, however, result in a significant im-

provement in the access that people have.to the information and ideas contained

in their libraries. I hope that Santiago will continue to pursue the future

development of system services with vigor, never losing sight of the improve-

ments necessary to insure that system area residents have access to the

services which will enhance their lives and ability to participate in this

democracy.

We very much appreciate the cooperation and faith of the Santiago Administrative

Council and look forward to assisting in the impleMentation activities that lie

ahead.

GES:slm
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1. Preface
The Study Concept

Through a combination of financial, organizational and personal circumstances,

the closing months of 1981 saw the resignation of almost all staff members of the

Santiago System. The System Administrative Council, rather than fill these positions.

-immediately,took advantage of this unique opportunity to re-examine system services and

organization. On learning that the State Library had been seeking a good opportunity

to review basic system patterns, Santiago System Council Chairman David Snow wrote

to State Librarian Gary E. Strong on November 5, 1981: "The Santiago Library

System requires consulting assistance for a complete review'of all programs, services

and structures." The letter continued, "We reqdest consulting assistance from the

California State Library to assist us in this effort." (See Appendix A)

Negotiations followed, out of which came a Memorandum of Understanding (MOW

signed by Gary Strong on behalf of the State Library and by David Snow on behalf of

the Santiago Library System on December 2, 1981. The MOU described specific program

areas to be examined and established a time table for the study. Data collection and

evaluation were to be carried out in December 1981 and January 1982, program design

and writeup in. February, with delivery of a draft report for SLS review in March, 1982.

(See Appendix B)

The primary force that has shaped this study from its inception is a commitment

to examine system services as they respond to the needs of Orange County residents.

The basic assumption is that the Santiago Library System's existence can be juStified

only to the extent that its programs and policies expand member libraries' capabilities

to,meet their residents' information service needs. Under the terms of the

Memorandum of Understanding, the State Library has.investigated and discussed a range

of options in each of several standard service categories. It must be emphasized,

however, that these options for the development of system programs are no

prescriptions to be followed but merely opportunities to be evaluated. No ,service ;,

however traditional, fashionable, technological, or "fundable," is worth supporting

if it does not clearly address the needs of area residents.

.
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Service Specifications

Working from this standpoint, the State Library study team sought first of all

to gain an understanding of the Santiago System service area. All available

information on the service needs and goals of Santiago citizens and library

staffs was assembled for review. Once this picture began to take shape, efforts

focused On development of a set of Service Specifications-for the program areas

under review. These specifications, which accompany each section of this report,

are the framework for the entire study. They answer the questions, "What kind

of impact should system services have on the.community? What difference will

they make?" It is important to note that the service specifications define

desirable results or outcomes of service,,not the method or organization for

providing the service. Central to the entire study concept is the principle that

alternative; service delivery methods and organizational structures can only be

designed and evaluated in response to a clearly defined set of desired service

outcomes. Those outcomes - or service specifications as they are called in this

report - must come first if the remainder of the investigation is to be Meaningful.

In one program area, however, the study discusses service development and service

.marketing rather than specific services. The rationale for this is discussed in

a very special chapter - called Special Services

Performance Objectives

Flowing from the service specifications are set of service performance objectives.

These performance objectives answer the questions "How much impact should system

services have on the community? How much difference must they make to be

considered successful and effective?" Performance objectives describe how many,

how fast, how completely; how economically, how well, or how often services should

be delivered. They may speak to the quality as well as the quantity of service

delivered, but they must describe the level of service desired in a way that is

measurable. Performance objectives are the quantitative standard against which
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all alternative service delivery methods may be measured and compared. In keeping

with the terms of the M.O.U., this report doeS not include recommendations on

which programs to undertake, nor the the exact quantity of service to be set as an

objective in each system program; those will have to be established by the Santiago

Administrative Council, based on their own service goals, priorities and resources.

Service Delivery Methods

Service delivery methods are essentially strategies for getting work done in order

to meet the Performance Objectives. They answer the question 'What activities

should be performed in order to get the desired kind and amount of service impact

in the community?" It is in this portion of each section of the report that the

study team has presented a "menu" of possible alternatives, with associated advan-

tages, disadvantages, organizatiowl implications, and cost factors for each viable
.4(

service delivery method.

The study is the first organized i,nvestigation into the total service and organ-

izational patterns of a California cooperative public library system since the

enactment of the CLSA. Though the study'is specific to the Santiago Library System, ,

implications of the findings and alternatives presented here should be of interest

to the library community of the entire state, and to state and local decision-makers.

The study is also intended to be realistic. Service costs money, and while the

study does not hold out promise of certain future funding it does giye indications

in several areas of how activities can be supported and where funding may be

sought. It also details system activities that may be carried out at modest cost

to individual libraries through cooperative procedues, or through volunteer efforts.

What this study is not:

This study does not provide the model for the ideal cooperative library system. This

was never its purpose, as defined in the Memorandum of Understanding. Resea-ch into

service delivery models in other states has revealed that there are many possible

models for effective system activities. Several are discussed in this report. More
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important than any one way to deliver services is the impact those services have

on the community.

This study does not provide "The Answer" for the Santiago Library System.

Santiago will seek its own answers. As agreed in the MOU,.no recommendations are

provided - only options for system services from which the Santiago Council may

choose. Nor is the study a "blue sky" preview of the future information environ-

ment and technology. This was not the scope of investigation as described in the

MOU, and such work probably could not have been performed by the State Library

within the required time constraints. This is not to say, however, that the

Santiago system should not consult "futures" experts for help with developing scenarios

for long=range service planning.,

The study doe's not include an exhaustive examination of cost/benefit ratios

for system sew -Ges, largely because sufficient data could not be gathered within

the time available. The study team used existing workload and performance data,

to the extent feasible in light of time and distance constraints. Information

which could be developed or gathered by SLS within the month alloted for data

collection was unfailingly provided. However there are gaps, particularly in

the area of communications and delivery traffic levels, resources available in

individual member libraries, and staff time devoted to particular services. As

a result, all parts of this report include discussion of cost factors, but actual

cost estimates, where provided, are approximate at best.

The State Library acknowledges the extensive, positive contribution to this

study made by each of the hard working, concerned librarians who make up the SLS

Administrative Council. The stqdy effort was a unique partnership and could not

have been conducted without the interest, the constructive criticism, and the

essential data they provided. The State Library team wishes to_thank each of the

Santiago team.



The Santiago Setting
2. Background

The Santiago Library System (SLS) is a cooperative public agency established by

autonomous public libraries in Orange County, California. System members include

one county library, three district libraries.and six municipal libraries.

Directors of these libraries comprise the System Administrative Council.

Libraries..

Anaheim Public

Buena Park Library District

Fullerton Public

Huntington Beach Public

Newport Beach Public

Orange County

Orange Public

Placentia Library District

Santa Ana Public

Yorba Linda Library District

Directors

William J. Griffith

Colleen McGregor

Carolyn Johnson

Walter Johnson

Judith M. Clark

Elizabeth M. Smith

Martin Erlich

David E. Snow

Howard K Samuelson

Katherine T. Citizen

I

SLS was organized in 196/ under provisions of the state Public Library

Services Act, (now superseded by the California Library Services Act). Broadly

stated, Santiago's mission is to improve the depth and quality of library and

information services available to the people of Orange County. System se-vices

have been supported by a combination of Public Library Services Act and California

Library Services Act program grants and reimbursements, SLS member contributions,

federal Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) funds and other sources.

Total system operating income for 1980/81 was reported as $449,082.

Orange County lies along 42 miles of the Pacific Coast between Los Angeles and

San Diego Counties, and extends some 25 miles inland where it is bounded on the

east by San Bernardino and Riverside Counties. It is the southeast continuation

of the Los Angeles lowland and, though one of the smaller of California's

counties in area (786 square miles), it is second in the state in number of

inhabitants and population density.

,1



The population of Orange County, as of January 1, 1981, is estimated.assi,972,700
1

.

Residents are concentrated primarily in the 359 square miles of incorporated

cities in the county's northwest corner. The eastern mountain region, including

part of Cleveland National Forest, is largely uninhabited. Orange County is a

natural extension of the Los Angeles urban area and there is a great deal of

commuting in both directions. Surface highways and telecommunications facilities

in the county are among the finest in the state or nation.

Median family income in Orange County is the highest in Southern California,

predicted to reach $30,000 sometime in the 1980s2. Total civilian labor force

is around 1.2 million, with an unemployment rate between four and five percent

-- far lower than the national average. Minority populations increased dramat-

ically during the 1970s, particularly Hispanics and Indochinese refugees, but

the county at present is still over 85 percent white.

Until World War II, Orange County's economic base was mostly agricultural.

With the establishment of war production industries the growth of urbanization

began. Orange County became the fastest growing county in the country, the

nopulation tripling between 1950 and 1960. Citrus groves disappeared into

subdivisions; cities were founded and "grew almost instantly; major tourist

attractions followed the freeways into the county and so did new industries,

shopping centers, colleges and universities.

Libraries grew rapidly along with their communities, for through the 1960s and

early 1970s most jurisdictions had the money to support needed public services.

The passage of Proposition 13 in 1978 put a brake on library service expansion,

and forced cutbacks in some areas, but on the whole libraries have suffered less

in Orange County than elsewhere in California.

There are currently 15 cooperative public library systems in California:

Bay Area Library Information Service
Black Gold Cooperative Library System

49-99 Cooperative Library System fl
1
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Inland Library System

Metropolitan Cooperative Library System

Monterey Bay Area Cooperative Library System

Mountain Valley Library System

North Bay Cooperative Library System

North State Cooperative Library System

Peninsula Library System

San Joaquin Valley Library System

Santiago Library System

Serra Library System

South Bay Cooperative Library System

South State Cooperative Library System

These range in number of members from three (South State) to 28 (Metropolitan),

in population from .5 million (North State) to 4.5 million (Metropolitan), and

in service area from 454 sq. mi. (Peninsula) to 37,504 sq. mi. (Inland). For

all this diversity, annual system expenditures are surprisingly similar, lying

within a range of from $150 thousand to $450 thousand. A statistical table of

cooperative systems appears in Appendix C.

\Saritiago Library System (SLS) is practically dead center average in number of

members, is fourth highest in population served, second lowest in square miles of

service area and second lowest in operating expenditures.



The System Concept

Over time, librarians and other local decision-makers have come to

acknowledge that the'independent public library is not able to stand alone in'

meeting all its informational, educational, recreational and social respon-

sibilities. If improved liurary and information service to every individual

in every comunityls the ultimate service goal, the cooperative library

system has emerged as potentially the most successful mechanism for combining

the talents and the resources of a group of independent libraries, within

a reasonable geographic radius, for the purpose of addressing that goal.

In addition to service benefits to the actual and potential users of the

member libraries. it is clear that there are significant indirect financial

advantaoes to the independent library in having access to multiple resources

and to an enhanced level of administration, consulting and planning

via the system. The financial advantages of system membership are generally

not in direct payments to the local libraries but in collective investments

in materials and services, which in effect augment the local budget.

Early on, the focus of cooperative system efforts in California was

k.t

on employing the collections of other member libraries to provide a direct

sponse to local library patron requests. Cedtralized system staff were

most often employed for switching, retrieval, or document delivery functions.

`This later expanded - in many cases at the State Library's behest - to

include back-up reference services as wall, with designated staff providing

not only\a link to broader collections but a level of specialized technical

expertise not available in the local library.

Technological innovations have also had a significant impact upon the

approach to cooperative resource-sharing functions, and the system is often

viewed as the agent for change.
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Library systems have, for example, become the center for automated equipment

demonstration, procurement, installation and maintenance, and is frequently

seen as'the viable mechanism for obtaining the "economies of scale" so often

invoked in discussions of effective computer applications. And, in these

times of shrinking local revenues, most public 'library directors now look
v

upon the system not simply as an organized way of sharing their own existing

.resources, but as a subsidized pool of skills and services which are held

in common because no single jurisdiction can afford to maintain them.

,,

The environment for system developmevt in California was changed some-

IL)at in 1978 with the passage /of'the California Library Services Act. CLSA

speaks to activities' at three different levels -lkocal library, system
A

'level, aftd,ktOtewide. This study asses potential cooperative efforts

ht.

at the first two of these levels, both within and beyond the service

parameters established by the CLSA. Though this study assumes that Santiago
a

--cCmembers will wish to remain eligible for participation in CLSA programs,

it should not be forgotten t14 the Santiago Library System, as constituted

under its joint powers agreement,'is legally an independent public entity,

with no mandatory relatiOnship or obligation to the State Library, and no

fixed set of program' responsibilities. Its single raison d'etre is to

provide Orange County residents with needed -Information and/o):**erials,

either directly or by means of back -up service sUpPort-to'member libraries.

Furthermore, it is the view of the study team that there is no one

"right" way to organize and provide cooperative system services. On the

contrary, it is assumed that these services and the organizational

structures which support them must be continually evaluated and altered to

respond to the changing information needs of system area residents.



3. Reference

Reference functions covered in this section include traditional

question-answering services, reference referral processes and Information

and Referral.

Question-answering is providing information and/or materials in response

to a user's question. Reference referral is the process of providing infor-

mation and/cr materials in response to a user's question which has been for-

warded from one library or information center to another. Reference referral

is one of the services sometimes provided by a network; it is discussed here

because it is a part of reference service delivery. Information and Referral

(I & R) is the process of connecting the user with community information and

human services.

The study investigated alternatives for delivery of those three functions,

including advantages, disadvantages, and an indication of costs. One of the

alternatives is the structure previously in place in SLS. Other factors

considered in developing the alternatives include:

- present reference service capabilitis by member libraries

- availability of funding

- non-library information services available in the Orange County area

Information on the Santiago Library System's reference operations from

its manual, budget proposals, and other system materials was reviewed. A

sample of reference questions from member libraries was also reviewed. The

primary source of information about the System Reference Center's purposes

and _plans is in its Goals and Objectives 1980-85.1

This information was assessed against a background of material from

other sources, including profiles of all the library systems in California,

California Library Services Act requirements and California Library Services

Board decisions, and statewide and nationwide trends in information service

delivery.

1 I4.4

11
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Although the ultimate measure of service delivery success is user reaction,

the scope and time constraints of the study project prevented direct user

interviews or surveys. Available community analysis materials were, however,

used when appropriate.

Each of the fifteen California cooperative systems has tailored its

service delivery to its own clienteles' needs. All provide switching functions

4

at the system level that refer unanswered questions to tertiary-level resources,

including BARC or SCAN, or more specialized resources including the State

Library and non-public libraries. Interface between the local library and

system-level services generally follows one of three models:

- requests are referred to area libraries and then to a system center

- requests are referred directly from local library outlets to a single

system reference center

- requests are referred from local libraries to one center within the system

and then to another center also within_the system.

Although the purpose of reference service is to answer people's questions;

the processes to accomplish this vary significantly. Attempts are frequently

made to classify various responses as "ready reference," "reference referral,"

"information and referral," "information retrieval" or "research." This study

distinguishes only between the question-answering service provided directly to

users by member libraries, and the various back-up support services by means

of which that direct capability might be enhanced. Thus all of the above

services including "Information & Referral" are considered as part of the

cooperative reference function, even though the needed skills and resources

differ for some of the services.
V

15
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CURRENT LEVEL OF REFERENCE SERVICE

The Santiago System outlined its reference service commitments in its

1980 plan. These might be restated as, "To meet users information needs by

providing high-quality, easily-accessed, and responsive reference services".

Until recently, Santiago's referece services were handled primarily by a

centralized Reference Center staff, consisting of 1.0 senior librarian, 1.6

librarian, and 1.0 typist/clerk. The California Library Services,Act funding

in, support of this center was $65,219 for personnel costs and $5,549 for

non-personnel costs, a total of $70,768. .

The SLS reference service provided back-up question-answering when'member

libraries were unable to answer questions locally. It also served as a switching

center for sending questions to non-member sources such as SCAN (Southern

California Answering Network). The Center's workload was between 900 and

1,000 questions anually. About 85% of these were answered using resources

Apor

within the Santiago System. SCAN, handling 10% of the questions, was the

principal out-of-system resource with public and non-public libraries and

library systems elsewhere in the state making up the remainder. 75% of the

questions handled by the Reference Center originated in member libraries, and the

remalder came in from LOCNET members and libraries in other systems. The Refer-

ence Center forwarded its answers to member libraries, which remained responsible

for relaying information directly to the user and-for following up to determine

whether.or not his question had been adequately answered.

In the first nine months of FY 1980/81, over half of in-depth reference

work. done in theReference'Center was done in response to questions forwarded

by four libraries: Orange County Public Library, Santa Ana Public Library,.

Fullerton Public Library, and Newport Beach Public Library. LOCNET member

libraries, mostly private company libraries, generally requested "quick answer"



or "ready reference" service.2

Back-up question-answering is now (May 1982) performed by SCAN under

contract with the Santiago System. Questions go directly to SCAN from each

local library outlet. System-supported training in reference techniques

and the production of access tools have been suspended. This question handling

structure is unique and was entered into on an experimental basis when all

the System Reference Center positions became vacant simultaneously. The SCAN

contract bought time for the System to assess options for service delivery

as well
!,':

as to test-run an innovative method.

SANTIAGO SYSTEM MEMBER SERVICE PRIORITIES

Responses to an inquiry into Santiago members' priorities for 6Operative

service indicated that question-answering is clearly the member libraries'

current highest priority, with 'eight out of nine respondents to the study

team's'questionnaire ranking it at the highest priority.

Table 3a MEMBER LIBRARY PRIORITIES FOR REFERENCE FUNCTIONS

Number of libraries' ranking at:

Reference function 3 (high) 2 1 (low)

Question-answering 8 1 0

Access tools:

Reference aids 4 3 2

Finding lists 7 2 0

Production of access tools, especially finding lists, also ranks high in

member library's priorities for reference service functions. Some member

libraries place a bigh value on the capability to switch unanswered questions

directly to the best available source, rather than route them through the

Reference Center hierarchy. It also indicates that publications, such as

A

Have We Got a Number For You, meet a real need.
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Assessment of the available information and materials relating to the

existing/recent reference service, provides several indicators for program

planning:

1. Santiago member libraries have sufficie*nt resources among themselves

to respond to the bulk of reference requests. However, a small but

significant percentage of requests -- one out of ten -- requires

resources beyond those of the Santiago System.

2. The successful access-tool program and member libraries' favorable

ranking for it among reference support services show an equally strong

commitment to providing quick access to the best source.

One and two above are the bases for structuring the first part of the

following discussion around direct question-answering and referral activities.

3. I & R differs from traditional reference services, both in the kind of

information provided, which is more human services,-oriented, locally-

based and constantly changing; and in the people served, who represent

a broader spectrum of the community than.regularly use libraries at

present.

I & R services available to the SLS area population are selective.

If the Santiago Library System elects to provide these services, there

is a variety of useful functions to be met, even though these may not

be as high priority for SLS as more traditional reference service delivery.

A library base for I & R service delivery already exists, with collec-

tions of certain information sources, staff trained to interact with

users, and community-based service outlets.

4. Optimum reference service demands ongoing training.

I & R services, especially, requireocontinuous training. Fresno

County Free Library with a published directory as its I & R program's

main product, found that a continuing training proOam was needed if

C.1
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the directory's consumers were to make maximum use of the information.

The more the service directly works with people in need of human

services, the greiter.the need for continuous, indepth staff training.
2

"Use of I & R products and services and the value attributed to them

appears to be directly related to the amount of training provided to

the using Organizations.

This equally applies to any service, including conventional refer-

ence service, that requires the staff at the initial contact point to

__-----
make judgments on the. best referral source. StaffS change and new

resources become available or in-place resources change. Online data

bases frequently change, and efficient and cost - effective use is a

direct function of periodic update training, even for staff that has

had introductory training and hands-on experience.

1 For example the system can prepare and conduct workshops and slide-

tape/workboolencorrespondence courses". One of the most productive

training methods is on-site walk-throughs of actual procedures. SCAN,

for example, has a highly useful work experience program for outside

reference personnel.

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications for cooperative reference services were developed on four

assumptions: (a) Questions can-be answered by providing information and/or

materials or by referral to the source best qualified to provide that information

or those materials; (b) No single source can adequatC4 answer all information

requests; (c) Quick, knowledgeable referral to, the best available outside

mation source better serves the user than does providing out-of -date or incomplete

information from a library's own collection or files; (d) Libraries are not always

the best information source fon a given question.

19



Basic reference service delivery specifications are:

I. Thelargest percentage of questions handled must be answered,

or the user properly referred, and

2. answers must be delivered to the user within an acceptable time

period, and

3, answers must meet the users' needs in terms of the amount, kihd,

format, language, and accuracy of information.

4. These answers must be provided, within the limits of the first

three specifications, at the lowest possible cost.,

These specifiCations should be considered as a package. Some trade-

offs may be necessary; for example, the shortest absolute response time

might require delivery mechanisms that could eat up the entire progrm

budget, or result in an answer that does not meet user need.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES.

Evaluation of alternative service models is based on three Performance

Objectives.

I. ,Answers will be provided for % of questions handled, within

working days.

2. Answers will be provided for % of requests handled which

meet the user's needs in terms of the amount, kind, format,

^language and accuracy of information provided.

3. Referrals of question, or user to outside resources will be made

to a satisfactory source, responding within working days for

% of requests handled.

Methods for data gathering for Objectives 1 and 2 include:

Trahsaction logs that record questions' received, show which were,

answered, and the time required for handling. Ex'amples of two

20



relatively uncomplicated log systems actually used are in Ogren
4

and

Thoreen.
5

- Evaluations, either used regularly or on a sampling basis. One

method asks the librarian forwarding the original request to evaluate

the response. Thoreen
6 reproduces a work sheet expressly designed

for this purpose. A form that can be adapted for the same process

is in pastime.? Direct user evaluation procedures can also be

adapted, perhaps by getting user response when material is picked

up.
8

Methods for data gathering for Objective 3 include:

- User evaluation: telephone f011ow-up and/or questionnaire-type

forms, either mailed later or given to the user at the time of the

initial transaction, to be returned later.
9 Questionnaires provide

a written record to be used in evaluating source information, but the

generally low response rates fc:T this technique may require some

additional follow-up. Telephone follOw-up allows immediate feedback

but requires a considerable investment in staff time and training.10

- Unobtrusive testing: a question is asked for reference staffs at

several libraries and the answers received are compared against the

previously established'cnrrect answer. This method could be adapted

to referrals by determining in advance those sources that can provide

the exact information requested.
11

- Contacting the agency providing the service. This supplies additional

information on services offered, but does not get the users judgment

of whether or not his/her needs were actually met.

21



ALTERNATIVE METHODS

There-are three alternative models for delivering reference services

that meet the specifications/objectives above:

I. Direct referral with system-level back-up

2. System-Level back-up

3. Out-of-system reference back-up

Those models have alternative delivery options including system-level

centers, distributed services,. and others in various combinations. They

are summarized in Tables 3b and 3c.

The alternative service delivery methods are packages of processes.

They describe what activities are carried7Out and what services are performed,

not how those services get accomplished.

Ways of organizing to provide the services follow each model. It is

important to note that there is more than one way to organize the same kind
:,

of service delivery. Each of these options measured against the service

specifications. These are the "pros and cons" for each method.

These models are not necessarily mutually *exclusive. Before System

Center' operations were suspended, both models one and two were used.

Requests went to one of the three area libraries or to libraries specializing

in certain subject fields as "best sources" with the System Reference Center

providing back-up services and routing to tertiary resources, principally SCAN,

as needed. An alternative process was to send requests directly to the System

Reference Center.

Service delivery currently follows the third model, with all requests

going directly.tolICAN. The selection of service delivery models, or of a mix

of models, depends on user needs and how well each moael meets the service

specifications. Whatever model is selected, the system will be responsible for

negotiating and maintaining the cooperative services by means of'contracts,

v.
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protocols, reimbursements, or reciprocal service agreements, as well as for

ongoing evaluation of the services delivered.

MODEL 1: DIRECT REFERRAL WITH SYSTEM-LEVEL BACK-UP

Services: Questions are sent and/or users are referred to the best

sources within some defined limit, such as within the Orange County service

area. The user referral "boundary" (i.e. where they reside) may not be the

same as the question referral "boundary" (i.e. where questions are sent).

When appropriate sources are not available, requests and/or users are referred

to:

- A secondary back-up service, which combines question-answering and

switching capabilities, or to

- A tertiary source which offers both services

In this model, the local library may either direct the person who asks

the question directly to the organization or service best equiped to supply

the answer (not impractical, given the geographical compactness of the

area); or the 'library may take the question, forward it to the source, which

then returns the answer to the originating library for transmission to the user.

Referral to the best source would cover a spectrum of information sources.

Many sources might be willing to absorb the cost of handling occasional

referrals, but sources used frequently should be compensated in some fashion.

Reciprocal service agreements or transaction-based fees could be negotiated

by the system with major information providers. System staff would therefore

need to record use by number of transactions per source, both to monitor

performance under the terms of the agreements and to gatner data for renego-

tiation of those agreements. Very heavy use of one paiticular source, for

example, may indicate the need for "load-leveling" to transfer part of the

workload to another source which can provide equivalent services.



This model also has collection development implications. If specific

subject areas or kinds of materials are very frequently used, system reference

funds might be used to build up in-System resources and consequently reduce

the referral traffic. If, for example, there is a high use of a particular

subscription service, the cost of subscribing and housing that service must

be weighed against the cost of the referral agreement. This consideration

reinforces the perception that this, service delivery model is fluid; use and

resources need to be regularly reviewed and services changed as needed.

User follow-up'ii also essential, both to determine how many transactions

are actually completed -- when the user was referred, did he actually use the

source? -- and to get feedback on the quality of service provided.

Delivery Methods: There are three ways in which this model could be

organized. Common to all three is direct referral from the community library

outlet to the most appropriate source for answering the question. "Most s

appropriate source" includes non-library information providers. This model

requires intensive, ongoing training for the staff at all 50 outlets; local

availability of detailed information; access tools; and an updating program to

keep such tools current.

Because complete coverage of all subject fields and in all areas would

require funding beyond reasonable expectations, this model assumes one service

restriction - that direct referral is made to a selection of resources limited

in some way, such as geographically or by subject.

MODEL 1: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION A: SYSTEM-LEVEL CENTER ONLY

Staffing and resources would vary, depending on the level of service re-

quired by the performance objectives. The low range for staffing would be

1.0 senior librarian, 1.0 librarian information specialist, and 1.0 typist/

clerk. This staff would do training, locate and update information for files,

and produce access tools.

Lel
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More in-depth service including development of community information

files would add another professionil, 2.0 support staff, and equipment costs,

such as private file hardware. Costs for an online storage and retrieval

system could run around $7,500 in start-up hardware costs. Printing and

distribution costs, as well's communication costs, are variables.

Physical location would be a deciding factor in resource costs. Maintain-

ing a central collection of question-answering aids and reference materials

could cost from $5,000 a year up. Putting the back-up service at a university

library would probably be less expensive; the needed duplicate titles for

at-desk use and overhead charges would be more than off-set by savings in

materials purchases.

Predicted performance of this option as measured against the service

specifications:

Largest percentage of questions answered: Even without the additional capa-

bilities of a tertiary resource, the percentage of questions answered would be

at least the 85% answered in-system-unOer the previous operation. Location

of the center at a university library could increase the percentage of ques

tions answered somewhat. However, the greatest increases in overall service

would be yielded by widespread distribution of reliable access tools to member

libraries so they could refer questions themselves. 146

Minimal response time: Controllable.

Quality: After initial contact with the "best source", no resources would be'

provided for answering questions beyond SLS libraries' capabilities, unless

the back-up service develops its own specialized files or uses university li-

brary facilities-or a tertiary resource as the back-up service.

Reasonable cost: Depending on the variables, such as the frequency and scope

of training provided to local library public services staffs, the cost could

ti ti



range from about the same as the former System Center costs to several times

as high. The single biggest cost factor; apart from staff, would be equipment

costs if private file capabilities are used,.

MODEL 1: !ERVICE DELIVERY OPTION B:

SYSTEM-LEVEL CENTER PLUS SPECIALIZED SEARCH SERVICE

This option adds the capability of contracting for question-answering on

a per /q'iestion basis for commercial online search services or access to other

data base service provide-s. If a question could best be answered using a

MEDLINE search, for example, that question would be sent to a commercial or

non-prcfit service specializing in such searches.

Preuicted performar-e of this option as measured against the reference

service specifications:

\Minimal response time: Response time would depend on whetherortnot document

'delivery is included as part of the contract package. ;f, for example, the

requesting library has to rely nn interlibrary loan to g
1

t the articles cited

in 'commercially prepared print-outs, response time can be,fairly slow.

Quality: Adds the capability of providing answers to techOcal, specialized,

and non - traditional questions.

Reasonable cost: Using search services on a contract basis is much more econ-

omical than installing online data base services in-house and maintaining staff

training when these resources are not used intensively. Commercial per-question

1

search costs run in the neighborhood of $25 per hour and up, plus online charges,

which are generally about $60 an hour. Sources of informatiorOn commercial

search services are in the bibliography.
12

MODEL 1: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION C:

SYSTEM-LEVEL CENTER PLUS TERTIARY RESOURCE

This adds the capability of referring a large volume of re4ests,' to a
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third-level resource, such as SCAN or a commerical information service. The

contract can be at a set fee or on a per-question basis.

Predicted performance of this option measured against the reference service

' specifications:

Largest percentage of questions answered: Performance in this area should be

good because of the depth of resources available at the tertiary level.

Minimal response time: If "best source" is tried first and proves unsatis-

factory, response time would be stretched out by referring first to back-up-

service and then on to tertiary source.

Quality,: Tertiary level resources and staff expertise should produce a high

percentage of quality responses.

Cost: Overall cost would be higher than that of the System Center alone be-

cause of the higher volume of questions handled and the need to add another

training component to the baseline model. Question-answering costs would be

similar to those for option B.

MODEL 2: SYSTEM-LEVEL BACK-UP

Services: Questions and/or users would be referred to a service which

either provides answers or identifies additional referral sources; requests

the service can't answer are switched to tertiary resources.

Delivery methods: There are at least three ways to organize for this

package.

MODEL 2: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION A: CENTRALIZED SERVICE

This option calls for a back-up question-answering and referral service

located at one of the major public libraries within Santiago or at a

university library. This differs from Model 1 because it does not provide for

direct switching to the best source directly from the community library outlet.

Users whose requests not answered in-house at the local level are referred to
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the back-up center and/or their questions are forwarded by the lit'eary. The

service, in turn, sends all the requests it can't answer from its resources on

to a tertiary resource.
r

Staffing could be from a half-time to 1.0 full-time librarian handling

resource identification for referral requests, and 1.0 senior professional

and 1.0 typist/clerk handling question-answering. In-depth service would require

at least one more librarian information specialist.

Supplementary reference materials would be needed by center staff ranging

from duplicates for at-desk use, up to major investment in specialized reference

tools, such as the 10K reports on companies. CommuniCation costs would be

another cost variable.

Predicted performance of this option as measured against the reference

service specifications:

Largest percentage of questions answered: Resulta would probably be similar

to those of the System-Level Center. If the back up center were located at a

university library,: the percentage answered before referring onto a tertiary

level should be considerable higher.

Minimal response time: Transmission and handling times in-system can be con-

- trolled, but it would be reasonable to expect them to be significantly slower

than in Model I. Response times on requests referred beyond the SLS would be

variable.

Quality: Location at a university library should provide in-depth material.

As with any question answering service however, staff expertise and training

will be a continual factor in the determination of service quality. Also, as

this option does not actively support referral of patron to non-library infor-

mation sources, it is less likely than Model 1 to meet potential user needs.



Cost: Variable; could be approximately the same as for the System Center, plus

any overhead charges for using the university space.

MODEL 2: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION B: DISTRIBUTED

This would differ from Option A. by locating the back-up service in more

than one library. Libraries with significant subject and/or staffing strengths

would be designated back-up providers for requests in those subject fields, with

a generalized back-up center handling all the others. System staff, 1.0 pro-

fessidnal with clerical support, would be stationed at the resource library.'

Center staff would be required to train public services staff at the local

outlets and to produce and maintain training and access materials.

Predicted performance of this option as measured against the reference

seryite0sOecifications would be the same as-in Option A, except for costs.

Costs:. Additional staffing costs, both for resource library staff and for

on-going training programs for outlet staffs. Communications costs are a

I

variable, but would probably be significantly higher than for option A.

MODEL 2: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION C: MULTI-SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION

A single reference center serving two or more library systems could pro-

vide significant economies of scale. One center, located at a major in-depth

collection, would eliminate unnecessary duplication of resources. A larger

volume of requests generally allows more efficient allocation of staff time,

through procedures such as the Bay Area Reference Center's "triage" system,13

where the least time-consuming'questions are handled first, and through subject-

specialization, which builds up staff expertise. Amortizing resource costs --

especially resource file development, online reference data base subscription

costs and charges, and publication of access tools -- over a larger user-base

also provides economies.14

ti
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In this option, contract payments and, possibly, in-kind resources would

support an organization with responsiblility for specified amounts and levels

of question answering services. Training functions would also be transferred to

tne consolidated center staff; however, Santiago would still need to monitor and

evaluate service delivery.

Location of a consolidated center would be a major factor in planning.

In addition to access to major, in-depth resources, the center site'should be

easily reachable by the Santiago delivery system and near enough to the member

libraries that center staff could easily travel to the local library outlets for

itraining sessions. The same factor would apply in training programs bringing

member library staff to the center for training. The Metropolitan Cooperative

Library System's Reference Centei-, now located at the Los Angeles Public Library,

is an obviods possibility. A consolidated center serving more than two library

systems could also be considered, bearing in mind the geographical considerations.

Predicted performance of this option as measured against the reference

service specifications:

Largest percentage of questions answered: Larger range of resources should

increase the percentage of questions answered.

Minimal resconse time: Questions would go into the queue with those from other

system's libraries. A consolidated center not under the Santiago Library System's

sole jurisdiction might not be as directly responsive to the member libraries'

requirements as one with member libraries as its sole clientele. Both factor's-

could cause slower response tines, but response time could be controlled by

performance standards written into the agreement for service and monitored by

SIS.

Quality: Access to in-depth collections, resource files and staff expertise

should ensure high-quality reference work.



Cost: Staffing costs for question-answering and resource costs could be less,

but .a commitment in Santiago staff would still be required for service monitoring

and evaluation. Joint governance, administrative and overhead costs are variables.

-MODEL 3: OUT-OF-SYSTEM REFERENCE BACK-11P

Services: Community library staff sends all questions that can't be

answered in-house directly to a resource beyond the Santiago System, which pro-

vides question-answering and switching services. No in-system back-up services

are provided.

Delivery. Methods: There are two ways of organizing service delivery for

this package of services.

MODEL 3: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION A': TERTIARY RESOURCE

The only SLS staffing\needed for implementation of this model is for record-

keeping and administrative functions, for carrying out evaluations and for pro-
,

viding training programs for public services staff at the local outlets. It

would take 0.5 to 1.0 professional with clerical support for these functions.

Question-answering would be done by the tertiary resource, e.g. SCAN, working

under contract with a guaranteed minimum volume, plus an increment per question

for additional workloads. At present, the Santiago SyStem contract with SCAN

calls for a flat fee of $4,500 per month, with a threshold of 75 questions;

more questions can be sent and there is no stated upward limit. In this contract,

the fees stays the same regardless of volume; an alternative fee scale is a lower

threshold, or minimum volume, plus incremental payments for any overage.

Predicted performance as measured against the service specifications:

Largest percentage of questions answered: Based on information on SCAN's fill

rates, this percentage should be high.

Minimal response time: This is dependent on the priorities of the tertiary re-

source; performance criteria should be written into the contract and closely,

monitored. 31
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SUMMARY OE SERVICE MODELS AND DELIVERY OPTIONS

MODELS:

I. Direct Referral With
§ystem-level Bac:-up
LoCaTOUTTit refers questions
or users directly to best
source; central back-up
service handles questions
that can't be referred
directly.

System Staff Functions:.,

1. Train local staff
2. Produce access tools/directories.

3. Answer questions/identify
sources not identifiable at
local level.

II. System-level Back-up Service
Local outlet Prefers questions
or-users to central service,
which ansviers, identifies -

Teferral source, or sends on
to tertiary resource.

System Staff Functions:
Baseline:
1. Answer questions.
2. Identify referral sources.

3. Switch questions to tertiary
source.

. Variable:
4. Train local staff.

III. Out-of-System Back-uo Services
Local outlet refers questions or
users directly to source beyond

the System area.

System Staff Functions:
1. Administration'and record-

keeping.

2. Evaluation.

32-

DELIVERY OPTIONS:

A. System-level Center:
provides back -up, treinibg;

and access tools/directories.,

B. Same as A plus using com-
mercial services on a
question-by-question basis.

C. Same as A plus referral to
SCAN or commercial service
on contract.

A. Centralized:
Back-up center at major
System library or university
library.

B. Distributed: -
Back-up centers located in
libraries with subject
specialization.

C. Consolidated:
Reference center shared by
two or more Systems.

A. Tertiary resource, such as

SCAN.

B. Commercial source/information
broker.



Models:

Table ,3c: SERVICE MODELS MEASURED AGAINST SPECIFICATIONS

Largest Response time ualit

I'. Direct Referral With
System-Level Back-up

,

A. System-level center:

B. With specialized
search: ,

-135%7

,

,

More than I.A:

Controllable

Fast, if document
delivery included

No resources fOr .

technical, special-
ized questions

.

Resources for
technical,

specialized

C. With contract service: High Longer? In-depth coll.,
expertise =

. .

high quality

II. System-level Back -u .

,

A. Centralized:

_ _ _

85%? Controllable in-
system_onl,y

University location
_=_high quality _s.

8. Distributed: 85%? Controllable jn-

_
_system only___

C. Consolidated: High Longer? In-depth coll.,
expertise .=

high qua-City

In. Out-of-System BaCk-up

A. Tertiary:

_

High Performance
criteria in
contract

High quality

B. Commercial Very High Fast High, dependent
on System input

33

About the
same as former
System Center

Higher than
I. A.

Higher than
I. A.

Same as System
Center or higher

More staff=
Higher staff
cost than II.A.

About the same
as System Center

Variable, de-
,pending on

training____
Variable



Quality: Access to in-depth collections, online reference data bases and

other specialized information fileS, and staff expertise should provide high-

quality reference service.

Cost: This is dependent on the amount of staff required for training; con-

tract costs might be in the range of $60 per que'stion or higher. Communications

costs are also a variable.

MODEL 3: SERVICE DELIVERY OPTION B: COMMERCIAL SERVICE

Information brokers can provide question-answering on a contract basis.

Some of the larger firms have staff based at major research libraries who can

answer questions as well as locate specific items. Commercial services also

have A wide range of online data bases and staff expertise in using them.

Charges of course include a prbfit for the firm, but costs, such as online

subscriptions, staff training, and user fees for access to major libraries are

amortized. The contract for such services should specify guaranteed minimum

volumes, plus an incremental'fee on a per-question basis for additional work-

loads handled, as well as specific stated performance standards and Santiago

System performance evaluation guidelines. Fees would have to be negotiated.

A recent contract negotiated between a library system and an information broker

was based on a flat fee for a fixed number of questions, working out to 530

per question PAndied; the firm estimates it would need to charge $60 for future

transactions. 15

As in the previous option, training for staff at community outlets would

be an SLS responsibility, as would administration, record-keeping, and evaluation.

Predicted performance as measured against the service specifications:

larcestpercentage of questions answered: Because of access to different re-

sources, should be very high.

Minimal response time: Commercial services sell speed as well as document

delivery, which could be expected to carry over into reference work; performance
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standards should be spelled out jp the contract.
4

Ouality.: Access to major collections, online reference data bases, spe-

cialized information files, and staff expertise should provide high quality

service. .

A comercial firm's distance from direcf public library services, however,

might lead to problems orinterpretation. Each request should include

instructions specifying the kind and level of information and/or materials

needed.

Cost: Costs for this model might be somewhat higher than that of the System

Center, based on the assumption that additional training would be needed for

the staff at local libraries. Overall service quality should also be higher.

Costs for handling the same volume as the System Reference Center handled at

$60 per question, plus one full-time professional with clerical support to

handle evaluation and training would put the total cost in the neighborhood

of $98,000.
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INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICES AS PART THE SYSTEM REFERENCE PROGRAM

Information and Referral can be provided in varying degrees of staff

interaction, ranging from a comparatively passive role as question answerer

using published directories of services, to engaging in outreach and

advocacy activities.

Basic to all I & R programs is information about community or human

services operating in the service area. This requires development of a data bank,

whether in manual files, or through word processing equipment with some level

of search capability, or through an interactive online system. Costs depend on

the medium, but all question answering or referrals based on community information

require data banks in which the information is current.16 The various servi?es

levels assume that the data bank is updated, and that the data is accurate and

reliable.

Informatioh on available services is packaged in the chosen medium and

distributed to be used at the community library outlet as a referral tool.

Training for library staff in using the tool is critical. On-site training should

be conducted for the member libraries regularly. Additional training could

include joint sessions with human services agency personnel, and visits to

major agencies.

Service capability can be enhanced when the staff at community library

outlets or other is able to query the data base directly and get immediate

feedback from users and service providers. This enables evaluation of both

the service provided and the quality of information in the data bank.

An even greater level of service is provided if the staff contacts and

consults with the agency staff on the client's behalf and mediates as necessary.

Active follow-up programs on a case-by-case basis give detailed information on

the quality and availability of services.
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The highest level of service is advocacy. This may include transporting

the client to the agency and walking him/her through the process. Although

requests would not require this level of interaction, this one-to-one service

would be provided when appropriate.

CURRENT BEVEL OF I&R SERVICE.

There is presently no comprehensive Information and Referral service

in operation in Orange County. The County Department of Social Services

closed its generic I & R program in the fall of 1981, viewing it as low priority.

United Way has not organized generic Information and Referral service for the

area, although it will provide information to the public if necessary.

There are a few specialized I & R services currently operating. The

County Department of Social Services retained both Senior I & R and Child

Protective Services I & R (Child Abuse). The Childrens' Home Society in

Orange County provides information on adoptions, child care, and general

children's services.

I&R IMPLICATIONS

In the CLSA context, I & R Services could be extended as part of the

System Reference Program. Moreover, the more proactive practices sometimes

followed by I & R providers, such as mediation, outreach and advocacy may

have applicability to "traditional" reference services. Obviously, each

enhancement in the level of service has cost implications.

I & R services which include an outreach or public relations program makes

potential users aware of services. Regular ongoing contact with organizations

working with targeted groups, and interaction with those groups to seek out and

define needs of the non-library-using part of the population are additional

activities.



KEY ISSUES/PROBLEM AREAS

1. The California Library Services Act requires participating library sys-

tems to provide reference services to'their underserved population on a

fair and equitable basis (Educatiob Code Section 18471 (b). CLSA defines

underserved as "any population segment with exceptional service needs not

adequately met by traditional library service patterns; including, but

not limited to: those persons who are geographically isolated, econom-

ically disadvantaged, functionally illiterate, of non- English- speaking

or limited- English- speaking ability, shut-in, institutionalized, or

handicapped", (Education Code Section 18710 (s).

To remain eligible for CLSA Reference funding, the Santiago Library

System must determine how'best to provide these groups with appropriate

reference services. This may include developing strategies for linking

potential users with the library-in the first place. Statistics and

evaluationsipf existing resources and service programs yield information

about the relative success of service delivery to current library users.

Community analysis and information needs assessment add information

about those in the community who are not being reached. Both kinds of

information will be needed for reference service goal-setting.

2. Regardless of the service model adopted, cooperative reference services

can be provided with varying degrees .of staff/user interaction, ranging

from a comparatively passive role as a collections and information provider,

through published directories and specialized training, up through outreach

and advocacy activities. This last, most interactive kind of service could

include such activities as staff going with users to the service provider,

accompanying them through the process, and intervening in it on their

behalf. The performance objectives'set by the system will define the

:3J
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level of interaction the *gram aims at as well as the amount of service

to be delivered.

o

c

. . ;

40
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12. Sources of information on commercial online search services: CLASS

California Resources for Online Reference/CLASS On-Line Reference
Service (COLRS) San Jose, Calif., CLASS, 1980.
The Journal of Fee-based Information Services, published six times a
year by Information Alternative, Box 657, Woodstock, New York, 12398.

$11/year for institutions. Includes many specialist California-based .

services.

13. BARC's triage system is described in Bary Area Reference Center BARC

Primer: Handbook for Reference Referral, San Francisco, BARC, 1981

p. 4.

14. .Cost information on online reference data base use is in: Hitchingham,

Eileen E., "Selecting Measures Applicable to Evaluation of Online
LiteratureSearching", Drexel Library Quarterly, 13:52-67, July 1977.

15. Newlin,?Barbara, "How InforMatton On Demand, a Profit-making Information

Broker, Contracted with the'North Suburban Library System, a Public

Library System, to Answer the 200 Question's", Library Journal, 107:151-53,

January 15, 1982.

16. Mick gives detailed information on staffing and data maintenance costs,

file sizes, and transaction loads for two active I & R programs, in

Placer County and Fresno County.
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4. Cooperative Lending

40, This Section explores the ways in which the system might assist its

members in filling loan requests by sharing materials with other libraries

and with residents of other jurisdictions. Such sharing of materials gener-

ally occurs in two ways: (1) the lending of a library's materials to another

'library for use by the borrowing library's user (referred to as interlibrary

loan or ILL throughout this study); and, (2) the lending of a library's

materials-directly-to-a-res4dent of` another- libraWs jurisdiction (refer -red

to as direct loan throughout this study). Verification, protocols and pro-

.cedures,locations for holding's not available on line, etc. were to be

examined.

This discussion assumes that circulation is primarily a local library

responsibility. The California Library Services Act (CLSA) Only requires

that participating raries honor 'certain limited types of ILL and direct

loan (across=the- ouster) requests, and provides funds to reimburie loaning '"

,libsOies for handling costs incurred in successfully filling an interlibrary

or direct. loan transaction. Beyond its own regulations, the CLSA requires no

uniformity of loan policies,triining procedures or fine schedules and the

degree of a system's involvement in assisting its members in the provision

of uniform cooperative loan services is a matter left to the System Adminis-

trative Council to decide.

Since CLSA.provides no funds for carrying out system level lending

activities (with the exception of funding for system communication and

delivery functions which contribute substantially to successful cooperative

loan service), theCouncil must also secure funds for any loan "support"

activities planned or carried out at the system level. Possible sources for

13



such funds include membership fees, pooled CLSA reimbursements, and in-kind

contributions of staff time.

Though the CLSA programs are a key factor in the determination ,of co-

operative lending services, this discussion is not limited to the provision

of CLSA-eligible loan transactions. While it is assumed that the Santiago

member libraries will wish to take advantage of the benefits of CLSA

participation, it is also assumed that they.will wish to maximize access to

the collections of all area libraries, including those not members of the .

system.

The study team made an early decision to use existing data rather than

attempt to conduct an ILL survey to pin' down hit-and fill rates, turnaround

times, passes per fill, etc. The time allotted to this study was too short

to permit the design of new data collection instruments,, selection of a

suitable' sampling period, and collection and analysis of such data. It was

also felt that with the recent changes in Santiago's ILL system the data

collected might not yield a valid view of the normal ILL patterns. Thus

statistics and other information' were taken from:

-. California Library Statistics and Directory 1982 (preprint tables)

- CLSA ILL sample period, 1st quarter, FY 1981/82

- CATALIST evaluation genewil survey returns, fall 1981

- SLA/LOCNET Interlibrary Loan & Interlibrary Reference Policy and

7'
Procedure Manual May 1978.

CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE1-

In terms of collectilon size (by title), SLS is a relatively homogenous system.

For interlibrary loan, th'e system at a whole is a net borrower (i.e. the system

borrows more items thanit lends) from other neighboring library systems. 8y

library, five are net bo rowers, five net lenders. Total ILL activity of Santiago

members is quite low whe, compared with their total circulation, approximately .2%.
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In direct loan (Equal Access Universal Borrowing) activity, the system as a

whole is a net borrower. Approximately 45,000 (projected on basis of second

quarter 1981/82 sampling) items per year are borrowed directly from public

libraries` outside the system. Direct loan activity constitutes approximately

8.6% of total system circulation. (See chart 4a Cooperative Lending.)

Cooperative lending in the Santiago Library System is facilitated by.the

use of a variety of intra and extra system finding tools. The four members
. -

of the Anaheim-Consortium share location information by means of a shared automated
__.

circulation system with a common database; five of the system's members have

online access to OCLC's nationwide database; the Orange County Library Book Catalog

\is available to many system members; all system members have the Statewide
ry

Database microfiche finding list, CATALIST; and a system "round robing locator,

service is in effect. In addition some members use NUC and all members refer

certain requests to the. State Library for search in the California Union Catalog:

Prior to the occasion for this study Santiago operated a centralized

System Interlibrary Loan (ILL) service. Verification, location'-finding, and

routing were handled, for the most part, from a single centralized facility.

The center processed approximately 13,000 SLS/LOCNET initiated requests

annually, with an additional 6,000 requests going direct from system members

to lending libraries both within and without the LOCNET-region. Approximately

3,000 requests from non-SLS/LOCNET libraries were received annually for a total

of about 22,000 requests. Available statistics indicate that SLS/LOCNET

succeeded in filling between 90 and 95% of requests received overall and that

approximately 75% of the SLS/LOCNET participating libraries' requests were

filled'irom SLS/LOCNET collections. Since the departure of most of the

System staff, member libraries have necessarily implemented decentralized

1.5
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ILL,service.

Statistics on which to base a comparison of the two service delivery

methods are as yet unavailable. Based on a comparison of the relative

volume of direct loan versus ILL activity in the system (an estimated

1,036,000 versus 15,000) it kul4 appear that, from a, service viewpoint, the

decentralized model, which places verification and location finding tools as

close to the end user as possible (thus facilitating direct loans), better

serves the current pattern of SLS' residents' use. Naturally considerations

of the cost of providing finding tools at service points, intra and extra

system communications costs, and training and level of staff, affect decisions

on what functions and activities are best done at a central location and what

are best performed at the separate member libraries. The System Administrative.

Council will need to weigh these considerations against the service implica-

tions and the member libraries' individual willingness to support local and

centralized cooperative lending service in preparing oa plan and budget.

. ,

The relatively homogenous nature (in terms of collection size, coupled

with'the compict geographical size and a well developed transportation system)

of Orange County implies that SLS is well suited to benefit from many types of

cooperative library services, including interlibrary loans, direct loan to

county patrons irrespective of jurisdictional residence, and cooperative

collection' development. The present relatively low level of interlibrary loan

(.2% of total cjrculation; 2.3% of Direct I.Oan) activity may be accounted for

in a number of ways, including:

- excellence of local collections reduces the need for users to request

needed materials from other sources

- lack of user awareness of accessibility of collections other than the

local library's

- user preference for using direct loan rather than ILL, especially with

time delays inherent in most ILL systems

IS
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),

Given the over 1,000,000 estimated direct loans it seems likely that

Santiago's excellent surface transportation facilities and compact geographical

area have established direct loan as an important aspect of library service in
, . e

the area.

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

It is assumed that the general lending goal of the Santiago Library

System is to provide all residents of its member libraries' jurisdictions with

the opportunity,to obtain needed materials and informational services, by

facilitating access to the resources-of all libraries within the system area

and beyond if necessary. The following service specifications speak to this

goal:

1. The user must be aware of interlibrary and direct loan services as

an easily -used process to access'resources beyond those available

in the local community'c011ection. This means that the:service .

a .
.

must be "proactive° in order to reach the client who doesn't find

what he/she wants on the shelf. It must also serve the more

sophisticated user who is already aware of cooperative loan options.

Once the user is made aware of cooperative loan services, he/she

must be able to use them in the least complicated and time-consuming

manner possible.

2. Santiago Library System has identified equitable service for all

users as its policy. This means that all users must receive the

same level of access to cooperative loan services at whatever service.

point they enter the process.
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3. Users of cooperative loan services must receive requested material .

in a format,-language, and time period that is useful to them.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE'S

The level of service achieved can be determined by:

1. desk staff recommends direct loan from a neighboring jurisdiction

or interlibrakloan for % of requests for materials not in the

library collection.

2. % of requests for interlibrary loan during _74(time) are user,.

initiated. It should be noted that the overall loan statistics

yielded by such measures are subject to too many variables to be

a precise measurement tool, 3ut they are useful as guideposts,

for purposes such as comparing before-and-after figures, on use

when a public relations program is conducted.

Data for these performance ..objectives can be gathered by:

- Periodic' sampling: staff records the total number of inquiries

about items not in the collection, in how many of these the user

asked for help in procuring the loan elsewhere, and in sow many

the staff offered direct loan or interlibrary loan service. This

method is most 'useful for reminding local staff of the cooperative

loan option. It is not as reliable as a data gathering tool. It

can be used to determine the percentage of user-initiated trans-

actions. Since the-recording process itself, however, serves to

remind staff to offer the cooperative service, this kind of sample

loan tends to produce an atypical result.

- Unobtrusive testing: in this process, a sample of existing, verified

titles known not to be in the local library collection is requested

at to service desk and staff responses are recorded. This is much

13



the more reliable testing method, since staff are responding as they

would at any time.

3. % of participating libraries meet the performance objectives

established for usability and timeliness in % of transactions

handled.

4. Material supplied to the user'is usable in terms of quality of

reproduction, language of text, and timeliness of receipt for
*

% of cooperative loan requests.

5. Material is supplied to the user within days for % of ILL

requests, and available within (time period) for % of direct

loan referred.

From the two preceding measures another, more controversial measure

may be inferred:

Material satisfactory to the user in. terms of format, timeliness of
,

receipt, and language is supplied'from resources within the system

for % of cooperative loan requests.

This last measure is controversial in the sense that the contention

that filling an ILL from a source in the same geographic area as the

requesting library is better than utilizing a more distant source has

never been rigorously tested. With access to nationwide location

information through onlineutilities such as RLIN and OCLC this

traditional view isibecoming more doubtful. Nonetheless powerful

arguments can be made in favor of borrowing from local sources when-

ever possible, including: (1) Timeliness - delivery of material to

the patron is likely to be quicker, especially if delivery systems

dedicated to library use are available; and (2) control - there is

less likelihood that lending services will be discontinued or subject

dj
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to unexpected fees if local sources Are used (negotiations for

. reciprocal' borrowing agreements, fee-schedules, etc. can be handled

face to face).

Evaluation of the. effectiveness c various service delivery methods in

meeting these performance objectives might include:

-. measurement of average turnaround time for each delivery option

offered, and comparison of those findings to average client deadlines

- comparison of number ofitiMes clients' parameters are met vs. how

many times they are not met, and analysis of faitors contributing

*to failure

- follow-up with selected clients (sampling basis) for feedbatk on

how well their needs were met and how service could be improved.

qnobtrusive testing of desk staff's response to requests for service.

It should be noted that turnaround time is among the easiest of ILL

statistics to collect; although decisteS On how to treat non-fills and

reserves can materially affect the results. Care must be taken to insure

that uniform procedures are followed for collection of data in these categories.

User satisfaction is best determined by means of periodic sampling at the

delivery point. It need not consume an excessive amount'of staff time. In-system
pil.,

fill'rates and turnaround times may be obtained by examination and tallying of

ILL and circulation back files or by sampling.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY 'METHODS

These service delivery methods reflect the assumption that philosophically

and practically, loan service is primarily a local responsibility. System

assistance necessarily piggybacks on local effort. One additional assumption

underlying the following service delivery methods is that lending, will fundtiqn

most effectively if nearby resources are used first.

0
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Techniques for strengthening system members' lending capabilities

include:

1. Improve access to member libraries' collections. This can be

accomplished by development of a distributable system union catalog,

linking or sharing of automated circulation systems, the use of a

single bibliographic utility by all member libraries (either with

shared or separate files) and/or the development and distribution

of directories to resources both within and outside the system.

2. Cooperate in collection development. This can contribute to

Santiago's ability to fill user requests within the system. Efforts

in this direction may range from last copy retention policies to

specialized subject collection development.

ADVANTAGES /DISADVANTAGES:

This approach would assure reduced dependency on external

sources which may dry up or impose fees if overburdened. It would

also allow for reduced cost and turnaround time through utilization

of system communications and delivery services, which could be

translated into increased user satisfaction. However, there is the

danger of having the lending burden fall on one or two member

libraries, which might increase use of ILL beyond member libraries'

ability to pay. Also, in spite of the established practice of

resource sharing, a heavily impacted library could still be open to

the criticism that materials purchased with tax revenues from a

member jurisdiction are being used by residents of other jurisdictions.

3. Develop uniform poligies and procedures for cooperative loan services,

package them for use at local library service points, and train staff

to interpret these policies and procedures to library users. A

carefully developed program will reduce confusion/frustration to

patrons in system service area.

5 1.
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N./

These uniform policies should then be packaged and available to staff

and users at all public service desks. Uniform policies should cover

all variables in cooperative loan services:

- scope of service: materials loaned and not loaned, by format,

such as sheet music .and micivforms; by physical condition, such

as bound newspapers and fragile materials; by intended use,, such

as restrictions-on the number of loans to one borrower.

- photocopying in lieu of loan: what kind, how much.'

- loan conditions: loan periods, renewals

- fees and charges: overdues, charges by out-of-system lenders,

reserve charges, pricing policies for lost or damaged materials

and related technical services costs, and pricing policies for

replacing out of print materials.

- procedures: verification requirements, Alesired request and

response format and protocols,- communications and delivery methods.

Establishing uniform policies will require consultation and agreemeht

among all system members. Because policies must'be clearly under-

-standable to all staff members and users, staff participation in the

actual policy development process would be very'useful. Coordinating

the policy process and ,overseeing procedures documentation can best

be achieved by a relatively small working group, either representatives

of library directors or a task force/standing committee reporting

directly to the System Council. The group should be structured so

that it can be reconvened at regular intervals to evaluate the policies

and procedures in the light of changed conditions and new technologies.
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4. Increase client awareness by displaying promotional materials where

potential users are A supply of brochures or flyers which describe

the-cooperitiveldan services which are available, note locations of

libraries offering direct loans, and have a tear-off form that can

be used for interlibrary loan requests could be put in library stacks,

public reading'areas, community center, laundromats, bus terminals,

etc. 'These reminders will help reach those users who don't otherwise

come to the desk to ask for a loan.

5. Train all public service staff at least annually in both system use

and in client negotiation techniques. Training could include on-site

visits to major lenders in the area and role-playing in negotiation

techniques as well as walk-throughs on cooperative loan procedures.

The MCLS system has used this approach with member library circulation

staff with great success.

The system would be responsible for training and 'for .preparing and

updating written Materials. Both training programs and Written how-to

materials should be evaluated on a regular basis, with the local

library desk staff actively participating in planni4 programs.

ADVANTAGES /DISADVANTAGES:

Staff training and promotional materials to reach users are

essential if cooperative lending is to be a proactive and vital part

of system service: However, this kind of training and public relations

commitment will require staff time at all levels. Additionally,

although public information is important, good public relations materials

cost money, which must be balanced against other system needs.



6. 'Negotiate loan delivery options with the user. One of the keys to

meeting performance obje-tives for cooperative lending is clearly

determining what will be most useful to the client, Since there are

a number of variables (direct loan or ILL turnamind time, format of

material, cost of service)it is often advisable to negotiate with the

client'io determine his/her priorities and to identify what service

trade-offs he/she is willing to make.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

Client is able to set his/her own priorities for service. For

example, if getting the British edition of a title, no matter how

long it takes, is more important than getting any other edition within

the system's,"standard" service deadline of (for example) three weeks,

he/she will have'tpe opportunity to say so. By negotiating such a

"perforMance contract" with the'cliont,'expectations are clear on both

sides from the outset and disappointments are minimized. However,

since this is not a routine procedure for many libraries, there would

be additional effort required to establish procedures, train staff,

and evaluate this approach.

ALTERNATIVES FOR ILL ACTIVITY

.
A distinction should be drawn between the alternative service delivery

models discussed below and the methods and tools used to deliyer actual ser--

.vice. The availability and cost of methods and tools are vital factors in

deterMining the service delivery model employed - this in times when the only

practical method of rapidly obtaining holdings information was by means of

union card catalogs the centralized model was favored. With the increasing

availability of low-cost access to holdings information through. COB union

catalogs and online bibliographic databases the decentralized model is

4-12
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becoming the more cost-effective choice. While the alternative models

discussed below are relatively "pure" types, it should be noted-that'no ILL

system is likely to be wholly centralized or decentralized and that de-

- cisions.on what services, functions, and tools are to be provided centrally

and which are best assigned to local service 4Aiiits can frequently be made

discrete (i.e. rarely used or very expensive finding tools may be shared-at

a central location even though the majority of the ILL functions and services

are decentralized) and the "mix" of cent r lized and decentralized activity

can be expected to change over time.

The LOCNET center provided one model of a centralized ILL center. The

two variations shown below provide models that can operate within the service

specifications. However, a centraliied ILL center will be subject to the-

following conditions:
f/

-:\CLSA/LSCA funds may not be used to support centra"hzed services

- a center may expect to nandle only a portion of all ILL transactions

generated in SLS

a center will be of significant benefit to less than half of the SLS

members (due to the in-library access to OCLC, shared databases, and

finding lists such as union catalogs and CATALIST).

There is a question of diminishing returns for items not immediately

verified and located at a member library. This question also arises-for

out-of-system locations vs. in-syStem locations. Data on these are not

available for the study, although there is an indication that less than 15%

of all requests are to libraries outside SLS. Therefore, the-cost of de-

veloping and maintaining a centralized center, as compared to the marginal

increase necessary to improve individual efforts at the local level, would

appear to be disproportionate to the expected benefit.
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A related question is the "borrow vs. buy" decision. Currently, SLS

libraries do not have a method of identifying when multiple requests for a

single title should be:a trigger for an automatic buy decision. To make this

decision, an ongoing analysis of multiple requests for a single title is

necessary; also multiple requests in a given subject area are an indication

of-possible weakness in the individual library's collection that may require

a re-evaluation of collection development procedures.
'0100iiik

"Borrow vs. buy" is also a factor in deciding to buy an inexpensive title

rather than go through the relatively expentive ILL process. This is especially

true of popular materials in paperback that can be expected to receive multiple

use in direct loan.

ALTERNATIVE #1: FULL-SERVICE CENTRALIZED CENTER

- The center will accept ILL requests from all libraries in the SLS

geographic area. The center will provide verification, location, and trans-

mission or the request to the lending library by use of a utility (such as

'.00LC), electronic mail, TWX, or ALA Form. The center can be expected to be

structured and perform in a similar manner to the prior LOCNET ILL center.

Staffing and resources would be similar to the LOCNET ILL center with the

additional requireMent of access to a bibliograph utility such as OCLC and/or

RLIN. The high range for staffing would include 1.0 librarian, 1.0 TCII,

1.0 TCI. Annual salaries, benefits, operating expenses, and equipment could

approach $70,000.* However, also, limiting the services to verification and/or

location information only, staffing could be reduced to 1.0 TCII, with matching

reductions in costs.

* Based on 81/82 SLS budget estimates
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ADVANTAGES /DISADVANTAGES

;There are at least two major advantages to this approach. SLS member

libraries without access to a utility, such as OCLC, could provide a single

request transmission to the center for both in-system and out-system requests.

Also, non-public libraries within the SLS geographic area would have a single

source to send their ILL requests. The experience of other networks in

California is that support of centralized services falls primarily on public

) library members.

However, based on an average 15,000 ILL fills in SLS member libraries,

a centralized center would cost approximately double the expected CLSA ILL

reimbursement return available to SLS member libraries. Moreover, since the

center would be of signifiCant value to only a, portion of SLS member libraries,

a heavy funding burden could fall on a limited number of libraries (if support

were based on a per transaction formula).

Since over 85., of SLS ILL requests are filled inside the system*, the

marginal cost of supporting a centralized center is relatively high in COff-

parison with other alternatives.
,

ALTERNATIVE #2: DECENTRALIZED ILL SERVICE

Each library will verify, locate, and transmit its own ILL requests through

the use of in-house resources, such as OCLC, CULP, CUC, CATALIST, shared database,

union catalogs, etc. Libraries without in-house access to one or more of these

resources may choose to contract, on a per transaction basis, with one or more

other libraries for verification/location services and/or transmission of

reqUests through OCLC.

There would be no system level responsibility for this alternative. SLS

libraries would make individual cooperative arrangements to facilitate access

to resources at other SLS libraries (i.e., the five SLS libraries without OCLC

arranging for access with one or more of the five with that utility).

* Complete transaction data not avai lable.



ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Under this approach, the expense of establishitkand maintaining a central-

ized services can be avoided, however, non-public library network members will

have less access to public library collections (since there will be no central

switching location). Per transaction formula costing will avoid added-on

overhead to individual requests, and a fill rate at or near the previous (LOCNET)

level should be possible at a greatly reduced cost.

It should be noted that decisions on what cooperative lending services

are to be provided centrally and what services are best provided at the local

libraries should be reviewed by the Administrative Council as member library

capabilities, library technology, and access tools and systems change. Examples

of recent developments that the Council may wish to investigate include the

possibility of providing dial-up access to Orange County's recently acquired

Dataphase automated circulation system and OCLC's recent announcement of

their intention to provide non-cataloging services to partial users. Both of

these developments and the current technological trend towards greater distri-

bution of data processing and communication capability would seem to favor the

more decentralized model for providing cooperative lending services. However,

it is conceivable that unforeseen technological developments or changes in the

economics of providing access, communications, and delivery of information

could swing the balance in favor of centralized service. Both the member

libraries and the Santiago System Council should remain alert to new oppor-

tunities for providing enhanced levels of cooperative lending services and

for reducing the overall cost of lending service provision.



Table 4a

Cooperative Lending - Santiago Library System

System
Member

Circulation 1

1
Collection
(Titles)

ILL's 80/811 2
Projected
CLSA ILL's

Projected 81/82
Reimbursements

Direct Loans I

Borrowed Lent Borrowed Lent

Anaheim 1,005;785 168,755 1,280, 1,389 1,192 $3,230.32 187,278 91,520

Buena Park 298,620 104,567 131 606 3,012 $8,162.52 23,556 101,270

Fullerton 873,246 94,964 1,314 1,191 992 $2,688.32 49,400 95,966

Huntington
Beach 796,695, 172,138 590

,

698 724 $1,962.04 69,628 117,286

-617o rt
Beach

551,504 90,335 2,129 490 336 $ 910.56 13,936' 46,9561

.Orange Co. 6,604,2497 190,933 4,978 2,381 2,012 $5,452.52 537,576 166,192

Orange 686,458 101,561 587 628 548 $1,485.08 38,740 159,198

Placentia 184,172 68,707 2,593 2,921 3,100 $10,027.00 43,316 50,128

Santa Ana 1,064,656 201,072 937 720 576 $1,560.96 65,338 103,714

Yorba Linda 1 187,466 101,406 1,795 1,048 2,004 $5,430.84 22,724 104,442

TOTALS 12,252,899 1,294,438 16,334 12,072 15,096 $40,910.16 1,051,492 1,036,672
4b

1 - Statistics reported in California Library Statistics and Directory 1982.
-4

2 - Projected on basis of first quarter, 1981/82 sampling. GO
3 - Projected on basis of second quarter, 1981/82 sampling (Includes both Equal Access and Universal Borrowing).
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5. Communications

Communications service between system members,,as well as between the sys-

tem, its members'and other agencies both within and outside the system area, is

a required system function. The study focused on the appropriateness/costs of

the present communications system in Santiago, and considered possible avenues

of improvement to be explored but, as agreed in the Memorandum of understanding,

did not explore those alternatives in depth.

CLSA requirements for the system-level communications element are contained

in Educ. Code Section 18745: "Each Cooperative Library System shall annually

apply to the state board for funds for intrasystem communications and delivery.

Proposals shall be based upon the most cost-effective methods of exchanging

materials and information among the member libraries."

The Statewide Communications and Delivery component of the Act, Educ. Code

Section 18766, has never been funded. Technically, this is the CLSA component

that -covers communications with entities other than system member libraries,

including both. public libraries outside SLS and all non-public libraries.

The wording of section 18745 implies that CLSA funds may only be expended

for communications between the member libraries of the system. As a matter of

practical policy, and recognizing that previously existing communications budgets

were "grandfathered" in during early stages of the implementation of CLSA, the

State Library has not made an effort to limit the expenditure of CLSA Communica-

tions funds in strict accordance with this interpretation of the law. This

could well change in the future, however. This study assumes that the first

priority for use of CLSA Communications funds must be for the design and opera-

tion of a communications system which meets the needs of system member public

libraries. 4 f an alternative service delivery method permits the design and

operation of a communications system accomplishing more than this, then so much

the better.

r' '



CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

Member libraries were polled to discover what communications systems and

equipment were in place and the amount, type, and cost of use. Because of

recent changes in SLS communications equipment and system staff, no data were

available on any but the first of these items (systems and equipment). This

has precluded any traffic analysis or in-depth cost analysi of the current

communications systems - which, given the recent changes, would probably be

premature in any case.

Chart 1 shows the current communications equipment available at SLS

member libraries (exclusive of telephones).

Santiago Library System is comparatively rich in communications equipment

and available communications methods. The system's compact area also permits

the operation of an economical delivery van service which functions as an im-

portant adjunct to the overall communications services. This same compact

geographical area serves to reduce the overall cost of the system's dependence

on telephone-based service (telephone, electronic mail, direct dial Keyboard

Send/Receive (KSR)). In 1980/81 system communications expenditures totaled $33,452.

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

Thp following are basic specifications for cooperative communications

service:

1. Users of the communications system receive information and messages

in a timely manner, at the lowest possible overall cost.

2. The communications system is "user friendly" and easy to understand.

3. The communications system records data needed for analysis of its

performance and effectiveness, including a fiscal 44'audit trail."

4. Access to messages can be controlled and privacy/confidentiality

guaranteed if necessary.

C. -



CHART 1

Santiago Library System

Communication Equipment 2/82

Library
Automated Circulation

System

Bibliographic
Utility

ASCII

CRT
KSR

Anaheim SCI (Shared) None ADM-3A Whisperwriter

Buena Park SCI None ADM-3A Whisperwriter

Fullerton Data Phase (Planned) OCLC

I

None Whisperwriter

Huntington Beach CLSI OCLC HP2621 Whisperwriter

Newport Beach None OCLC None Whisperwriter

Orange County Data Phase OCLC ADM-3A
Whisperwriter

TI 820

Orange Public None OCLC None TI 820

Placentia SCI (Shared) None ADM-3A Whisperwriter

Santa Ana None None None Whisperwriter

Yorba Linda SCI (Shared) None ADM-3A Whisperwriter



5. Users can interact with one another during the message transmission

process if they desire.

6. System is available for use at times convenient to users.

7. Users may select from a variety of message media and formats, to

best meet their needs and the needs of the addressee.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. % of users understand % of system policies and procedures

regarding appropriate use of various communications options by

(date).

2. High priority intrasystem messages are received by addressees

within (hours).

3. Routine intrasystem messages are received by addressees within

(days).

4. Traffic volume and costs for each message system used are, recorded

and supplied for review and evaluation.0 cost-effectiveness at least

every months.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY METHODS

1. Continue Current Mix of Communications Systems

Santiago's current mix of system delivery van, U.S. mail, Whisperwriter

dial-up terminals, ONTYME electronic mail and TWX, though still in its

shakedown phase, appears well conceived and should prove cost-effective.

To meet the performance objectives, written procedures andguidelinei

for using the communications system need to be developed and a uniform

.
method of systematically collecting data on usage and costs needs to be

developed and implemented.
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ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

A good variety of communications mechanisms are in place. They will allow

for fine tuning and evaluation of the tradeoffs in timeliness and cost

represented by the several methods of communicating. They also should prove

well able to handle total system traffic within the available budget. But

as notcl, little effort has been expended in collecting data on usage, costs,

and effectiveness during this transitional phase, so analysis of actual

performance is limited.

2. Other Communications Systems

This alternative was not examined in depth, on the assumption that, for

the time being, Santiago must first track the current system's costs

and effectiveness to give an adequate foundation for comparative analysis.

Meanwhile, members should remain alert to possibilities for future de-

velopment of the present system, such as: cable TV; dial-up access to

member libraries' automated circulation systems; OCLC/RLIN ILL and

message subsystems. For example, requests for proposal for#automated

circulation systems could include as a desirable feature electronic

mail and/or dial-up access to the circulation database.

Chart 2 displays current and potential communications systems for SLS and

current capability by member library.

COST FACTORS AND ESTIMATES FOR SLS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Since few actual data are available on current Santiago communications

traffic and costs, this discussion is based on a series of assumptions some of

which may not apply to actual current conditions in the system area. Thus cost

estimates should be regarded as illustrations of a methodology and as identifi-

cation of the cost factors involved. As Santiago gathers data on actual usage

and costs of the communications systems these estimates can be refined to provide



CHART 2

Communications Systems 'Options /Capabilities

Santiago Library System 2/82

i\
Communications Options/Capabilities IA ii place
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Anaheim N/ V %/

Buena Park N./ V Vi N.1

Fullerton
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i

Huntington Beach .// v/ V
.

Newport Beach

Orange County v

Orange Public V I

,

Placentia / V t/

Santa Ana v/

Yorba Linda V

EMS: Electronic Mail System (e.g. ONTYME)

KSR: Keyboard Send/Receive (e.g. Whisperwriter)
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a more realistic and reliable basis for planning. The primary assumptions are:

- There are no long distance telephone charges for calls between SLS

member libraries.

- When possible, all necessary equipment is purchased and maintained by

"SLS for member library use; equipment is replaced on a four year

schedule.

- Time for keyboarding, a message is the same regardless of the system

employed.

Assuming a traffic volume of 12,000 messages per year for each of the five

communications methods presently available to Santiago members (U.S. mail,

telephone, delivery van, electronic mail, and direct dial KSR), Santiago can

deliver 60,000 messages annually at an estimated cost of approximately $22,000.

However, this $22,000 per year estimate is based on an "equal use" assump-

tion that is unlikely to prove true in practice.

It should be noted that other factors than per-message incremental cost

affect the decision to use a particular communications system. Among these 'are

the desired level of privacy, the need for interaction with the addressed party,

desirability of a permanent record of each message transaction, timeliness, the

volume of information transmitted,,and convenience. Thus the final cost-benefit

of a particular mix of systems cannot be predicted on the basis of currently

available data.

Additional factors affecting the validity of any cost estimates include:

- Effect on local and long distance telephone rates of the recent

decision to divest AT&T of its local operating subsidiaries.

- Present fluid state of the telecommunications industry.
1

- Status of CLSA funding for extrasystem communications Ooth from the

standpoint of the success of any futur'.6 efforts to secure state funding .
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for the, unfunded statewide communications component and from the

standpoint of future CLSB policy decisions regarding the use of

currently available funding to support purely extrasystem communica-

tions service, such as the single TWX line retained by Santiago).

For the following cost calculations, it was also assume-d,that:

- Average message is 300 characters in length.

- All messages are to a single addressee..

- Total message volume is l2,G00 (1,000 messages/month) per system

per year, totaling 50,000.messages/year.

Cost factors not included in estimates are:
4

Training of staff in use of the communications system.

Reliability (no costs are estimated for resends, lost messages, or

repeated attempts-to gain access to the system).

Convenience (some systems are necessarily available to staff trained

in their use at only one location within the library - no costs anc

estimated for delays due to temporary lack of trained staff, or re-

formatting of messages).

"Hidden" costs (such things as staff time for, sorting/routing

messages, addressing envelopes6 telephone tag, mistakes in addres-

sing/routing, supplies, etc.).

Relative Cost Estimates

These estimates are for in-system communications only. Extrasystem com-

munication costs were not estimated due to-the lack of information on the

volume of extrasystem traffic, the rapidly changing state of interlibrary

communications in ralifOrnia, and the existence of two communication methods

for which no additional charge for out of system communications applies (U.S.'

mail and ONTYME II electronic mail). These estimates form abasis for

1-*



comparing the costs of the various systems employed for intrasystem communi-

cation in Santiago. They are not intehded to reflect actual costs or usage;

data to support such an effort is currently not available. Santiago should

adjust these estimates as actual data becomes available and modify assump-

tions to reflect actual conditions.

l. U.S. Mail

Special Assumptions

- All messageS are First Class letters.

- No metering equipment is purchased.

Cost:
-.,

12,000 @ $.20 ea. $2,400

2. Jelephone

Special Assumptions:

- All messages are local (no long distance charges).

System maintains a single telephone at each member library.

- No instailiation charges.

- No calls over five minutes.

Cost:

..,

3. Delivery Van

_
..

.

Special Assumptions:

$10 /month /member library $1,200

12,000 @ .05 ea. . 600

TOTAL $1,800

. - Capacity (staff time and physical space within the van itself)

eXists.to handle 12,000 messages annually.

Costs:

All are borne by the delivery van system.

i

.1.



4. ONTYME II Electronic Mail

Special Assumptions:

'-- Telephone available at each site.

- All message composition is done offline.

- Messages are not batched (i .e every message is billed for minimum

connect time).

Costs:

Fixed: Equipment purchase

10 Whisperwriters @$1,000/4 yr. replacement
$2,500

Per Message:

Sender:

Recei ver:

Equipment maintenance

10 Whisperwriters @ $175/yr.

Subscription fees

10 accounts @ $100 /yr.

Billing Fees

$10/month/account

1,750

1,000

1,200

12,000 messages @ .15/msg. 1,800

12,000 @- .04/1,000 characters I/O 480

12,000 @ minimum connect time .2833

12,000 @ .04 I/O

12,000 @ minimum connect time

--Phone-charges

TOTAL

.3,400

480

3,400

600
$16,610



5. Direct Dial Keyboard Send/Receive (KSR) with memory (e.g. Whisperwriters)

Special Assumptions:

- Telephone is available at each site.

Costs:

Equipment purchase

10 Whisperwriters @ $1,000/4 yr.
replacement $2,500*

Equipment maintenance

10 Whisperwriters @ $175/yr. 1,750*

Phone charges 1,200

TOTAL $4,450

*Cost already included in ONTYME estimate.

Key Issues/Problem Areas

How to fund communications to points other than system member libraries,

given the defined limits of current CLSA funding, is an issue to be explored

by the Santiago Administrative Council.



6. Delivery

Delivering materials, hardcopy communications, etc. between Santiago SyStem

members and between the system and its members, as well as other agencies both

within and outside SLS .is a key system service support activity. As with work

on communications, the study focused on the reasonableness of the present

structure, and considered possible avenues of improvement to be explored, but did

not explore those alternatives in depth.

CLSA requirements for the intrasystem delivery element are contained in

Educ.-Code Article 4 section 18745, "Each Cooperative Library system shall

annually apply to the state board for funds for intrasystem communications and

delivery. Proposals shall be based upon the most cost-effective methods of

exchanging materials and information among the member libraries."

The Statewide Communications and Delivery Component of the Act has never

been funded. Technically, this is the CLSA component that covers delivery to

entities other than system member public libraries.

CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

In order to get a picture of current delivery activities in Santiago, cum-

ulative statistics on pick-up and deliveries were obtained for calendar 1981.

Information extracted from the Santiago 1981/82 reports and from the 1982/83

Program Budget Requests was also examined. In addition, telephone interviews

were conducted to obtain an understanding of the interface between the SLS

delivery system and Orange County interbranch delivery service. Point-to-point

traffic and peak load data were not available, but given the relative balance

and proximity of the member libraries such information was not essential for

this study. This type of data would, however, be extremely important in more

geographically widespread systems or in systems with a greater disparity in the

size of the member libraries' collections.
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No clear picture of delivery patterns in Santiago emerged, however. Data

collected at the delivery points do not agree with those presented in the

Santiago budget request. There are several possible explanations for this but

the major implication is that development of uniform measures for delivery

workload should be undertaken soon. The current van delivery system seems to

be working wel
\
l -- but SLS should confirm this conclusion with reliable data.

Technical assistance in data collection and analysis methodology is

available from the California State Library.

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

1. Items are delivered to SLS members at the lowest possible cost.

2. Users of the SLS delivery systems will receive items in a timely

-v
manner.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The following are sample performance objectives for the specifications

suggested:.

1. % of delivery service users understand procedures and regarding

the appropriate use of the various delivery options available to

SLS members by (date).

2. High priority intrasystem delivery will be accomplished within

(hours).

3. Routine intrasystem delivery will be accomplished within (days).

4. Traffic volume and costs for each delivery method used are recorded

and supplied for evaluation of cost-effectiveness at least every

(months).

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY METHODS

Santiago's current delivery methods appear to be working well and could be

continued. Insufficient attention has been paid to tracking performance and
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costs, but the system functions smoothly and is providing daily delivery to

SLS members. The arrangement with Orange County Public Library appears to be

providing more effective and efficient van delivery service than could be ob-

tained by Santiago operating a single separate service.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Santiago's compact area of service and cooperative van delivery arrange-

ment with Orange County Public Library provide a high level of service at a

relatively low cost. However, the current method of operation is not capturing

.

reliable data on workload, and costs. As long as the system works well and costs
4

remain stable this is not a serious problem -- but if conditions change Santiago

will lack the necessary information to evaluate alternative delivery methods.

4
It is unlikely that there exists a more cost-effective alternative to the

current delivery van method at this time. However, SLS might consider experi-

menting with other modes of delivery on a limited basis. Options include the
t

use of a commercial rapid delivery, private mail, or document delivery services

such as The Messenger, Purolator, Bay Mail, etc., for rush items. Telefacsimile

as a means of rapid document delivery can be effective in settings where tare

is a large volume of high periority, relatively small (less than 25 pages)

document traffic, or where the telefacsimile equipment costs are largely born

by emmunications usage. As telefacsimile technology becomes increasingly

digital (lower transmission times and the overall cost of operation) Santiago

Library System may want to consider telefacsimile as an enhancement of the -)'

communications and delivery systems already in use.

KEY ISSUES /PROBLEM AREAS

How to fund delivery to points other than system member libraries,

given the defined limits of current CLSA funding, is an issue to be explored

by the Santiago Administrative Council.

41



'!;7. pecial Services

Special Services entails the development, provision, and evaluation of

services to the following special client groups:

- Asian, black, hispanic, and other racial or cultural minorities

- Blind, deaf, and physically disabled

- Illiterate, unemployed, and other socially-economically disadvantaged

- Aged, homebound, or institutionalized

Many possible reasons why special client group members make limited use of

libraries were considered, including:

- Administrative priorities

- Attitudes of special client .group members, lack of faith in a library's

ability or willingness to serve them

- \Architectural barriers that prohibit or limit access to library services

- \Cultural barriers including non-acce tarce and non-awareness of libra-
\

r.ies as an information source

- Staff inability/lack of training in communication and service techniques

for work with special clients

- Lack of appropriate resources and services
)

The study addresses problems of service, a6d discusses possible system

roles in developing services to special client groups. The shifting responsi-

bilities of federal, state, and local funding sources are also reviewed.

CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

1. Profile of Special Client Community

Race/Ethnic breakdown by household is shown in Table 7b.

Undocumented Aliens: There are no official statistics on undocumented

aliens in Orange County. It is estimated that the population is approximately

57,172. However, it could be as high as 75,000 to 100,000. (Santiago Library

System Population Profile.)

il g



LIBRARY DIRECTORS

ADVOCACY GROUPS

LIBRARY SPECIAL
SERVICES STAFF

SUMMARY OF I ERVIEW RESPONSES

N
The Current Special Services vironment in the Santiago Systcn Area

CLIENT NEEDS HOW TO MEET THEM PROBLEMS TRAINING NEEDS

Jobs
Literacy
Survival

Special materials
Bi-lingual staff

Lack of staff
with necessary
skills and
attitudes

.

Survival within
economic and
cultural main-
stream

Appropriate staff;
Equal response to
and equal input
from all major
elements of the
community

Status quo has
priority

,

,

Jobs
Survival and
language skills

Bi-lingual staff,
Community infor-
mation

Language skills,

Communication
Cultural awareness,

with patron,
Organization of the

apathy from the
community for coor-

library, lack of
dinated programs

staff and funds
and political sup-
port

HUMAN SERVICE AGENCIES -

Libraries can help agencies with' information and meeting space.

Agencies can help libraries with service delivery, identification of patron

and volunteers.
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Indochinese Refugee Population: as shown in Table 7c, totals 18,669

Handicapped: The handicapped population is estimated at 225,810 by

1980. (Santiago Library Syste' Population Profile.)

Unemployed: Unemplo ent in Orange County reached a record high of

82,700 or 10.5% in May 1975.

2. Current Services Summary

The interviews described the special services environment in the Santiago

System area. Major findings are summarize/ below; some are also discussed under

3, Implications. Table 7a outlines the findings.

a. Services to special client groups are currently a low administrative

priority at the local and system level.

b. Some librarians are interested and willing to serve special client

groups but only within the parameters of "traditional" library services

and service delivery techniques.

c. Member library staffs have difficulty assessing special client groups

needs and deciding how to address them.

d. The information service needs of special client groups do not vary

greatly from thqse of the general community or "priority" groups;

however, delivery methods and techniques-may need to be different.*

* Concurs with findings in INFORMATION NEEDS OF CALIFORNIANS published in 1979

by King Research Inc.

A4chart summarizing reviews by category of interview subjects (See Fa). Complete

text of interviews is available at Library Development Services Bureau, California

State Library.



e. There was a general sense among Santiago member library staff that

libraries should be cooperating with other human service agencies in

the community as one way of meeting those needs effectively. These

agencies have developed a variety of methods for delivery services to

the shared client group.

Moreover, there appears to be a significant gap in communication and

a need for common terminology among library and other human service

agencies in the system service area. Library jargon does not describe

to laynien or professionals in other fields the scope or value of the

services provided. Despite PR efforts, these other agencies were

ignorant of services available to them and to their clients.

f. Staff with appropriate language skills, cultural awareness and appre-

ciation are acutely needed by all memberlibraries. fhe scarcity of

such staff is a major barrier to effective service to underserved groups.

g. Services to special client groups have often depended on the availability

of limited-term grant funds and short-term additional staff for service

development.

h. Special client group members perceive libraries as not committed to

special services and do not feel libraries have materials and staff

that can assist them.

3. Implications

q. Special client groups are seen as substantially 'yfferept from other

groups served by the library. The term "client", rather than the more usual

library term "patron", is used throughout this discussion: 1) to remind that

underserved groups-are not current library users and, 2) to foster, through

common terminology, the coordination of library services with those provided



by other human service agencies to the same grou,;s of persons. The term

is especially appropriate to convey concepts that have developed during the

study and to frame the resulting alternatives. The study has led to

a similar conclusion that the descriptive word "special" is less appro-

priate to the groups under study than the term "non-traditional". It can be

argued that all library service consists of meeting the needs of a wide array of

"special groups", e.g., businessmen, mystery fans, do-it-yourselfers, etc. All

require materials specific to their needs and often times require special methods

of service delivery such as materials shelved together or marked for easy identi-

fication, specially bound materials, special loan periods, displays, program;,

etc. Librarians are charged with serving the general community. That community

is made up of many distinctive client groups with overlapping memberships, all

likely to make specific demands upon the library. What distinguishes "special

client groups", as defined for this study, is that they traditionally have not

been seen as part of the general community.

b. Services to special clients are seen as inherently more difficult

and expensive, with higher per capita costs and unusual delivery methods.

The California Library Services Act recognizes the possibility that public

libraries may belrle to bear the costs of meeting the exceptional needs

of ma residents, including the physically disabled, non-English and

limited English speaking persons, those who are confined to home or in an

institution, and those who are economically disadvantaged. (Educ. Code

Section 18701 (e).) This study, however, finds that while some techniques

for reaching some special client groups are-expensive, much can,be done on

existing funds. An impressive array of successful programs for special

client groups have been mounted by individual SLS member libraries ithout

extraordinary expenditures of funds. Although the use of temporary grant

11 0

.
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funds may be needed to cover start-up costs, the maintenance of alternative

services identified by this report fall well wit the budgetary resources
4.

of the SLS. As with ary change in service, a shifting of priorities,

careful planning, and reallocation of resources may be necessary to develop

programs that keep pace with changing client needs.

c. Administrative attitudes are the key factor. This study confirmed

the hypothesis that administrative attitudes, not funding, are the principal

cause of inadequate services for special client groups. Library administra-

tors interviewedwereconcerned that special groups did not enjoy the same

level of service as did traditional library patrons, but most administrators

did not recognize a role for themselvesin balancing inequities.--They per-

ceived "basic" services to be traditional services for traditional library

patrons. They perceived special client groups as being apart from the main-
.

stream,to be served only as soon as funds would allow, but not at the expense of

redUced services for established patrons. To the degree that special clients

could use services, delivered to mainstream patrons, they were welcomed and served

well; special efforts to serve them were seen as unnecessary drains upon limited

fiscal and staff resources.

. Services to special groups were also seen as more appropriate for an

individual library rather than for system level activity. Information gathered

in the'study showed that client group clusters, especially those of ethnic or

language differences, were often located in areas whose local libraries lacked

appropriate materials and staff. System level coordination would allow optimum

use of staff expertise, existing collection strengths, and Liildings offering

easier architectural access.

d. Special clients do not require a different approach. A final miscon-

ception was that special clients must have special programs. Ideally, services

(1

-
1
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for them should be developed through existing cycles of community assessment,

planning and program development and should be integrated into services for

mainstream patrons. However, such integration does not mean that the develop-

ment and delivery of services to special client groups will be the same or that

,
specific attention to their needs is not required:-

e. The Library cannot be effective in isolation. Integration or coordina-

tion of library services for special clients should also be done in coordination

with other human services agencies. Santiago member libraries' staff have this

view. Working with other agencies and organizations such as the Area Agency

on Aging, Inconvenienced Sportsmen, Reforma, etc., is the best way of expanding

services in the face of diminishing fiscal resources. These relationships

benefit both the participating agencies and organizations as well as. their

shared client groups. Through such relationships libraries can learn what

\..

\ service needs and gaps exist, can draw upon established delivery systems

St

such as Meals on Wheels, Senior Citizen Centers, RSVP Volunteer programs, etc.,

i

can use existing information and public relations vehicles for publicizing services,

and can make use of staff expertise within human service agencies in a variety of

ways. In turn, libraries can provide human service7gencies with information ser-

vices, enrichment' for their programs, contact with their clients, etc.

Although there are numerous special service programs in other states from which

much can be learned, the historical development and structure.of California's
,,

cooperative library systems are unique so that there are no out of state models

to be duplicated by SLS. Several states, such as Washington and Illinois,

have regional library systems providing services to special client groups, but

the regional systems are not cooperative systems made up of independent libra-

ries. Indeed, the best examples of special service programs planned' and pro-

vided by cooperative library systems are to be found in California; examples



include the MCLS Service Center for the Deaf and the 49/99 Service to the
.14

Elderly. Reports of these projects are listed in the bibliography.

4. Funding

Special service prjgramt-fdr the underserved are a major objective of the

California Library Servicet Act. Cortcern\for the underierved underlies all ele-

ments of the Act. Nevertheless, the two sections of the Act that authorize special

service programs, for individual libraries, Educ- Cede, Section 18710, andK1

for the cooperative library systems, Section 18742, were,not fuhded. It maystie
.

that the availability of Library Services and Construction Act funds led to the

mistaken belief that adequate federal funds were available for specialized services.

With the impending demise of LSCA, the State Legislature may recognize the ,
/ r

.

need for state funding of these programs. The uncertain f4ture ot_SCA and

the variety of federal funding sources for serving special clieIt groups needs !

. -

(e.g., older American Act, Title II, Social Security Act; Title X'X,)'make it

difficu!t to outline discrete responsibilities for federal, state.,-6nd local

funds. Some funds may be used only for demonstration and start-up project

funding; others provide funds for on-going program efforts. The-'options for

funding special services are varied. Since there currently is nq funding for

Special Services component of the California Library Services Act, there have

been few relevant policies established by the California Library Services Board.

It is possible that a mix of state funds (library, social services, aging, etc.)

could be used to develop and maintain special service programs.

Local funds should benefit all elements of the community or service area

equally and should be used for on-going funding of library services and programs

The extent to which these funds can be used, and how they can be used, will be left
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up to local governments and agencies who are responsible for funding. It is

'
possible that new sources of fundirig Can be developed, such as the grant made to

the Peninsula Library System by San Diego Federal Sitings that funded the system

bookmobile service to institutio's and convalescent hopitals. Whatever the

source, coordition at system level is helpful tc.make best use of funds, to

ensure optimum levels of service and to avoid unnecessary duplication.

1

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

The ultimate goal for services to special client groups is their integra-

tion into apftlgram of service for the total community. For that reason, th

needs of special clients are integrated with the Service Specifications, Perfor-

. f _J A

mance Objectives, and Alternative Service Delivery Methods nfotder program

sections of this report. Service Specifications that address participation by

members of/Ispecial client groups in the Planning process are included in the

r'

section on.Citizen Involvement. C-itical to the success of that integration

s the considergtton of the needs of all people in the service area, both

library users and non-users, in planning and developing system level services.

Equally critical issues are:

- the need for reordEring administrative priorities to favor service

to the total community over maintaining current lev is of service

to traditional library patrons

- the need for appropriate staff at local service outlets and the

need for training for all staff in communication skill, and

sensitivity to special clients

- the need for a reliable means for assessing changing community needs.

There are in addition Service Specifications ,o achieve the integration
Pao

of special client group services whenever overall system services are planned and

S.
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evaluated:

1. Special client needs and input are incorporated into the planning,

development, and evaluation of system programs.

2. Special client concerns and needs are assessed in systematic,

continuousihshion.

3. Special clients receive library services in coordination with other

huTan services in the community.

4. Special clients receixeservices from user friendly staff that have

appropriate skills for identifying and responding to their special

needs.

5. Special clients are made aware of library servicek/available to them.

6. Architectural and spatial desigh factors are considered in order to

provide optimal access for all persons.
.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Ilmwdldwasamiali.IIINIONIIam.4.

The following are performance ojbectives for the specifications above:

% of system programs and services include service delivery

techniques specific to special client group needs

% of agencies, groups, and organizations deliveringIcerOces to

special client groups in Orange County are contacted by Library or

system'representatives within month's to identify waysto

cooperate in the.delivery of services.

(number) cooperative service delivery programs with agencies,

groups, organizations, etc. are operational by (date).

- By (date), (number) of special clients receive library services

or information about library services through agencies, groups, and

organizations delivering human services in Orange County.
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- In random testing % of special clients report favorably bn library

staff skills and attitudes.

% of public service staff are fluent in languages other than English.

- In random sample testing of special clients, % are able to describe

at least library'programs or services.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY METHODS

Alternative .servicedelivery methods offered here do riot provide options

for delivering services as do those of other sections of this report. They

offer instead methods that individual libraries or the Santiago Library

System can use to overcome barriers to the full development of services to

special client groups. Interviewsdescribed many appropriate, innovative

services and activities undertaken by individual system member libraries.

Many of those could be extended to all libraries within the sysltem. For some

prog rams, sy stem level operation would provide economics of scale.

While many of these programi require minimal staff time and funds, their

successful development demands a solid foundation of client input, tommunry

support, community organization, and staff training. The methods outlined

here address basic principals of library development and offer methods for

building the required foundation for both library and system level programs.

r-2

Other methods for adhering to these basic principals may be in effect in the

development of programs for mainstream library patrons, but interview data .

indicated that they were not currently in place for special client group services.

The alternative service delivery methods offered may be used alone or in combina-

tipn. Discussion 44 each method includes procedures, benefits, and constraints.

Service Development Method #1: Utilize Staff Liaison.

Build upon library staff memberships in appropriate community groups

and organizations to establish an informal liaison between them and the
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Santiago Library System or an individual library. Staff who have been a part

of an organiiation would be accepted easily by the community, whereas an out-

sider would not. Many library staff have voluntarily taken on such liaison

roles; with encouragement, others 'might also be willing to volunteer. The

1

advantages would be the establishment of direct communication lines between

community groups, the elusive populations represented by the organizations, and

the library for keeping in touch with changing needs and for disseminating

information from the library to the community. A useful tool for both community

groups and library staffs would be a directory of specific staff'skillS,

e.g., languages spoken, signing ability, memberships in appropriate drganizations.4

In addition to the direct public service benefits, this method would enable .
May

staff at all levels and classifications to be involved in service planning.

However\for the libra'ry to promote volunteer liaison raises many issues for

which guidelines would need to be developed. To.ask library staff to use their

free time to further library interests wodid require an educational campaign

and intense recruitment program. Questions could also arise about administra-

tive responsibility, the expenditure of funds, and the role of the staff

member as a representative of the library.

Service Development Method #2: ,Community Workshops.

Hold workshops for library staffs and for representatives of community groups

and human service agencies in the county to'identify ways to cooperate in
4,3

service delivery and to develop a cooperative plan of action for the coming

year. The benefits to all participants would be significant. A meeting of this

kind could Lead to the development of
\
a network of agencies and organizations

that strengthen and support one another's programs,.services and funding. All

conferences require follow-up activities by all participat' g agencies to estab-

lish sustained relationships. For the library to benefit by the programs of the'

other agency, it would in turn have to provide services and benefits to the

agencies.
,



Service Developmerie Method #3: Contract Study.

Contract with private firm or consultant to conduct a study of human service

delivery mechanisms in'the county and identify specific ways that individual

libraries and the Santiago Library System could use them. The advantage of

this method is that a new perspective would be provided. It is difficult for

persons familiar with the status quo to make conceptual leaps beyond it. The

use of an outside consultant would make fewer demands upon staff time. Disadvan-

tages would be the need for funding to cover the costs of a consultant's fee

and inevitably, staff time to follow-up on the consultant's recommendations.

Service Development Method #4: Train Staff

Train library staff in appropriate service delivery, attitudes, and

communication Skills. Organize a staff development program to share the exper-

tise of current library staff with experience in serving special clients; this

mfbht be based on the directory described on Method #1. The need for staff

training was a pervasive concern of interview subjects. Staff training could

make the most immediate and most noticeable improvement in the quality of

services available, not only for special client groups but also for all library

patrons. There may be difficulty, however, in identifying trainers with the

appropriate skills and background and in paying for their services.

Service Development Method #5: Recruitment

Launch a recruitment program-to attract appropriat staff. All SLS member

libraries appearlto have an immediate pressing need for/ appropriate skilled
t k

staff. A recruitment program to attract members of target groups to the

library profession would bring substantial long term benefits to the library

profession. Such an effort could also help 09ange Ccunty libraries to meet

affirmative action glidel nes. Disabvantdyes are that few immedtate benefits

would be realized by the lilkTary )r jurisdiction making the recruiting effort.
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Frequently, criits and scholarship recipients, after training, will seek

employment in another library. Training of new recruits may also delay the

delivery of services to clients.

Service Development Method #6: Staff Exchange

velop a system wideoeCTI'VXchange program to share st who have

specia client service expertise. Not- only would staff serving special clients,

benefit, but all participating staff.would gain greater awareness of system

resources and develop increased ability to understand and meet special client

needs. They would also,share awareness of the resources and service problems

of other libraries.

There are a few disad/antages to this approach. There is the necessity

for advance preparation and organization among participating libraries that

would demand time of library administrators and staff. There could also be a
01,

temporary loss in the quality of services as rotated staff learn unfamiliar

tasks and responsibilities.

Service Development Method #7: Public Awareness

Prepare and conduct a.library services education campaign through all

types of media in all appropriate languages, including information about

special services provided by inlOdual libraries and the Santiago Library

System. The study interviews revealed that even dedicated library supporters

and frequent library users were unaware of the system's role in providing

sTupport services or-its potential for improving the quality of direct services.

A potential resource for this approach would be the availability of a

pool of volunteers in Friends' of Libraries groups throughout the county. To

date, Friends groups have not coordinated their activities across jurisdictional

lines nor directed their attention to the system. Coordination among Friends

groups, discussed in the section on Community Involvement, could provide the

driving force behind'an education campaign. There is the possibility, also,
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that much community support for an education campaign could be contributed,
)

\

e.g. TV spots, distribution of information matezials,,-by/non-library agencjes,

etc. f

.

//
A

f

- '......., . ,

Disadvantages of such a campaign would be in the drain placed upon staff,

fiscal and volunteer resources. Although the potential for volunteers is ap-
,

'parent, they must still be recruited, trained and encouraged. Friends groups

might not perceive the benefits to "their" library. Much preliminary work

by staff would be needeto raise appropriate funds. The use of budgeted funds

could be questioned. Following the campaign, sustained effort by both staff

and volunteers would be required to hold the gains made.

Service Development Method #8: Advocacy and Public Re,ations

Build a public relations and advocacy network using advocacy groups for

1-i-bra-rips and special clit groups, community service organizations, and library

staff. A speakers bureau could be developed, including members of the client

group, members of library boards, members of Friends groups, and library staff.

The staff liaisons with community groups, and the coordinated Friends of

o

Library Groups, mentioned earlier, could form the basis for a network.

Advantages would be the same as for any other-public relations effort. Benefits

would acrue to all participating members of the network and to the shared clients

they serve. All organizations would become aware of the resources and services
t

of the other, all could share inforMation and input from clieris into organiza-

tional planning, new areas for cooperative efforts would be scovered, and all

would be in a position to provide support for the others as needed. The disadvan-

tages woula lie in the number of staff hours required for participation in a

speakers bureau. There would also be the need to recruit and train appropriate

persons to serve as speakers.



COST FACTORS

Cost factors to be considered in examining the service development

9
methods include:

r 4

Staff member training cost (both tra sts, fees, and staff.time)

Travel costs for volunteers and staff, and other costs associated

with volunt ers. (see also the section program outline on

volunteers, in s Ftion 8, Dis,:retionary. System Programs.)

_J

- Staff salar and enefits costs to assist insetting up programs

Per diem costs for out-oPtarea travel

Consultant fees for professional research and evaluation.

Production costs for Public Relations Materials

Miscellaneous costs such as registration for conferences dealing

witq Special Client Groups, membership fees, etc.

I



RACE/ETHNICITY or musruao HEAD

Non-minority white
Black
Hispanic Heritage
Monolingual Sp.-speaking
American Indian
Oriental or Asian Heritage

Filipino
Other
Unknown
Total Households

ANANEIM

Number

58,345
541

4.518

933
327

393
118

830

5,159
70.721

82.50

0.77
6.39

N/A
.46

1.26

N/A
1.34

7.28
100.00

BREA
Number

5,570 79.56
72 .31

52 5.037-
N/A

63 .90

55. .79

7 N/A
230 3.39
702 10.03

7.001 100.00

BUENA PARK
Number

15.763

175

1,710

715

147

302

. 49

429

831

18.850

80.97
.66

9.07

N/A
.75

1.60

N/A
2.54

4.40

99.99

COSTA MC ;A

Number

21,955

1'1

719
164

179

369'

51

362

4.920
78.661

76.60

.78

7.19

U/A
.45

1.7q

N/A
1.44

17.16

100.00

CYPRIV;
numlwr

9.719

600
66

99

147

87

156

(,6c

11.849

ti

87.70
.83

6.06

ti/A

.84

2.81

N/A
2.05
6.51

100.00

FOUNTAIN GARDEN HUNTINGTON

VALLEY FULLERTON GROVE BEACH MUM
Numbcir t Number 7; Number Number Number ti

Non-minority white 10,875 71.71 24,857 77.94 31,135 81.31 136.446 95.72 1.177 75.15

Black 88 .58 331 .98 167 375 0.23 114 itN6

Hispanic Heritage
Monolingual Sp.-speaking
American Indian

417
46

112

2.75
N/A
.74

1,644
228
123

4.87
N/A
.36

2,121

277
249

5.54

N/A
.65

4,034 7.81

N/A
N/A

294

75

38

2.74

N/A
.16

-1
Os
cr

Oriental or Asian Heritage. 402 2.65 420 1.23 513 1.3 1,877 1.31 711 1.97

Filipino 38 N/A 58 N/A 105 N/A N/A N/A 77 cr

Other 400 2.64 362 1.23 632 2.06 287 0.70 154 1 61

Unknotin 2,871 18.93 6,287 18.43 3.326 8.67 371 . 0.11 1,750 16 33

Total Households 15,165

LAGUNA

100.00 34,077 100.00 38,291 100.01 143.790 99.99, 10,715

NEWPORT

100 0')

BEACH LA HABRA LA ALMA LOS ALAMITOS BFACH

Number Z Number % tmber 2- Number Number

Non-minority white 6,094 79.66 11,562 76.09 3,319 78.19 3,029 87.54 77,836 -1 .16

Black 46 .60 54 .36 51 1.20 33 .95 .72

Hispanic Heritage 1.45 1,456 9.58 250 5.89 234 6.76 157 .57

Monolingual Sp.-speaking 21 N/A 735 N/A 70 N/A 36 N/A 10 N/A

Annrican Indian 70 .26 81 .53 31 .73 17 .36 36 .13

Oriental or Asian Horitagn. 37. .47 176 .83 776 5.32 46 1.33 142

Filipino. 11 N/A 18 U/A 30 N/A It N/A 79 N;A.

Otiv-
81 1.15 31') 7.1! 737 5.4/ 53 1.53 ,46

1,7'0 16.46 1,cn, In .r.1 137 3.70 53 1.C3 12.1"

Tot ;.1 ho1,1-
nn (!n If.,!'- vsn ( 4-4.. 11'1.09 1.4(0 190.00 fit too. 2.1

0
LI A

C I :



RACE/ETHN1CITY or uousrllow IITAO

ORANGE

Number 2

PLACENTIA
Number 2

SAN CLEHENTT
Numher

SAN JUAN
CAPISTRANO

Numhet

Non-minority white 20,846 75.70 5,920 65.71 I5,442 90.50 11.312 16:110

Black 167 .61 82 .90 60 .35 27 .44

Hispanic Heritage 1,794 4.70 997 10.99 1,137 6.63 763 6 20

flonolingual Sp.-speaking 203 N/A 177 N/A N/A H/A 117 N/A

American Indian 149 .54 1(2 .46 1,9 .29 50 .91

Oriental or Asian Heritage. 290 1.05 114 1.26 N/A N/A 36 69

Filipino 33 N/A 11 N/A N/A N/A 10 N/A

Other 362. 1.31 114 1.26 38G 7.23 31 .13

Unknown 14,4110 16.09 1,811 19.93 N/A N/A MI C.66

Total Households .27,538 100.00 9,078 100.00 17,063 100.00 c.060 1n..00

SANTA ANA SEAL ninc0 STANTON TUSTIN

Number 2 Number 2 Number Number

Hon-minority white 38.755 65.08 12,1193 94.48 5,796 71.00 75.300 96.11

Black 2,58h 4.34 51 .39 32 .39 1,03 .74

Hispanic Heritage 11,908 20.00 143 1.08 622 7.62 556 7.08

Monolingual Sp.-speaking 3,133 N/A lh N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A

American Indian 298 .50 18 .14 5 .06 N/A

Oriental or Asian Heritage. 740 1.24 108 .82 63 .77 267 1.00

Filipino 140 N/A 11 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Other
Unknown

541

4,600

1.14

7.70

124

286

.94

2.16

1,1

1,604

.50

19.65

173

111

.65

.117

Total Households 59,554 100.00 13,223 100.0o 8,163 99.99 26,695 100.00

VILLA PARK WESTMINSTER YORBA LINDA ORANGE COUNTY (II)

Number 2 Number 2 Number 2 Number 4

Non-minority white
Black

1,484
7

89.51
.42

18,016

72

83.33

.33

5,297
21

79.73
.37

65.968

577

.98.87

0.78

Hispanic Heritage 22 1.33 1,109 5.13 236 3.55 2.436 3.21

Monolingual 5p.-speaking
American Indian
Oriental or Asian Heritage

0

i

35

N/A
.06

7.11

131

125

444

N/A
.58

7.05

9

41

57

N/A
.62

.86

307
763

571

N/A
0.36

0.78

Filipino 3 0/A 67 N/A 8 H/A 91 N/A

Other

llolowwn

77

81

1.33

5.75

64',

1.710

7.91

5.'0

69

923

1.04

13.1:1

/53
3.C67

1.1C

4.7'1

Total 11.n.a.hold- 1,69 In0.01 71/0', Inn 0.! 6.61111 . Irm.no 74.210 100.01

(11 ,.,. ;If tt 1.1,.f" r r1

-

cperial Cen-.n r... U1/6 ()tamp. County

P 1'1'1
n. Ci"

Vol. 16.
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Table 7c

INDOCHINESE REFUGEE POPULATION

City* Vietnamese Laotian

As of September 30, 1979

Cambodian Total

Anaheim 1,236 86 22 1,344

Brea *26 0 0 26

Buena Park 346 25 28 399

Capistrano Beach , 31 C 0 31

Corona Del Mar 2 0 0 2

Costa Mesa . 11,204, 18 12 1,234

Cypress 93 12 0 105

Dana Point 2 0 0 2

East Irvine 0 0 0 0

El Toro 142 0 0 142

Fountain Valley 291 35 0 326

Fullerton 706 71 17 794

Garden Grove 2,174 194 48 2,416

Huntington Beach 1,810 124 3 1,937

Irvine 202 0 5 207

Laguna Beach 55 0 0 55

Laguna Hills (30) 0 0 (30)

Laguna Niguel 8 0 0 8

La Habra 96 3 2 101

La PaThe (2) 0 (2) (4)

Los Alamitos 48 0 0 48

Midway City 46 33 0 79

Mission Viejo 101 0 0 101

Newport Beach 20 0 0 20

Orange 1,075 121 0 1,196



Table 7c (cont.)

INDOCHINESE REFUGEE POPULATION
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As of September 30, 1979

City* Vietnamese Laotian Cambodian Total

Placentia 187 15 0 202

San Clemente 103 15 0 118

San Juan Capistrano (101) 0 0 (101)

Santa Ana 4,039 956 73 5,068

Seal Beach 2 0 0 2

South Laguna 8 0 0 8

Stanton 139 0 0 139

Tustin 294 5 8 307

Villa Park 445 55 0 500

Westminster 1,563 124 0 1,687

-Yorba Linda 35 28 2 65

TOTAL 10,529 1,920 220 18,669

*Note: Includes unincorporated area served by local postal zone

Note: Figures in parenthese indicate that the figure is not added into the

total, as it was already figured into one of the other categ6H-6.

Source: Lao Family Community, Inc., Santa Ana, California

State of California, Department of Finance Population Research

Unit, February 1980.
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CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SYSTEM LEVEL LSCA SERVICE PROJECTS
FOR SPECIAL CLIENT GROUPS

Funding Year Project Name System.

1981/82 Amerind South State Cooperative
Library System

1981/82 Asian Shared Information and South State Cooperative

Acquisitions (ASIA) Library System

1981/82 Proyecto IDEAL North Bay Cooperative Library
System

1981/82 Library Outreach Monterey Bay Area Cooperati've
Library System

1981/82 Libi-ary Services. to the Develop- Metropolitan Cooperative

mentally Disabled Adult Library System

1981/82 Cooperative Outreach Services for 49-99 Cooperative Library

Seniors and Visually Handicapped System

1980/81- .Shared Chicano Resources Inland Library System

1980/81 Rural Children's Library Services North State Cooperative

Demonstration Library System

1979/80---- San Jose Indian Center South Bay Cooperative Library
System

1977/78 Library Services to the Deaf Metropolitan Cooperative

and Hearing Impaired Library System

1977/78 Resource Outreach to Seniors North Bay Cooperative Library
System

1975/76 R.E.A.0. South Bay Cooperative Library
System

1975/76 Library Service to Correctional San Joaquin Valley Library

Institutions System

1975/76 Urban Bilingual/Bicultural San Joaquin Valley Library

Project System

1975/76 Library Service to the Spanish Peninsula Library System

Speaking

. 10



8. 'Discret ionary System Services

There are many possible system services not described in the

California Library Services Act. Such services are completely optional to

SLS. The study reviewed possibilities for provision of direct services to

member libraries or other agencies, and direct services to the public.

Special additional considerations pertaining to direct services to special

client group's, are covered in section 7, Special Services.

CURRENT LEVEL Of SERVICE'

SLS has over the years provided a number of services beyond the scope of

state funding programs. Some of them have been grant-funded. Examples in-

clude a school library'cooperation.project (LSCA-funded) and a Heritage

Project (NEN-funded). Some activites have been supported by in -.kind con-

tribUtions, such as the Focus Gt:oups public relations programs or the_

Summer Reading Programs for elementary-age boys and girls.

Comments from SLS council members indicate that the more successful

programs, both grant-funded and in-kind supported, have required extensive

member library staff effort. Some SLS members question if the results have

been worth that effort.

In other systems, similar program conditions exist. Generally, other

systems have found lasting benefit from discretionary system services, such

as the North State System's Rural Children's Library Services Project.

It is clear that SLS needs carefully to weigh the likely costs --

especially the in-kind costs-- of-any optional programs, against the likely

community benefits to be gained. Table 8a provides a convenient way of initially .

assessing the likely benefits and costs of proposed programs.
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SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

These are specifications for deciding which programs might be pursued.

There are three minimum criteria which a program must meet if it is to be

successful:

1. The program meets specific user or community needs. Unless specific,

11

user-focused need is clearly stated, it will be difficult to

develop appropriate user-oriented service objectives for the program.

2. The program is philosophically compatible with the system's stated

service goals.

3. The program is of benefit to residents of more than one member

. library jurisdiction or library service area.

There are, in addition,.a number of desirable characteristics. The assumption

here is the more of them a possible program has, the greater itschance of

success. These characteristics,not presented in any priority order, are:

1. The program is philosophically compatible with the individual .service

goals of the member libraries and has the support of library

directors and staff. This significantly improves the chances that

a new program will be successfully integrated with existing programs

and offered to users by staff at the greatest number of service

points.

2. The program is not totally dependent on outside funds, but can be

conducted at some level even if grants "dry up".

3. The program will have high visibility to potential users: library

and information services are kept in the public eye.

4. The program is possible at low cost. The amount of "risk capital"

now available to public libraries is limited. If the system wishes

Ito
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to pursue a high-priced program, benefits to users must be

especially carefully documented and evaluated.

5. The program will result in greater use of library services and

library materials.

6. The program is timely. It is built around a current "hot topic"

i'f possible, so that persons concerned about Matters on the front

pages or the evening news can find something happening at the

library that helps them with those concerns.

7. The program is possible on a pilot basis. For those, if the program works

well when tried in one or two locations, it should then be possible

to expand it to provide/its benefits to all system-area residents

in the target group(0 concerned.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Ways of measuring the potential success of a particular program are

described in the following performance objectives:

1. % of the program goals and objectives speak directly to identified

information needs of area residents.

2. % of the program goals and objectives are clearly linked to the

system's stated service goals, as documented in the system plan of

service.

3.. The program.'s target population(s) reside in of the 10

Santiago Library jurisdictions.

4. The progr6 has the active support and involvement of

10 Santiago administrative council members.

5. % of the program budget comes from in-system resources,

including in-kind contributions.

of the
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.,..*

6. Information about the program will reach % of residents, the

target service area.

7 Costs fo;-. mounting the program and providing the service do not

exceed $ per resident served.

8. Library circulation in the target service area increases by %

after the program is established.

9. Walk-in use of libraries in the target service area increases by

% after the program is established.

10. % of the program goals and objectives relate directly to

political, social, economic, or cultural issues of current

interest and concern to the community.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICES

1. standardized procedures

There is one dis'cretionary activity which relates to both CLSA-funded

programs, and all other system programs. That is standardized procedures.

It is discussed separately here.

Ideally, for a given service or program, the people in the Santiago area

should be given the same information and treatment about e.g. interlibrary

loan or universal borrowing, regardless of which library or library branch

they visit. Each library's staff members should process system requests so

that each request has an equal chance of being taken care of properly. This

ideal can be realized only through standardized procedures.

Some of the sections of the study point out the desirability of standard-

ized procedures, within the section (e.g., the desirability of uniform loan

periods within the Cooperative Lending section). That possibility can be

extended to every systemwide activity.

There is no requirement that standardized procedures be developed. It



is truly a discretionary program.. The greatest obstacle is finding agreement

among ten local libraries. Each must be willing to give up a little local

autonomy. Of course, the beneficiary of standardized procedures will be the

users and staffs of each library, who will have predictable service.

A program outline (Table 8a) supplies information necessary for begin-

ning an analysis of each additional program's costs and benefits. A summary

of the discretionary services which have been outlined as part of this study

appears in Table 8b. Separate outlines for each program conclude this sprtion.

Based on a co-Aparison of these potential programs with the specifications and

performance objectives subbesNd above, the Santiago System may identify one

Or more programs it wishes to pursue.

Note that expansions/variations on each program are included in the

"additional comments" section at the end of each program outline. Discretion-

ary programs currently provided by SLS, such as local history indexing, are

not included.

2. other discretionary services 40

In addition to the program outlines in the study, information on a variety

of program subject areas is available in John S. Robotham, L.ibt-Pr=ans

how to select, plan, and produce them, Scarecrow Press 1976. A useful biblio-

graphy appears on pages 282-288.

Examples of items covered in detail in the book are: talks (i.e. panels,

symposiums, individual speakers, dialogues, interviews), instruction (i.e. clas-

ses, demonstrations, orientations, tours), performing arts activities and other

programs (labelled "special events").



Table 8.a. .

DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES -

Program Outline Form

8-6

!Program Name

'Suggested Source of $

Alternative Source of $

Delivery Sys,tem/Svs Outlets

SLS Idea?

Whom Served

Management Required.

Staff Required

Technical Asilstance Available

Training Required

Start-up Time Required-

'Publicity Required

Costs:Direct

Costs:Indirect

Space Required

..

Equipment Required

Constraints

Advisory Input Required

Other Agencies Involved

Evaluation Methods

Additional Comments



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

8-8

Program Name Audiovisual Equipment Loan ,SLS Idea?

Suggested Source of $ Member library budgets

Alternative Source of $ I) Local equipment dealers as gifts, 2) User fee based

Delivery System[Svs Outlets Each participating system-member library

f ;

11119M SerItid Service area wide: especially appropriate for non-readers

Management Required Routine circulation staffing

Staff- Required Regular circulation or AV staff only

Technical Assistance Available State Library consultant or local AV equipment deale

.ie. Photo & Sound, Audio-Graphics, Instant Replay, etc.

Training Required Basic operation of equipment should be given to all staff involved

in loan procedure', all staff if posible .

Start,;:up Time .Reqpired._ 90 days ,

PUblicity'Required, Routine system -level public
4relationsuch

as brochure or signs in

each library.

Costs:DireCt S800 per MP projector, 5600 per VC player, S500 per VD player (average)

Costs: Indirect Repair and maintenance and some time for circ. staffing

Space,Required Locked closet or small room Auld suffice.

Equipient Required16mm MP projector,-video cassette & videodisc only is recommended.

Constraints Repair contracts sould be sought or maitenance funds reserved by each

individual library. If program is fee-based a separate account should he pstahliqhprI

4

Advisory Input Required- SAB should be consulted.

Other Agencie's InvOlved K-12 schools, colleges.

Evaluation Method, Circulation statistics, questionnaire to each borrower, effects

on software loanS. Number of new patrons in the library.

Additional Comments Loan rules shoUl.d, be the same in all SLS libraries. Multiple

copies of ,operation manuals would be needed. Equipment could also be used in-house for

programming ie childrens' room, YA work, meeting rooms. While SLS libraries can offer

some level of service, a hand-out list'oif_,.commercial rental stores 'should be maintained

as well-. If SLS elects not to offer this service such a list should be compiled and

made available as an alternative.
S.,

V



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

i Program Name Business Reference Service SLS Idea? YES

8-9

Suggested Source of $, cost-share between users and library

Alternative Source of $ Vary amount of user share

Delivery System/Svs Outlets in-library or direct delivery of materials to users;

in-library or telephone intake.

Whom Served Business/Industrial community

Management Required 1 FTE (able to do hard cost analysis and heavy-duty PR)
substitute backup) plus 1 FTE clerk (go-ferStaff Required 1 FTE Ref. Libn4g,11;

Technical Assistance Available State Library (former Service to Industry); Alameda

Co. Bus. & Govt.;_ cost-sharing public libraries (e.g. Minneapolis PL)
as es

Training Required Extensive, Ref. Libn, has to be fluent in selected on-line data and
printed sources, Qlus 2-3 pct. of time/yr. to maintain currency.Must bF:COMfartab e in
cpending rlipnt money or effective searches.

Start-up Time Required 9 mos. (develop policy, explore market, rain. staff)

Publicity Required Extensive and continuing, speaking and demonstrating services to

groups and individuals with eventual word-of-mouth help.
$6,000 for terminal; and printer; maintenance contact (assume incrementalCosts:Direct searching costs are paid by users): 5250/yr. training.

Costs: Indirect $500/yr. publicity materials

Space Required Hi hly visible nnblic work station, plus 350 sq. ft. office. Work
station should have g ass wa to a. ow clients some privacy and avoid distraction
by casual observers.

On line terminal; dedicated phone for messages plus recording decks;EquipmentRequirede
tive depositary)Constraints Polic issue of cost-sharinq;_need_to waiLfor business to develop enough

to keep Reference Librarian busy

Advisory Input Required Business and manufacturing reps.; economically .disadvantaged

re :sensitivity of cost - sharing

Other Agencies Involved

Evaluation Methods Repeat business; user group awareness of service; support of user

groups at budget time

Additional Comments 1. As to rationale, see e.g., Arthur D. Little study of Los Angeles

Public Library, November 10, 1981, p. IV-4.

2. Could add a Selective Dissemination of Information Svc. SDI) on an incremental cost

basis using e.g. DIALOG or indigenous staff.
,

3. Traffic could result in ILL requests that require rapid access to specialized verifica-
tion tools.
4. In charai s in r m n al 1. *Of .81 1 I .111 e ter II I. disci
cover e.g..mon y .1 ing iscrepancies. amp e perioica y o veri y amount neede
Bove terminal 'isp ay.
5. Assume CLASS/CULKS membership covered by liortrx (hut will need ORBIT extensively

se of its business data bases.) -A.i,:)
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

9

Program Name Central processing, acquisitions, catalog-SLS Idea? Yes

Suggested Source of $ Pooled funds of Centers members, some from CLSA database input

Alternative Source of $ None likely

Delivery System/Svs Outlets

Whom Served Center members

Management Required 1 FTE of experienced librarian

Staff Required 10-20 FTE (for SLS)

Technical Assistance--Available
State Library, Black Gold, North Bay, Baker and

Taylor

Training Required Typical technical services training

Start-up Time Required 1-2 years

Publicity Required

Costs :Direct $300,000 - $500,000 per year

Costs:Indirect Administrative overhead (est. at 30 pct: $100,000 - $150,000)

Space Required 2,500 - 3,000 sq. ft.

Equipment Required Depends on method of card production

Constraints Few processing centers nowadays can compete with commercial processing

t services jobbers. Usually have problems with-delays and quality control.

Advisory Input Required library staffs

Other Agencies Involved

Evaluation Methods time and cost per title

Additional Comments

0



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

8-11

1

Program Name Centralized storage facility SLS Idea? YES

Suggested Source of $ storing libraries' contributions

Alternative Source of $ none

Delivery System/Svs Outlets through borrowing library or through mail ,

Whom Served requestors of titles ,

Management Required .1- 1 FTE

Stiff Required set-up facility: 3 FIE: operate: 1-3 FTE. Libraries' staffincl. in co

Technical Assistance Available Don Thompson, Office of Vice-President, Library

Plan and Policies, University of California, Berkeley 94720

Training Required minimal

Start-up Time Required 12dIggicrdgeigiggil frgagr ranVAni gih
tutg,anning

Publicity Required minimal

,

Costs:Direct $4.55 est./vol. stored, plus 10 Wyr maintenance. Facilitynot Inc l.

Costs:Indirect ,

Space Requiredz facility of 5-20,000 sq. ft; or use of proposed University of Californ'

Southern-'Regional Stofage Facility

Equipment Required high-density shelving at storage site, plus record files

Constraints Resistance of librarians to (1) letting go of "their" books, and (2)

acceptance oreal world costs involved in remote storage.

Advisory Input Required tech. processing staff; reference and circulation staff.

Other Agencies Involved possibly UC Facility's planning committee

Evaluation Methods avoidance of new equipment and construction for member libraries;
,

avoidance of stack shifts because of crowded shelves; time required to fill requests

for materials in storage vs. ILL experience.

Additional Comments 1. Consider weeding as alternative

2. Factors in cost/Vol.: Cost per vol.
LuagcincLunailuLtrilmiliEnssionalrevielectionofmater'als,arieci1.70

Transportation to storage: r .10
Putting away at storage- 25

Change records at owning library (assume one file only) 1.00

Create records at storage (assume OCLC or RLIN available) 1.00

$4.5.5ivo1.

Assume per-circ. costs covered by CLSA IL/Lfreimbursement.

is

a
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program ,Outline

Program Name Cooperative Collection Development

Suggested Source of $ in-kind

Alternative -Source of $

Delivery System/Svs Outlets

SLS Idea? No

Whom Served SLS member libraries, possible other libraries in area

Management Required Committee of SLS assistant directors

Staff Required Member library subject specialists (in-kind), plus writing -up of proce res

and lists,.
Technical Assistance -Available Any large public library with

central library, subject departments, and branch ordering at review meetings.

Training Required make local materials selectors aware of program

Start-up Time Required three months

Publicity Required

Costs:Direct possible savings or redirection of part of library materials budgets

Cos'ts: Indirect $25,000 (.5 FTE librarian, .5 FTE clerk-typist)

Space Required

Equipment Required

Constraints

Advisory Input Required Service desk librarians

Other Agencies Involved Other libraries and collections in area, that have subject

Evaluation Methods Monitor-referral to othersiz collections, and
strengths

use by others' residents

-Additional Colarients 1. Feasible in geographically compact area (for meetings, user

travel)

2. Could provide rotating topical collections to member libraries, schools, etc.

3. Could add review/approval center for new titles (both general and special) -

knowledge that the Library expects to buy may help others avoid duplicating.

4. Eyaluate.potential impact of local automated circulation systems (that may be able

to provide on-line location information), RUN (with, ability to manipulate by class

and subject headings), etc.



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program, Outl ine

Program Name Di rectories SLS Idea?Ye-s

8-13

Suggested Source of $ grant (for development), subscription (for product distribution
t and ongoing)

Alternative Source of $

Delivery System/Svs Outlets Print: any library, agency, or purchaser. On-line:

any terminal with modem.

Whom Served agencies and people

Management Required .5 FTE

Staff Required 3 FTE

Technical Assistance Available Fresno MISN staff (John Jewell, John Kallenber0

Training Required extensive

Sta-rt-up Tine Required 6 months - 1 year

Publicity Required'° extensive

Costs:Direct File creation and maintenance: $35,000; On-line access: $35,000; Print

CostsIndirect
4 production and distribution: $33,000.

Space Required offices

Equipment Required Mini or mainframe computer, and input and readout devices

Constraints Lead time required to develop and debug the program requires patience
on.the part of all concerned.

Advisory Input Required users

Other Agencies Involved any listed in the directory
Evaluation Methods number and accuracy of uses and referrals from the directory

Additional Comments Based on Fresno MISN documentation for 1981/82. Including

1300-1700 records, each with3-20 terms indexed. The model is from an I&R file. Any

other directory of similar size and scope would have similar costs. Creation of

directories other than by use of computer technology isself-defeating. A very simple

directory, using a microcomputer with mailing list software is much cheaper, bdt far:,

more restricted as to ways to manipulate the data.
1.



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Discussion Groups

8-14

Suggested Source of ,$ Participant fees

Alternitive Source of $

Delivery System/Svs Outlets In library

SLS Idea? No

Whom Seived General public or special target group

Management Required %FTE varies

Staff Required %FTE varies

Technical Assistance Available State Library files, various libraries depending

upon topic; agencies like CA. Council for the Humanities, Robotham book*

Training Required Minimal, if any

Start-up Time Required 1-6 months planning depending upon type of program

Publicity Required Flyers, news relaeases, public service announcements.

Costs:Direct Materials discussed t10 per participant.

Costs: Indirect" Room space, staff coordination time

Space Required Separate meeting room

Speaker fee if needed

Equipment Required Overhead projector; easel and newsprint

Constraints C ldr i

relatively small audience. Certain topics cipuld seem conteoversial.,and censorship

issues could surface.

Advisory Input Required Citizen group to plan and publicize programs

- o .11 as .fie se 0 I. el 0-

Other Agencies Involved Any appropriate subject-related groups

Evaluation Methods Participant feedback

Additional Comtents *Robotham, John S. and La Fleur, Lydia, Library Programs:

How to Select, Plan and Produce Them. ScarecrOw Press 1976.



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Exhibit Program SLS Idea? No

Suggested Source of $ Local business or organizations, cultural groups

8-IS

Alternative Source of $ none

Delivery System/Sys Outlets Member libraries

Whom Served General public

Management Required Supervision of unpacking, handling_ fire prerauctin4c, Ptr

Staff Required Someone to coordinate

Technical Assistance Available e.g. Library of Congress Traveling Exhibitions

Generation to Generation 51 black and white photos

Training Required N.A.

Start-up Time Required hday planning 6 months prior

Publicity Required News releases, public service announcements, flyers and/or

posters

Costs :Direct Rental fee for 4 weeks -$500 postage and printing $

Costs :Indirect

Space Required 85 running_feet of wall space

1

Equipment Required N.A.

Constraints Note-rental fee includes insurance

Advisory Input Required Citizen's group including art organization representatives

to select and publicize exhibits also help raise funds to support program

Other Agencies Involved Could be co-sponsored e.g. senior citizen group

Evaluation Methods Audience response

Additional Comments In addition to artworks exhibits, hobby groups could exhibit

members collections/crafts.
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Grants assi stance SLS Idea? Yes

Suggested Source of $ Member library contributions or share with other egencies

Alternative Source of $ Local government funding

Delivery System/Svs Outlets Member libraries

Whom Served Member library directors and staff

Management Required Planning time

Staff Required 1FTE development specialist

Technical Assistance Available Grantsmanship Center, Center for Nonprofit Management

State Library

Training Required Existing staff could be trained - 5 day course by Grantsmanship

Center

Sta.r.1.-up Time Required 3 months to hire new person; 2 months to train and acclimate

existing statt perscrn
Publicity Required NA

To hire experienced person $23,000 annual salary + benefits and travel

Costs:Direct supplipc tntal @ $50.000
Costs:Indirect Office space, supplies, phone, equipment transportation

Space Required Office space-:

Equipment Required Office equipment

Constraints Once grant received time and resources needed to administer it and

plan for future.

Advisory Input Required Library and citizen involvement in identifying projects

.11" '

Other Agencies Involved Recreation, ging agencies, education' agencies.

Evaluation Methods Resources identified, sought and obtained

Additional Comments Person would write grants, provide technical assistance to

library staff and do training programs for staff and community.
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Legislative information SLS Idea? Yes

Suggested Source of $ members' budgets

I-

Alternative Source of $

Delivery System/Svs Outlets office or home telenhone

Whom Served people

Management Required .1 FTE

Staff Required .25 FTE Reference Librarian

TeChnical Assistance Available County Law Library

Training Required moderate (because of limited data bases)

Start-up Time Required 2 months

Publicity Required

Costs:Direct purchase of terminal_, modern, printer; plus $4,000/year operating

Costs:Indirect negligible

Space Required office

Equipment Required terminal, modem, printer, phone, desk

Constraints

Advisory Input Required prospective users: local government, industry, lawyers,

special-interest groups, media

Other Agencies Involved legislators' local offices

Evaluation Methods sample based oh follow-up methodology in Colin Mick report on

Minority Information Services Network.

Additional Comments lobably faster and cheaper to contract with Orange or Los

_Angeles County Law Library. Probably would cost $2,000/year staff and local calls,

plus $500/year toll and on-line charges.

I"'

,



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Lending atypical
materials(epat pets, tool AS Idea?

s.

Suggested Source of Local business or or anization

Alternative Source of $

Delivery System/Svs Outlets Member libraries

8-18

Whom Served General public

Management Required

Staff Required %FTE to design loan procedures and publicity

Technical Assistance Available Berkeley-PL lends tools

Routine

Training Required If patron needs help in using materials,, staff would need training

too (e.g. mechanical devices). Volunteers could assist.

Start-up-Time Required Time to acquire new materials and design loan procedures.

Publicity Required Flyers, news releases, public service materials

Costs:Direct Anywhere from $100-$5000 depending upon types of materials

Costs: Indirect

Space Required Varies depending on materials

Equipment Required Apprwriate storage for _unusual _sizes/shapes

Constraints May need new security methods

Advisory Input Required Citizen's group to plan, publicize and solicit donations

Other Agencies Involved Could cooperate with other local agencies

Evaluation Methods Keep track of usage and user feedback

Additional Comments
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Local/regional union lists SLS Idea? Yes
Suggested hurce of $ local technical services/interlibrary loan support budgets

Alternative Source of $ grant funds

Delivery System/Svs Outlets)

----t,
Whom Served Library staffs assisting users not able to fill needs from immediately -avai*

collection.Management Required at least .25 FTE

1 Staff Required .5 - 1.0 FTE'for SLS

Technical Assitance Available State Library, CLASS, UCI, book catalog vendors,
,

.

special consultants

Training Required Mostly data input.. Some data processing knowledge valuable. (and

necessary ,for project manager)

Start-Up Time Required 1 year

Publicity Required little, unless patrons will be directly using the lists

Costs:Direct $7,000 - $10,000/year processing and printing, plus input time costs.

CoSts: Indirect in-kind staff, plus "hidden" costs of authority control

Space Required appr. 500 sq. ft. for 1-1.25 FTE plus papers and materials
, .

Equipment Required IBM Selectrics (2), or key data input device.

.Constraints Need contract with book catalog production agency. Need entry authority

:,control.

Advisory Input Required Technical input from library serials staff. User input.

Other Agencies Involved
Evaluation Methods Hit rates, user satisfaction.

4

Additional Comments *

t

i , ,.
.4. 1 1 ,,,o

VI(
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Microcomputer Equipment Loan or in-house SLS Idea?

Suggested Souu ;cretyotputl
itFee-based

leased equipment (coin-op possible)

Altexintive Source of $1. Local funds 2. Demo fund by local dealers

Delivery System/Svs Outlets One or two locations during first year

Whom Served Current retail sales indicate there would be quite a variety and in all ace

Management Required Moderate due to new aspects of such a service

Staff Required Constant supervision would be required but not dedicated staff.

Technical Assistance Available State library and local computer stores.

Training Required Extensive, but possibly free if done in conjunction with a local

computer store.
6

Start-up Time Required 6 months minimum
t,

Publicity Required Extensive at first, probably little after service became known

Costs Direct $5,000-10,000 per station if bought outright less fees and c..,-,anges

Costs:Indirect Staffing and repair as well as some software at $2,000 per station

Space Required 100 sq. ft. minimum per station plus special furniture. Furniture

costs included in $10,000 cost estimate given above.

Equipment Required Varies widely buy easity determined by equipment selection.

Constraints All equipment is subject to down-time. If you promise service ,care would

need to be taken to insure that equipment was well maintained and scheduled so that

everyone would get a chance to use equipment on an equitable manner.

Advisory Input Required System Advisory Board should be consulted

1

Other Agencies Involved K-l2 schools, colleges, computer clubs, etc.

Evaluation Methods Would probably have to be developed locally in this case, however,

California State Library could help in FY 82/83.

Additional Comments There are many reasons to acquire microcomput4ng equipment for

public use. However, the greatest benefit could well lie in-house staff Use of the

equipment when public is not using it. Management analysis ro rams are available with

public library applications.

The;'e are several com anies that have " acka e 'lan f I I I . 1 Is* II

grams such as this. They should be carefully explored foalb goina_it alone.

Software can be loaned in a manner similar to loaning_any audio-visual software. Commie

restrictions should be kept irr mind. .1 I..., i;
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name SLS p.r. committee program SLS Idea?

Suggested Source of $ Member library contributions

Alternative Source of $ Cooperation with other government agencies

Delivery System/Svs Outlets Member libraries

Whom Seived Member library directors and staff *4'
Management Requifed Plannin time
Staff Required Range from %FTE from each library to full time coordinator

Technical Assistance Available Build on existing Santiago P.R. committee activities
Center for Nonprofit Manage...ent; book by Rita Kohn*; use of United Way expertise if avail.

Training Required Ranges from minimal if experienced person hired, to significant effo

if novices need training (Public Relations Society of American does training)
Start-up Time Required 3 months to hire new person; 2 months" to expand existing comet.

Publicity Required idhouse member library communication essential through meetings
*or written items 1 ike memos or newsletters
Costs: Direct Varies from one FTE ($20,000) + materials and equipment to $50,000 total

Costs: Indirect Office space, supplies, phone, equipment, transportation
Space Required Office space, space for new graphics equipment

Equipment Required Varies Could get word processor, lettering machines, etc.

Constraints Requires regularized ongoing program to be effective

Advisory Input Required Library staff, citizens,Emedia representaties to plan
ways co communicate library message

Other Agencies Involved igel-ga4R811!qrUrEoMiTs),wAgnPSWELV,44taurliltIciaraigiencies

Evaluation Methods Comments from library staff and citizens on increased awareness of
programs and services by connunities; increased attendance at specially publicized events

Additional Comments *You Can Do It; a p.r. skills manual for librarians
Scarecrow Press'1981.

1 .)



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

Program Name Public relations workshops SLS Idea? Yes

Suggested Source of $ Registration fee

8 -22

Alternative Source of $ Friends sponsorship

Delivery System/Svs Outlets In library

Whom Served Staff, community organizations, general public

Management Required N.A.

Staff Required Librarian, clerk

Technical Assistance Available
could suggest materials

Center for Nonprofit Management, State Library

Training Required None if experienced public relation people brought in

Start-lip Time Required 2 days planning 4months prior to workshop

Publicity Required Flyers, news releases, public service announcements

.

Costs:Direct Printing, graphics, postage, refreshments @ 5100 + speaker's fees

Costs:Indirect Room space-, staff time

Space Required Room seating 50-100

Equipment Required Overhead projector

Constraints None

Advisory Input Required Representatives of client groups to be invited

Other Aizencies Involved
Cooperate with others who need to do the same type of p.r

otnerovernmenagencies _sr. Parks & Recreativn7-eonsimer Advocates, -1thties, Agit.

Evaluation Methods Arts Councils

Participant feedback, increase in amount and impact of public relations

Additional Comments
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DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline

1

Program Name Training/staff development SLS Idea? Yes

Suggested Source of $ 'library budgets '

Alternative Source of $

Delivery System/Svs Outlets on- or off-site

Whom Served libraries' staffs

Management Required SLS committee

Staff Required .5 (or more) coordinator (need not be librarian), plus contract trainers

Technical Assistance Available Materials from 4-year CIN staff development project

available at. State Library; project director Esta Lee Albright is in Monterey.

Training Required One month for coordinator

Start-up Time Required 6 months to do needs assessment, design program

Publicity Required .

x

Costs:Direct Coordinator: $15,000; supplies: $5,000; contract trainers: i $5,000

Costs:Indirect staff members' time in training ,

Space ReqUired available meeting rooms _

Equipment Required Normal meetings/classes aids

Constraints Difficulty of
,

documenting improvements in service delivery (need to

convince staff supervisors, budget analysts).

Advisory Input Required staff and users

. .

Other AgenCies Irmalred

Evaluation Methods Trainees' facility and consistency in performing learned skills

and behaviors. User feedback on improved/new services.

Additional Comments 1. Should focus training on the library's present and near-

future program needs.

2. Training requires regular, planned follow-up practice by trainees.if it is to last.

3. Coordinator a key role. Above is minimum, but higher quality program would require

1 FTE at $25,000 salary, plus some clerk-typist support.

4. Low-level program could utilize member library staff members who have some

specialties.

.---.......
2

,



DISCRETIONARY SYSTEM SERVICES

Program Outline
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Program Name Volunteer Program for Youth & Adult Sys. SLS Idea?
IdcginTdr.glgibiSAggnsi.poo led contributions ; local library

Suggested Source of

Alternative Source of $
Cdorate tundng- system.membership tees; local service

Tor suppiyTrig materials

Delivery System/Svs Outlets All member libraries of Santiago Library System

Whom Served Children, elderly & shut-ins in outreach programs
es RrggraNegyking with System

Management Required )ia?Iumtunsitigleworieutrrags(
Staff Required

1/2i-& 158811-01-iNgti? VirsingegpmF;rsa TtierralEhluj t_ y_ol un tee rs in each lib.;
Drar_Y-

Technical Assistance Available 4 VAC centers in Orange Co. (Voluntary Action
ETrelgil;WokuRgbl.g. sucCessful programs .(see attached list); State Library

ma eria s.

Training Required Orientation programs for volunteers in each local library.

Start-up Time Required Approximately 2 months

Publicity Required Area-wide media publicity; recruiting i
high schools, and in Voluntary Action Centers

. high and senior

Costs :Direct $10,000 for UTE Coordinator of Volunteers

Costs:Indirect$l,000 telepbong, travel costs, city or county liability insurance, cost
ot materia ts .supp ied by local lib.; dupli

i
cation costs (by system

Space Required Space for desk, chair, typewriter, file cabinet, and telephone

for,Coordinator

Equipment Required Routine office furnishings

Constraints Careful scheduling needed so Coordinator visits & assists each library.

Advisory committee responsible for suggesting programs (system-wide, or local); for

full orientation of Coordinator; and for evaluative review of whole program.

Advisory Input Required VACs, System Council , System Advisory Board

Schools supplying student volunteers; local service clubs
Other Agencies Involved supplying materia s or volunteers.

Evaluation Methods 1. ACcompl ishments. 2. Performance appraisal s.

Written attendance records of volunteers - supplied by adult volunteers in each library

for each you,ng adult volunteer; Coordinator supplies records & appraisal of adult volunteer.

Additional CoMments This program requires someone to guide work of volunteers-, par-

ticularly young adult volunteers in each local library ( to relieve local staff of finding
, .

new tasks & supervising work of local volunteers). Coordinator, as a paid emplbyee, is

responsible fOr system-wide volunteer program: orientation, written policy statements &

handbook for volunteers, liaison between System Advisory Committee and adult volunteers,

program evaluation, and system and -community recognition for each participating volunteer.

See next page)

4. 4.
1
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.,:,
Adult volunteers, located 'in each local library, and each working 3-4 hours

weekly, in-turn are liaison between young adults and local library staff, do

job assignments, keep attendance records, interview, supervise, and evaluate

young adult work. Adult volunteers can be recruited from Voluntary Action

Centers.

1 -''',_
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VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTERS IN ORANGE COUNTY

1. Voluntary Action Center (located in south Orange County)

1440 East 1st .Street, Suite 402

Santa Ana, California 92701 Telephone: 714-953-5757

Mrs. Carol Stone, Director

2. VOlUnteer Bureau of North Orange County
2050 Youth Way
Fullerton, California 92635 Telephone: 714-526-3301

Ms. Carolann Thrasher, Executive Director

3. County of Orange - Director'of Volunteer Services

515 Sycamore
Santa Ana, California 92701 Telephone: 714-834-5238

Ms. Sharon Esterley, Director

4. West Voluntary Action, Center
8100 Garden Grove B14.,
Garden Grove, California, 92640 Telephone: 714-898-0043

Mrs. Susanne Freeman, Dirattor

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE FOR CITIZEN INITIATIVE AND VOLUNTARY ACTION (OCLVA)

1600 9th Street, Room 100
Sacramento, California 95814 Telephone: 916-322-6061

Contact: Ms. Cecilia O'Mara

PUBLIC LIBRARIES WITH VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS (examples)

1. Sacramento City-County Library Headquarters
7000 Franklin Blvd., Suite 540
Sacramento, California 95823 Telephone: 916-440-5926

Ms. Janet Larson (developed program)

Ms. Judy Eitzen (directing program currently)

tiv
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2. Coronado Public Library
640 Orange Ave.
Coronado, California 92118

Mel Cantor, Director

Telephone: 714-435-4180

3. San Diego Public Library.
820 E. Street, Mail Station 17
SanDiego, California 92101 Telephone: 714-236-7840

Mrs. Judy Sherwood, Volunteer Cobrdinator

I r 1
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9. Administrative Services

If libraries are to cooperate effectively as a.system, certain administra-

- tive rvices, functions or activities are necessary to support them in their

cooperative efforts. This section discusses these administrative functions

and suggests what agencies or persons are appropriate to provide the services.

The study team was to review, the ways in which administrative services and

resources are provided to support system programs, for example:

- communications (member/staff newsletter, other publications)

- ,data collection and organization, both program and administrative

- fiscal services (budget, preparation and monitoring, receipt and dis-

bursement of funds, audits, payroll, claims)

grants administration

- legal services

- personnel (recruitment, salary, benefits, Affirmative Action)

- property, equipment and supplies (procurement,'maintenance, inventory)

In response to this charge, an Administrative Functions Matrix,(Table 9a )

displays 48 separate administrative functions appropriate to cooperative library

systems. These are grouped into seven major categories:

- Planning and Budgeting

- Coordinating

- Directing

- Communications

- Fundraising

- Accounting'

- Auditing

Arrayed with the functions are the possible service providers, capable in

varying degrees of accomplishing the functions.

r) Q
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Completing the matrix isa rating of how well each service provider is,
likely to be successful in undertaking, the function. Ratings are indicated

by letters in. the intersecting box between the functions and the service

providers. A letter "A" indicates a "good likelihood of success;" a letter

"B" a "probable likelihood of success;" and-a letter "C" a "small likelihood'

of success."

These subjective ratings'are based on the research and experience of a

number of State Library staff who have worked extensively with cooperative

library systems. Although all administrative functions are the. ultimate

responsibility of the System AdministratiOe Council, the service providers

are rated from the standpoint of who might best do the function, as delegated

by the Council. These ratings do not relate to individual potential service

providers in the Santiago area, but are presented as general guidelines.

In applying these ratings to the local Santiago situation, it is impor-

tant to remember that the ability of any local individual company, or agency

may offset the "generic" strengths and weaknesses noted here. The ratings are

indicators rather than guarantees of success.

Use of the functions/providers matrix is the key to all discussion in
r

this chapter.

CURRENT/RECENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

Until recently, the administrative service providers in Santiago have

been an Administrative Council, Standing and Special committees, and an

Executive Director (position now vacant) who reported and was accountable to

the Administrative Couhcil, and who was responsible for directing the operational

programs of the system.There was/is a fiscal agent (Orange County) who is

,responsible for receiving/disbursing funds, providing for an annual audit,

reporting on the status of system funds, contracting with outside parties,



and purchasing. Personnel Administration was divided among the Administrktive

Council, the Council's Personnel Committee, the Executive Director, and the ).

Orange County personnel department.

When interviewed, Administrative Council members identified the following

problem areas:

.- there is no comprehensive administrative manual, providing clear

guidance to council member, system staff and program planners and

participants

-.lines of communication are unclear in a number of important respects,

and therd is sometimes frustration over not kn6wing what is going'on at

the system level

- there were'no clear, written definitions of responsibility and account-

, ability of each'of the administrative service providers (e.g., no clear

instructions on the reporting relationships among the system staff,

the Executive Director, and the Administrative Council)

There is a high degree of commitment and willingness on the part of the

members of the Santiago.Administrative Council to make a cooperative library

system successful in Orange County, for the benefit of all area residents.

These problems are in no way unique. It is to Santiago's credit that the

problems have been recognized, and an organized apd systematic approach for

resolving them has begun. The Santiago System's administrative apparatus is

in a state of flux due to the lack of staff. At present, administrative func-i

tions are shared by members of the Council, with the majority being handled by

the system chair and the fiscal agent. The State Library did not attempt to

interview all of the potential administrative service providers in Orange

County, and has instead focused on basic functions (or services) needed for any
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system. Special care was taken not to assume any specific administrative

organizational structure, beyond the Administrative Council and System Advisory

Board required by CLSA. As elsewhere in the study, this discussion assumes that

Santiago will wish to remain eligible for CLSA participation while retaining the

greatest possible flexibility in designing an administrative apparatus. The

Santiago Administrative Council is in a perfect position to select..lts own "menu"

of services and then look at the possible service providers and their, ratings

to determine who should provide what in Santiago. The Council may in fact wish

to assign its own local ratings to help it make decisions, since the ratings in

the Administrative Functions Matrix are derived from generalized principles and

are not localized to Santiago agencies and individuals.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS

Specific service specifications for each major element on the matrix are

listed here, with corresponding performance objectives in the section immediately

following.

Administrative Function #1:

Planning and Budgeting/Service Specifications

a. plan and budget must respond to documented service needs of end-user

constituency

b. plan and budget are realistic and within fiscal/politicalconstraints;

they must recognize the need to conform to available resources

c. plan and budget are understandable by all participants in system,

activities (including funding/control agencies) and must have ongoing

operational meaning/context (must be reviewed, updated)

Administrative Function #2:

Coordination/Service Specifications

a. minimum duplication of costs, maximum exploitation of shared use of

131



individual special resources, enabling more effective direct service,

programs. This leads to:

- ability to respond to increasingly difficult'end-user demands

- uniform (equable) services

- more positive image of libraries

- less confusion for end-users

b. resources in SLS area are identified in such a manner that they can be

coordinated with similar ones in other systems, enabling access to all

resources in the state under statewide coordination. (Resources means

an information provider, whether library, specialized materials section

of another public agency, or knowledgeable individual.)

c. innovations are shared and technology transferred

d.- adjust to changes in revenue levels unexpected contingencies, such as

natural disasters, service changes in member libraries, changes An

community infOrmation needs and changes in personnel

Administrative Function #3:

Directing /Service Specification

a. all approved system programs move forward in a timely manner

Administrative Function #4:

CoMmunications/Service Specifications

a. morale is good and an esprit de corps is evident

b. administrative communications are rapid and within reasonable cost

c. end-users and non-users are aware of available services

d. all system participants are informed, so that they are able effectively

to represent the system

e. poll ti ca.Lawareness_ancL.s.upp_orti s ..generated

f. library community and government agencies are informed, thus furthering

and coordinating a statewide library program

132



Administrative Function #5:

Fundraising/Service Specifications

a. income must be positive in relation to outlay ratio

b. should result in money for enhancing system programs

ail .

Administrative Function #6:

Accounting/Service Specifications

a. must be auditable

b. must tie to program plans and budgets in a timely manner

c. must be understandable to participants

d. must comply with reporting requirements (both form and time/deadline).

of funding/control agencies

Administrative Function #7:

Auoiting/Service Specification

a. should assist in management planning

Performance ObjectiveS:

The following are suggested performance objectives for the specifications

noted above. ..i

1. Planning and Budgeting

% of service objectives respond to needs identified by end-users

% of budget estimates and program costs are linked to service out-

puts and products, (e.g., question-answering fill rate) rather than

organizational elements (e.g., staffing)

, % of budget proposals are accepted by funding or control agencies

% of council members, staff and SAB members can explain/present

system budget issues to a lay augience using printed accounting reports

as guide

_ % of program changes are reflected in budget and planning documents

within (days)

1 ) ')flI ,j
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Z. Coordination

(number) of new resources are made available to system participants

annually

(number) of resources are identified to be shared with system

(number) of resources outside system area are made available to

Santiago and other systems annually, after statewide coordination is in

place

new methods identified for members, and. % of these implemented

by at least libraries

3, Directing

S project milestones completed within days of projected

completion time

4. Communications

staff turnovef. rake is less than % per year

- absenteeism rate is less than % per year

5 of participants are willing to represent and speak for system at

conferences, meetings, etc.

% of prgram participants can explain activities occuring'in system

of communication recipients receive communication with (time

'participants

period) for $

S, of users and non-users.areaware.of library services

(number) of programs and legislation favoring libraries are endorsed/

approited by governing bodies

5. Fundraising

invested in fundraising achieves $ (equal or more). return
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(number of) programs are expanded or improved by % of their

baseline budget

6: Accounting

% system financial records are retrievable within (time period)

- program expenditures available at end of each (time period)

% of council members, staff and SAB members can explain /present

system budgetissUes to a lay audience using printed accounting reports

as a guide

- reporting requirements-complied with within (time period) of

reporting period

o

7. Auditing

- provides % of fiscal informAion needed by participants for analyzing

activities performed and planning for future implementation. (In con-

sidering a new communication system/technology:there should be audit

trail information available on actual cost trends over two or more years,

so that useful cost comparisons can be made between continuation of the

(11

existing system and a proposed one.)

ALTERNATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DELIVERY METHODS (SERVICE PROVIDERS)

Before selecting a particular service delivery method, the council

should first validate which functionsin the matrix must be performed. As a

CLSAsystem, Santiago would give priority to those functions 'listed on, the

matrix as required by CLSA. Other functions would depend on Santiago's need

to carry out activities in its long and short range plans. The council should

then review the suggested service providers on the matrix, and validate any

considered feasible. Again, it may want to modify the ratings to'reflect local

conditions; keeping in mind that administrative service providers should be

capable of responding to program needs beyond those of CLSA requirements.



Then, in order to meet the administrative services performance objectives the

system administrative council will need to determine which of the 48 activities.

it will perform itself and which it will delegate to other administrative

service providers. To determine'which of the possible providers might best be

used for any of the functions, it is necessary to examine the relative strengths

and weaknesses of each. These are discussed below.

1. System Council:

The System Administrative Council is the responsible policy-establishing

body for System programs and activities. Technically; the System Council is

-

responsible for all functions and conceivably could perform all of them as a

Council: This is clearly not 'feasible. ThuS, we haile sorted the tasks among

the different units of the organization and ranked them in terms of potential

effectiveness of performance. For example, a few specific functions can be

undertaken only by the Council. These include adoption of long range and

annual plans." Other functions may be effectively shared by the Council with

other organizational units of the System (e.g., representation of the System),

while some functions should clearly be delegated, due to the need for daily

involvement, or the routine nature of the task.

2. System Chairman:

The System Council could legally and effectively delegate many of its

responsibilities to the System hairman.

Advantages are that it is 1 ss costly, and shortens the line of authority.

The chair also has a real stake in the issues, and has administrative experience.

A disadvantage S the availability of the chairperson to perform a great

number of the functions effectively, given that a Chairman by definition,

already has a full time job^as Director of a member library.

Since the chair generally rotates among participants, there could be wide

variation in administrative expertise and style.
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3. Legally Designated Fiscal Agent:

A third possible provider for Planning and Budgeting functions is the

public library of a legally designated fiscal agent jurisdiction. A major

strength in employing this agency is the close-identity and support engendered

for the system by the legally designated fiscal-agent, which is a public library

jurisdiction, for the public library is one of those departments the jurisdic-

tion is accustomed to regarding 'as an appropriate user of its services. There

is normally a broad spectrum of services available from this single resource,

although with varying degrees of expertise, resulting in diminished time and

effort expenditure in identifying sources of assistance. Disruption of system

cash flow'is less disasterous, as the fiscal agent is sometimes in a position,

to'carry,expenses for a period of time from its own resources.

One of the weaknesses is that services performed by the legally designated

fis61 agent may often be given lower priority by departments which are its

service providers, than appropriately meet the system needs. Bureaucratic

procedures which are a part of the jurisdiction's operation may impede efficient,

effective service to the system. SeNjces may also be restricted if the juris-

diction must apply its own regulations/level of operation to service or program

needs of its client, the system. Service and products provided may not be

tailored to system needs and specifications.

If the_Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement names a fiscal agent, that builds

in less flexibility for change shoOld the system desire to change fiscal agents

than if no specific identification is made.

4. In-kind Contribution from a System Member

A fourth type of possible service provision for Planning and Budgeting is

the "In-kind contribution from a System meolber". When a participating library

contributes system services or functions to the operation of a System,,there

st



is an immediate advantage to the System in that the contributing' library

probably has the needed background and knowledge about the System. In today's.

fiscal climate the in-kind contribution may be a very realistic way of doing

se system programs where there is little hope of obtaining funds from.an

outside agency. The service or function can often be accomplished with no

extra money budgeted by the participating library, but at the same time,

this is a weakness, in that the contributing'member may over extend its

resources and/or cause resentment on the part of staff or unions. In-kind

contributions are difficult to measure in terms of dollar value, especially

when an attempt is made to determine equitable in-kind contributions among

member librarieS. Service performed may Oftenbe given lower priority by

the contributing library than the strictly local services of the library.

Direct service to the public may suffer if the contribution is squeezed, out of

existing resources. The contributed service may be difficult for the System

to monitor because of a natural reluctance on the part of participating libraries

to examine critically the internal operations of a colleague library. Member

libraries own restrictions may hamper or prohibit implementation of System

approved activities. (Also true,for fiscal agent.) The System cannot count

on the contribution continuing; it should not be considered a stable source of

support.

5. Any Public Library Member Jurisdiction

My-member jurisdiction might conceivably contract with the System to

provide these services. The strengths and weaknesses of this administrative

arrangement are similar to those of,contracting with any other service provider.

6. System Staff

Systemistaff can also certainly provide most of these services. They can

provide administrative and other services with direct accountability and
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responsiveness to the administrative couticil, and they have no conflicting

organizational demands on ,their availability for system work. Although this

approach guarantees flexibility and availability of staff support in most

situations, it also reduces the flexibility of-the system to alter programs.

There is also a greater reluctance to replace system staff who may not be

"completely effective in their positions, rather than the relative ease of

changing'the composition of a committee or changing contractors.

The advantage of freeing the council from routine operational matters;

and thus giving them more time to devote to deliberating and fprmulating'

Policies, is also balancedby the necessity to add personnel administrative

functions. Perhaps one of the more important long range considerations is

the source of funding for sysitem staff with the possible elimination of

LSCA support.

7. Contract with Outside Public Agency

Yet another way to provide these services is by contract with an outside

public agency, such as a community college or an adjacent Cooperative Library

System. The functional structure of a public agency allows for a broad range

of services to be accomodated within its framework.

This approach would allow for an identifiable set of administrative services

that can be contracted for, freeing the Administrative Council from routine

operational detail. Also, personnel within the outside public agency are ex-

perienced in the special needs of other public agencies, such as systems to a

realistic extent, especially if an adjacent Cooperative Library System is chosen.

Many systems and other public agencies have established functional departments

or units that can be accomodated to Santiago's needs.

On balance, contracting can be complex and a monitoring function within the

System is necessary to coordinate the contracted services, which will be an

additional task for the Council. Also, operations of administrative functions

1 r'')
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must be accomdated to the outside public agency procedures, rather than those

that might be most practical for system operations. The most immediate effect

would be that administrative control of certain functions maybe directed by

the outside public agency rather than SLS.

One specific alternative which would fall into'this category would be for

Santiago to contract with another cooperative system for administrative ser-

vices. .Santiago could, for example, contract with the Inland.System or the

Metropolitan CoOperative Library System. Coordination with either system

would be practical from the standpoints of ease of communication and personal

contact. YheadVintage of in structure, programs, etc:, of this

approach tould also be its greatest weakness. That is, the apparent similarity

could be confused with identical goals and direction of serlrice.. Care wou,14 be

essential to assure kat SLS not lose the unique quality of its services acci-

dentally. Confidentially, where necessary, is a separate consideration.

Although it must be maintained that the two systems are separate and

distinct, an implication of this approach is the issue of future consolida-'

tion of the two systems. The opportunity for a close working relationship

would give the two 'systems a basis for evaluation and deliberation of future'

action.

8. Committees

Committees, with members appointed by the Administrative Council from its

own ranks or from member library staffs, could certainly provide many system

administrative services. Since Committees are usually composed of representa-

tives from several participating libraries, their products are generally rep-

resentative of System thinking, and the total membership represents a fair

amount of local expertise on whatever subject the committee is addressing.

Committees can allow a Council to divide its work and act only on recommenda-

tions. Committees increase participation and involvement of member library's

staffs.

I 0
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On the other hand, functions performed by a committee may result in an

uneven quality of the products of its work. It is often a very expensive way

to accomplish work, since members usually must travel to meet and are away

from their regular work. As a Consequence of this, direct service to the

public may `suffer while the committee meetings are being held. There may
o

not be full attendanceat committee meetings.

9. Individual Commercial Contractor

The Individual ComMercial Contractor could also provide many, though not

'all, of the services needed in these categories. There are some clear

tages to employing a commercial contractor' to manage systeM PrOjects,on.

services. The terms and conditiOns of their work are clearly spelled out,

so expectations on all sides are understood. Products, reports, etc. provided

by the contractor are tailored to the System's needs. Individual, specialized

workers, can be recruited and hired for specific tasks, and dismitsed once the

task is completed. Costs for services are determined by competitive biAing

and/or free market pricing, and the contractor, generally carries his own over-

head, development, training, and administrative responsibilities and costs. If

work performed by a contractor does not meet expectations, the System can seek

financial or other compensation. The contractor is also likely to be liable

if work performed results in*a legal suit. And, perhaps most importantly, the

contractual focus is on the service 'provided, so neither the System nor the

contractor is tied to any particular organizational structure - organizational

changes can be made as needed to get the job done.

There are some disadvantages to working with commercial contractors, how-

ever. They do not necessarily have-any particular long-term commitment to the

System, and may Only learn enough aboUt System business to perform their par-

\ ticular service or task. Sometimes the system may not be their highest
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priority client, and system business may await the completion of other work.

Contracts may bring with them the red tape and delays of bidding, negotiation

and legal reviews; once in force, they require active monitoring and liaison

by system representatives for best results. Also, representatives of the

contractor are not always closely integrated in system-level discussion and/or

policy making which impacts on the product or service contracted for.

10. LloiIvisste

The System Advisory Board (SAB) brings several important strengths to

participation in system business. First, they are an officially appointed

body, with,primarigresponsibility - .legallydefined to thelcOpera''tilve

system, while retaining ties to the appointing jurisdiction. As lay persons,

SAB members ofte have unique skills and talents not readily available on

library staffs. They work from a- user's perspective, and are best able to

articulate the system area residents' changing service needs. SAB members

serve fixed, staggered terms, so there is good organizational continuity; once

oriented, theSe citizens are extremely effective and credible spokespersons for

the system, and they often work long and hard without compensation - except for

mileage and meal expenses.

There are some drawbacks to employing SAB members in some system activities.

They often have jobs of their own, and so cannot spend time during "regular

business hours" on behalf of the system. Since they are appointed by the

governing bodies of the local jurisdictions, the library system is not generally

directly involved in the recruitment and selection of these individuals. Lay.

persons are not expert in professional techniques or methods of library service

delivery, and they require a substantial investment in ongoing orientation and

training in system services and policies., Furtherthore, there is little recourse

available to the system if work performed by SAB members does not meet the

system's needs or expectations.
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c.

11. Individual Volunteers

Individual volunteers also bring special strengths to participation in

system business. First, the mere fact that they have volunteered their ser-

vices shows a high level of interest in,and commitment to the cooperative

system. As lay persons, they often have unique skills and talents not readily

available on library staffs. They work from a user's perspective, and are

able to articulate the system area residents' changing service needs. Once

oriented, they are often quite flexible in terms of what ti(sks, they can do,

and can,be assigned,to work on whatever jobs are highest priority. They too

work long and hard without compensation:

There are some drawbacks to employing citizen volunteers in some system

activities. They often have jobs of their own, and so cannot spend time during

"regular business hours". on behalf of the system. They serve no fixed term in

office, so their commitment may not have good continuity. Since they are often

identified and "recruited" by staff in the rOcal library jurisdictions, the

system per se may not be directly involved in the selection of these individuals.

Lay, persons are not expert in professional techniques or methods of library ser-

vice delivery, and they require a substantial investment in ongoing orientation

-and training in system services and policies. Furthermore, there is little
t,

recourse available to the system if work performed by volunteers does not meet

the system's needs or expectations.

12. Citizen Support Groups

Citizen support groups can brill many important characteristics to parti-

cipation in system business. First, they have an organized commitment to

library service, and even if individual members occasionally drop outthe

organization can continue. They have their own mission and cohesiveness as a

group, and can muster support for library services when needed. As lay persons,
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they often have unique skills and talents not readily available on library staffs.

They work from a user's perspective, and are able to articulate the community's

changing service needs; inaddition the group provides good visibility and a

forum for library issues. Once oriented, they can be effective spokespersons

for the value of library services. They too work long and hard without coM0en-

sation.

There #re some drawbacks to employing citizen support groups in some system

activities. Members often have jobs of their own, and so cannot spend time

during 'regular business hours" on behalf of the system. Since they are most

often identified and "recruited" at the local level, the'y'stem per se is not

generally dii'ectly involved in the selection of these 'individuals or the organi-

zation of the group itself. In fact, these groups' entire thrAst and interest

is generally local rather than systemwide. Many groups do not even have the

library as their primary focus of interest, and all have the freedom to work

independently from - and perhaps contrary to - system goals and objectives.

Lay persons are not expert in professional techniques or methods of library

service delivery, and they require a substantial investment in ongoing orienta-

tion and training in system services and policies. .Furthermore, there is little

recourse available to the system if the role fulfilled by citizen support groups

does not meet the system's needs or expectations.

13. Banks

There are limited administrative functions which a bank can assume. The

most appropriate and effective is that of assuming responsibility for personnel

payroll. Use of computerized service for maintenance of personnel records and

performing payroll is efficient and relatively inexpensive. It is usually nec-

essary for some of the organization's staff to receive time cards and maintain

some basic personnel records. Maintenance of an even cash flow to support bank

payroll functions is vital.
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This limitation in the number.of the administrative functions a bank can

perform is a weakness. However, the economy and efficiency of performance of

these few functions is a great strength one which can well be combined with

other administrative support resources.

NOTE: These are profit making . .stitutions, and thus have an interest in

performing well on contracts.

14., CPA's

The greatest single strength of using a CPA for assumptionof administra-
40..0*,

tive functions in lieu of fiscal agent services performed by d public library
or

jurisdiction is the anticipated savings'in.fi'scalagept fees. Public library

jurisdictions are less and less able to contribute tin -kind services with which

they at' one time comfortably supported administrative functions for systems.

Also, there is the potential that services contracted for will be performed

with a higher level of expertise and timeliness than similar services provided

by a public library jurisdiction. Theme CPA is profit motivated and bound by a

contract for a specified level of performance. The CPA is also able to tailor

products and services to system needs and specifications.

A weakness is the limitation of services a CPA can perform compared to

the wide spectrum conceivably available through a public Tibrary jurisdiction

of any size. Additionally, a CPA will normally not have as complete an under-

standing of the characteristics of needs of the library community and not be

able to provide service contracted for with a similar degree of ease and

awareness.

15. Legal Counel

Legal Counsel is listed on the matrix as a service provider. The service

provided is unique and necessary because of its professional and specialized

nature. Legal Counsel, either one employed by a member jurisdiction or one

I 4 .`
"4- 4 1,1
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under contract from outside, has specific expertise that can be of value 0 the

system. 'However, like most outside professional specialists, the time devoted

to System activities can necessarily comprise only a part of their primary

activity.

16. Each Individual Member Library

/

Finally, each individual
/

member library, each acting on its own behalf of

gr

system administrative functi n, is listed as a possible service provider. While

there are some services whi h.could successfully be obtained in this way, they

-..,..are limited to those for which no single system product is necessary. They

would include i'iitiative- taking activities on behalf of the system, as shown on

the matrix.

To summarize, the functions listed in the matrix under Planning and Budget:

ing, Coordination, Directing and Communications can generally be performed by

any of the iollowing service providers:

- System Council

- System Chairman

- Legally deignated fiscal agent

- In-kind contributing system member

- Member jurisdiction (other than fiscal agent)

- System staff

- Contract with outside public agency (e.g., community college)

- Committees

- Individual commercial contractors.

In the major category of Fundraising, all of the above service providers

could perform this function for the system, and, in addition, other groups have

a significant role: System Advisory Boards, volunteers, and citizen support

groups. However, the activities of these three groups are by no means limited to
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fundraising; a glance at the matrix shows a number of important activities for

them,.particularly in tHi area of system service planning.

The last.major administrative function groups are Accounting andnAuditing.

As shown on the matrix, all of the agencies and individuals who can provide

Planning and Budgeting, Coordinating, Directing, and Communications services,

with the exception of the System Chairman, can also provide Accounting and

Auditing services. In addition to those providers already discussed, the,

following types of private service providers should be considered.

(1) Banks, and (2) Certified Public Accountants.

AlternatiVe Admini'strati've Organization

Careful review of needed functions with possible providers and theiri relative

ratings should produce one or more structures for the provision of admil Live

services. Any organizational structures under consideration by the Cou Icil should

]be measured against the administrative service specifications, to asses which
6

is most likely to meet the specifications. Information gained via this proces's

may indicate that the specifications themselves may need to be nodified to moat

closely meet Santiago's current service needs. The review process may have to

be repeated to some extent before a desirable structure becomes clear. Lik ly

costs should be estimated, and then proposals invited from prospective ervice

providers. Ultimately, a mix of costs, factors, availability and quality of

service providers, and the le'vel of council commitment to involvement in on-

gojng administration will determine the structure to beemplOyed.

Continued review and evaluation of the success of that organization in

meeting the performance objectives will determine when and if the structure

needs to be changed.

1 4

ci
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I.

CLSA

PLANNING AND AUDICITING
C 2 A A A A $ I A V I- Preparing financial projections and

Analyses. assess ins financial aspect
of'Couiscil decisions as needed

CLSA - Forecasting the most probable course, of
' events witein range of possibilities

C 11 A A A A a A 2 A A

LISA - identification of service needs g C C C C 2 A A A A C 8 A

CLSA - Analysis of alternative service .

delver methods

C A A A A A C 2
.4

A

- Eetablish nt & maintenance of
Cosprehen ive system plan. including
the foll ins:

A. Lone Range: (2-5 yrs) including the 3 C A A A A A 2
overal goals 4 objectives for pol-
icies or the system. financial plan
staff nd resource development plan.
and ev luation plan

A

A A A A

'CLSA A Annual Plan of Service! (1 vr) inc.11CAA A A Al' 11

short: ange
needs. plans for progrs

444ua44 on 4 specitic short range
result o, annual budget. including
one re r LSCA OrOirCIO, etc

.

A ' A A A

f

C. Contin
lit

encyplans. For emergencies.

BCAA A A g n

II 2 A A

.

A A A
.

strike. cash (low problems. etc.
___/ 11

e.

2 A A A A

D. Proem:Our.. Vanual. Covers routine C C' A A A A A 2 B

ongoing operations. hiring sainten-

ante. etc.
IICAA A A

2 2 'A

- Matching program: activities to

available resources ABAA A
.

II.

CLSA

COORDINATION BAAA A A 2 21. Coord. of activities of all system

comm., obi. lib.. 4 affiliated organi-
sations as related to sys activities

2. Coord. of eve. activities u /other ' '11A
systems 4 the lib comm. wide

1115.11A B -

r

). Development of uniform policies and
common nroiocols

1211AA A A A
1

4. Establishment 4 maintenance of an in-
ventory of existing resources within
system ITO

22AA A A A A I A

CLSA S. Training program planning. including

training needs nt for both sys
staff. library staff. System Council.
and SAM

g A A A A 1112AC A

6 Conducting training activities
A A A A A A 2 '5 A

Ill.

CLSA
DIRECTPAG

A.

A A A A A A
-

AI. Taking of corrective action In soy
appropriate area

CLSA 2. Cive overall directior of all approved
system activities including organise-
tion 4 assignment of tasks, resources

and responsibilities

CBAA A A

). Assignment & supervision of system
staff. including vols C 2 A A A A 2

CLSA 4. Selectios. direction 4 evaluation of

lead staff person
A 11 11

CLSA S. Persomeel development for stall per-

forming opetee activities:
a) job design t lob specifications.

task descriptions

C A A A A
_

A

...----...-

b) recruitment A A A A A A A A
A

0 pslactios C 2 A A A A A

A) evaluation sf persosnel C $ A A A A A A

job & ClIZRIcation descriptioss C C A A A A A A

1) salary plane, triage benefit.
reneed timpiss C C A

-

A A A A

r

A
_

o

A - Coed illiallbeed of success
2 - Probable likelihood et success
C - Smell likelihood it success

--Quchasirrairiostamomoir

. Development

Adoption

. Periodic Review

Development '

Adoption

3. Periodic Review

I. Development

2. Adoption

3. Periodic leview

I. Development

2. Adoption

3. Periodic Review
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IV.

CLSA
COMMUNICATIONS

C A A
4

IS

1. Provision of publicity and public info.

for system activities

2. Oversight of sys. publications (e.g..
newsletters, flyers. btochures and
announcements)

B A A,

/_---

A A A A B A

CLSA 3. Coord. of internal 4 external report-
ing including reporting to governmental
agencies as appropriate

B A A A A A B

4. Rep. the sys. as officially designated
by the Council for specific situations

A A A A A A A A A A

CLSA

.

S. Sharing of incoming communication; re-
laying intoraation to personnel in
individual libraries

A A B

6. Development 4 maintenance of MIS -
ongoing collecting, organisation 6
analysing /,oval. 6 summarising info.

needed fordeclsion making

C, C A A A A A B A

7. Taking initiative ,to identify 'relevant
sources of. info. outside system 6
leaking connection w/those sources

A A A 6

"

V. FbbuitAISI6G

A A A A
- A A A A B B B

1. Identifying L promoting new soarce. .

revenue developing ways to make tnem
available to system

2. Preparing grant proporals and applica-
tions for:

a) CLSA a) C C A A A A D B B

b) Other b) C C A A A A B

VI.
CLSA

ACCOUNTING

A A A A A A

I. maintenance of system finances

a) receipt of revenues

b) disbursement of funds C A A A A A A

c) reporting C, A A A A A A A

d) documentation of fiscal proce-
dures (e.g.. chart of accounts.

etc.)
C A A A A

A A A A

CLSA 2. Purchasing (task) (including prepara-
tion of IFS. purchase orders. etc.) C A A A A A A

VII. AUDITING
e E

B

__-__,

A A A

1. Performance of ennuai audit.

..) .

a .

'

4

4.-

1 4
1

1

.

.

Any of these can do if they did not perform the function

2/5/12

A - Good likelihood of *urea'
I - Probable likelihood of success
C - Small likelihood of success .4,-
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OPTIONS FOR ORGANIZATION

S is the case in any analysis of possible structures for administrative

managem nt, any single option can be permutated in a variety of ways. The

"Administrative Functions Matrix" lists some 16 possible service providers

who can provide one or more administrative functions within a range of probable

satisfaction. Therefore, the structure(Chosen for discussion must-be suf-

-e";-ien+ly flexible to accommodate various service providers (both internal and

external to Santiago) as well as providing for change-without major disloca-

tions'in the basic system organization.

Following are three options for system organization that meet the speci-

fications and performance objectives. Each of the three is a basic "type"

and the Santiago System Administrative Council will want to consider modifi-

cations and/or add more options to bring an optimum organization plan into

being.

The title "Executive Director" has been used as has "System Administrative

Office". In the first cases Executive Director. refers to an individual and

the support office staff, which is necessary to provide management skills and

services in the direct operation of the system.

The term "System AdMinistrative Office" is used to designate the office

that does not necessarily require management levelstaffing (depending onithe

amount of authority delegated by the Administrative Council).

Table 9b contains the suggested functional responsibilities for the

'Administrative Council, System Advisory Board, Executive Committee, Executive

Directo.r, Planning, and System Develoftent positions.
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System Advisory
Board

Planning

Administrative

Council

Executive

Committee.

Planning coordination
Budget coordination

Programs/Services

System Development

Public Information
.Grants and funding development

Administration
and operations

Member
Services

Reference

ILL

. Gemunications
, Deli very

Public
Services

Special programs

Personnel
Financial

Services
Operations

-tion 1; Committee Organization

A committee organization composed of five committees, with ary mix of

sub committees or service providers performing the various functions under each

committee:

Executive Committee, composed of the system chair and the chair of each

of the other four committees

- Planning Committee, with responsibility for long/short range planning

and budget coordination

15,1
4
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- System Development Committee with responsibility for publicity/public ,

information and grants/funding development

- Programs/Services Committee, responsible for the operation of service

programs

- Administcation/Operations Committee, responsible for personnel services,

financial services and operations

Although it is the responsibility of the Administrative Council to deter-

mine policy and provide general administration for the system, the responsi-

bility is delegated to the Executive Committee for directing system business

on behalf of the council during the period .between council meetings, particularly

if meetings are held less often than monthly.

Under this option, the four operating committees may employ any mix of

administrative "service providers" in the performance of their individual

missions, and Will be responsible to the Executive Committee and the Administrative

Council.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

This option allows for full participation of council on developmental

and operating levels as well as effecting overall system policy. It also

allows for very short lines of communication; however, it requires a heavy

commitment in time and effort on the part of individual council members.

A major consideration is that,since committee members must travel to meetings

and act as an operating director of system activities, a significant amount of

time must be spent away from a member'ssregular work thui, full regular
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attendance at committee meetings might be difficult to maintain, which could

result in loss of effectiveness. However, this organizational option can be

maintained on an in-kind basis in the of-lowered-revenues for system

level administrative support.

1
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System Advisory

Board

Administrative
Council

ab No I

Planning

Committee

Planning coordination
Budget coordination

System Chair

System Development
ComMittee

Public information
Grants/revenue development

Administrative
Office

1
Programs/Services

Member
Services

Public
Services

Administration &
Operations

Personnel
Financial

Services
Operations

Reference Special programs

ILL

Communications
Delivery

Option 2: Administrative Office/Committee Organization:

This structure is similar to option 1, in that it provides for a top

management team composed entirely of administrative council members. The

policy planning, and development functions are comprised of the Administra-

tive Council, the chair of the council, and council committees (and an

appropriate mix of other service providers as needed, e.g., fiscal agent,

legal counsel, etc.).



However, this option also calls for the operational direction to be provided

by. an Administrative Office and, if appropriate, system staff, outside contractors,

in-kind member contributions, etc. This is similar to the past practice in

Santiago. The administrative office reports directly to the system chair, and is

responsible and accountable to the Administrative Council. The day-to-day opera-

tional directing of the system programs would be delegated to the administrative

office, within the fraMework of authority and guidance provided by the

Administrative Council.

Advantages/Disadvantages:

This option provides for a centralized administrative office with direct

accountability and responsiveness to Administrative Council and, at the same

time, maintains the most advantageous features of committee structure.

As opposed to option 1, this organizational structure reduces the amount

of time individual members of the Administratiye Council must spend on opera-

tional detail. However, system staff may be more expensive than some other

service providers (e.g., in-kind contributions'_or service contracts), and,
having system, staff adds personnel administration functions.

A final consideration is that the lines of communication and accountability

can be short and well defined, and it provides flexibility and availability'of

support staff in most situations.

',.,......
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Council

System Advisory
Board

a
Board

Planning

Executive
Director

Planning coordination
Budget coordination

System Development

Public Informatio
Grants and fupdI development'

I

Programs and
Services

Member Public

Services Services

Reference

___t__ILL
CommUnications
Delivery

Special programs

Administration
and operations

So J

Personnel
Financial

Services
Operations

Option 3: Executive Director Organization:

This type of structure provides for a central system administrative offite

headed by an executive director reporting directly to the Administrative Council

(or System Chair/Executive Committee). In this organization, the executive

director is included as part of the top management team and is delegated respons-

ibility for implementing policy, directing planning and development as well as

being responsible for the direct operational control of all system programs and

services, subject to direction by the Administrative Council.
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The council would delegate the necessary authority to the Executive

Director, provide direction as required, and formulate/effect policy for the

system.

The executive director would report regularly to the council on the status

and direction of all systems, programs, services, financial status, and pro-

pose policy recommendations for consideration by the council.

As with the other options, operational activities can still accommodate

mix of service providers for the various programs, services and functions.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Generally, this option carries the same considerations.for system staff

as noted on pages 9-11/12. It provides for a centralized administrative office

with direct accountability and responsiveness to Administrative Council. It

also frees the Administrative Council to devote time to deliberate and formulate

poliCies with flexibility and availability of staff in most situations. How-

ever the system staff may be more expensive than some other service providers

(e.g., in-kind contributions or service contractors), and having system staff

adds personnel administration functions.

KEYJSSUES/PROBLEM AREAS:

ilk

1. For successful implementation, the administrative functions and

priorities should be clearly documented in the system plan of

service, policy manual, etc. Necessary reporting procedures must

be developed, and any staff involved selected and trained. Finally,

a mechanism for regular monitoring of the performance of administra-

tive services must be developed, using the suggested performance

objectives as a basis. The overall structure should be examined on

a periodic basis to ensure it remains responsive and efficient.



2. Planning, coordination, and evaluation, (three elements which comprise

this function) are an unfunded component of the California Library

Services Act (CLSA). The function has been funded through LSCA since

19747 at is the pattern Wall other-systems in California. LSCA is

now threatened with extinction.

4



Table 9b

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS

The preceeding Organization Charts contain a set of boxes representing

functional positions. These are representative of the general responsibilities

for each of the positions. Any service prcivider can perform the functions

noted except those of Administrative Council, System Advisory Board, or

Executive Committee.

Os*s sll 4.6ucucialiY, wipe r ezpvuz,u,,i,,es and make- ^4 "e --""" -u,4 " "Up vo tao VVJOIIVIIJ * v*

suggested below or could be modified at the pleasure of the Administrative

Council. The legal responsibilities of both the Administrative Council and the

System Advisory Board are mandated and must be retained.

1. Administrative Council: The membership shall consist of the head lib-
.

rarian of each jurisdiction in the system. Duties of the Administrative Council

shall invlude overall policy direction, general administrative responsibility

for the system, adopting a system plan of service, and 'submitting annual pro-

posals to the State board for implementation of the provisions of the California

Library Services Act.

2. System Advisory Board: The membership shall consist of one resident

appointed from each member jurisdiction. The duties of the Advisory Board shall

include (a) assisting the Administrative Council in the development of a system

plan of service, (b) advising the Administrative Council on the need for ser-

vices and programs, (c) assisting in the evaluation of the services provided by

the system (d) maintain contact with the several communities in the system area.

3. Executive Committee: The membership should consist of the Chair and

immediate past chair of the Administrative Council, the heads of the Planning

Committee and the System Development Committee, and such others as is deemed

advisable. Duties of the Executive Committee may include the power to trans-

act all regular business of the system during the period between meetings of
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the Administrative Council (subject to any limitations specified by the

Administrative Council).

4. Executive Director: The Administrative Council may appoint an

Executive Director to be the administrative head of the system and to 4e in

charge of the conduct of its affairs, subject to the direction of the

Administrative Council. The Executive Director will make regular reports to

the Council and perform such other duties as may from time to time be assigned

by the Council. The Executive Director shall be an ex offiCio member of all'

committees unless otherwise provided for. The Executive Director shall be

given the necessary authority and shall be held responsible for the admyhis-

tration of system in all its activities and departments, subject only to such

policies as may be issued by the Administrative Council, or by any/of its com-

mittees to which it has delegated power for such action. He or she shall act

as the "duly authorized representative" of the council'in all matters in which

the council has not formally designated some other perSon for that specific

purpose.

5. Planning: The' dministrative Council may appoint a Planning Committee

to be responsible for providing recommendations to the Administrative Council

for setting priorities and goals for the system and shall provide recommenda-

tions for achieving these goals in an orderly manner. In addition, the

Committee shall be responsible for supervising the management of the funds of

the system and shall see that a proper program is developed and maintained for

the effective use of system funds, including the development of a program of

internal controls that produces information for the Administrative Council,

reflecting the fiscal experience and current financial position of the system

on a continuing basis.
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6. System Development: The Administrative Council may appoint a System

Development Committee to be responsible for public information programs and

recommending to the Administrative Council the methods and plans for informing

the various publics of the system area of the system programs.and services.

The committee shall also be responsible for development of a program of grants

through various public and private agencies and organizations to further the

plan of

:;)

service.olihe system.



10. Citizen Involvement

A premise of this section is thit library- programs are benefitted and

maintain their relevance in today's society through citizen involvement in

the planning, presentation, and evaluation of public library service.

It-is also a premise thatthecommunityitself_can achieve_understanding

of the benefits and services.of public libraries and be led to use them

through the activities of organized library-support groups such as Friends

groups, through Boards such as the Boards of Trustees of local Aibraries,

and through System Advisory Boards.

The scope of this section is to explore ways in which a cooperative

library organization, such as the Santiago Library System, can relate to the

community served and promote active citizen participation in the planning and

evaluation of library services.

The central focus of this investigation is citizen involvement through

the System Advisory Board: its duties and activities. as prescribed by law;

the manner in whi6 it can most effectively perform these duties;.ethe support

which can be offered by the Santiago Library System Executive Council; and

the ways by which the public can use the SAB Board as a channel to the

Santiago Library System Executive Council. The other formally-structured

library citizen groups (Trustees and Friends), will be referred to as they

interact with the System Advisory Board.

The study consulted various source materials, both external and those

provided the Santiago System Council. In addition, questionnaires were developed

and data were gathered by 33 telephone interviews with:

- 9 members of the Santiago SAB

- 10 Library administrators of Santiago system member libraries

- 9 Chairmen of Boards of Trustees

- 5 Presidents of Friends groups



CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

At the time of this study, the SAB for Santiago found itself in a

situation in which it was not yet functioning effectively either as a Board

of_individual_me0ers, or as an advisory Board to the Santiago Library System.

Reliable communication between the SAS and the Santiago Executive Council was

weak and there was a lack of organized communication among SAB members on

meeting dates, meeting agendas, and meeting activities.

An effort to provide background information on system activities to-the

SAB had been made by system staff and some library administrators, acting as

speakers at various meetings. Attendance, however, at these SAB meetings, for

a variety of reasons, fell off, until for a year, no meetings were held at all.

Meetings have now been resumed.

.
There are mandated duties outlined for the SAB in the California Education

Code, Article 5, Section 18750, which states such duties shall include, but are not

. limited to:

a. 'assisting the Administrative Council in the development of the

System Plan of Service;

b. 'advising the Administrative Council on the need for services and

programs;

c. assisting the evaluation of the services provided by the System.

The California Administrative Code, Chapter 2, Article 3, Section 20145 (c),

also describes further activities of the System Advisory Board:

a. Shall have regular meetings, open and accessible to the public.

b. Information about the meetings shall be disseminated in such a way

and in such languages as the Advisory Board determines will most

effectively inform the public of the Advisory Board's activities.-
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The Advisory Board shall maintain contact with the several com-
.

munities in the System service area.

d. The Advisory Board shall provide for the position of a Chairperson,

-for the rotation of that position among the Advisory Board members.

The study revealed that System Advisory Board members, although highly

motivated, are unclear as to how to facilitate citizen understanding and use

of System services, and how, as a Board, to provide a useful service to the .

<stem and to the community. At the time of the interviews, many felt

baffled and frustrated. Most had expected they would be asked for advice and

were disappointed when it did not happen.

The SAB is not yet operating effectively either as a Board, or interacting

bffectively with the System Executive Council. There is a sense of waiting

for someone else to do something, and consequently little has been accomplished.

However, there are skills and energies existing among the SAB members as

,community representatives, as yet untapped. These strengths, if utilized,

are a potent asset for both Santiago Executive Council and the community. As

a Board, SAB members have not yet taken the initiative in using these abilities,

or planning for their use.

To take this needed initiative, SABs need support, and flow of infor-

mation from the System Executive Council,as well as recognition of the added

potential and dimension they can bring to the Systemas community representa-

tives. This needed level-of support from the Executive Council, and from

individual library members, deveoping.

The SAB, as well as the community as a whole -- individual library

users, library-support groups, organised social and educational groups,
/

advocacy groups lack understanding of the structure, programs, and funding

of both public libraries, and cooperative library systems. They are not
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aware of the full gamut of library services available to them, as groups or

individuals.

There was no evidence from the interviews that the SAB was performing its

mandated duties according to the State Education Code. Also, at the time of

the interviews, there was no awareness on the part of the citizen groups as

to whether services and programs of the Santiago Library System are respon-

sive to community needs.

The principal implications of these findings is that a sense of group

responsibility, identity, purpose, and activities needs to be developed by

the SAB and Santiago'Executive COuncil for mutual achievement of citizen

involvement in the planning and evaluation of System services.

To bring this about, the following areas should be explored, strength-

ened, or clarified for both the SAB and Executive Council:

a. understanding and agreement upon SAB goals and objectives, by

SAB members;

b. training activities for SABs;

c. planned coordination and cooperation between SAB and Executive

Council;

d. clear definition of each (SAB and'Executive Council) role

as they relate to each other, and the relationship of the SAB

with other community Boards and groups;

e. community input, through the SAB, to the Executive Council, in the-

planning and evaluation of System services;

f. a public relations program to link System programs directly to

service benefits for the library user;
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g. education of local library staffs in regard to System operations

so they, in turn, can identify System benefits to SABs and to

library users;

h. support from System member libraries for System programs and

activities;

i. sufficient SAB meetings and activities to accomplish the SAB mission,

and allow SABs to be knowledgeable about System activities and

programs';

j. annual evaluation of System services and programs by SAB;

k. self-evaluation on a regular basis by SAB;

. ,
1. a recognition that SAB functions, in addition to mandated duties,

are influenced and shaped by the needs of the lOcal areas served

by the System. No one SAB will design its program exactly like

that of a neighboring SAB. SAB members are the eyes and ears of

the particular System they are of part of, for the community they

both serve.

The Santiago !,AB represents a potential source of strength and assis-

tance to the Santiago Library System. The opportunity to create energetic

citizen support and use of System resource sharing and services is there.

The Santiago Executive Council, likewise, has the opportunity and responsi-

bility to turn this potential into constructive action. At the same time, SAB

members, as appointed community representatives, share equally the responsi-

bility to work with the Executive Council, and with each other, to ensure

the best possible library service from the Santiago Library System for its

users.



SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS:

To address the findings of this chapter, and their implications,-three

specifications are offered for consideration by the Santiago Library System.

Later they are described more fully, with performance objectives, alternatives,

pros and cons, and cost factors listed for each alternative.

1. In order to carry out its mandated duties, the SAB will work and

communicate effectively as a group, and achieve a sense of identity,

purpose, and valUe, as an Advisory Board.

2. SAB members will achieve understanding of cooperative public library

service, structures, and funding (local, regional, and national), and

he able to evaluate system activities knowledgeably.

3. The SAB will be recognized as an effective avenue for the community

directly to influence and evaluate System operations and policy with

the understanding that this will indirectly influence .the avail-

ability of services at the local level.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. % of member attendance at SAB meetings.

2. Development of defined goals, objectives, purpose, activities, and

a plan for annual self-evaluation by the SAB.

3. At least _24 of the SAB's planned annual activities carried out.

4. An SAB representative invited at least annually to be on the agenda

of that member's local governing body to report on system services

and activities.

5. Each SAB member will know all fellow members of the System Advisory

Board, both as individuals and as they relate in their role of SAB

member to their sponsoring jurisdiction.

V
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6. All SAB members (100%) will participate in a3trainifig program to ,

gain an understanding of the system service environment.

7. Each SAB member (100%) will have knowledge of system activities,

planning, performance, budget, and evaluation.

8. % of SAB members will have the ability and willingness to make a

presentation or report to governing bodies and community groups about

the Santiago Library System benefits and services to the community.

9. Each SAB meeting will be attended by a representative of a Friends

group and Board of Trustees in Santiago area.

10. Each SAB meeting will be attended by at least one representative of

Santiago Executive Council.

11. An average of one agenda item for each SAB meeting will have been

introduced by another library support group, non-library community

group, or member of the general public.
.

12. The SAB will be on the agenda of each participating governing body

(City Council, Board of Supervisors) at least once a year.

ALTERNATIVES:

There are three suggested alternatives for meeting the service specifica-

tions for citizen involvement that can generally be described as: I Proactive,

2. Current Method, and 3. Minimum Statutory Requirement.

ALTERNATIVE 1: PROACTIVE

SAB will take the initiative in re-organizing itself into an effective

operating advisory board. There are a number of ways in which System Advisory

Board members can move immediately into this activity. Some or all of the

following are provided for consideration:

Pl



SAB officers will organize members of the Board to carry out designated

duties on a regular basis. These include provision to all members of meeting

announcements, coming meeting reminders, written agenda provided before and

at the meeting, written minutes distributed, soon after the meeting, copies of

pertinent informational materials, publicity to the community concerning the

meeting before and after it takes place.

The SAB will develop a written "mission statement" (purpose) with goals

and objectives, time frames for anticipated annual activities, and a schedule

annual self-evaluation review of its yearly activities. This will require

interaction with members of the System Executive Board.

One special activity to be planned and prepared for carefully, is a

reporting liaison role with governing agencies and with other organized

community groups. Each SAB melitr will take responsibility for making a

presentation to that member's local governing body, at least once annually,

to report on system benefits and services. Preparation for this event could

be in the form of a rehearsal with local library administrator, of System

Administrative Council member, to ensure correct content and effective pre -

sentation.

Another activity is for the SAB to develop a directory of members with

home and/or work addresses and telephone numbers, plus appropriate infor5tion

concerning.the structure, officers, scheduled meeting times and places of the

SAB, System Executive Council, Boards of Trustees, Friends groups, and other

appropriate community groups. The California Library Trustees and Commis-

sioners STATE DIRECTORY, published by the California State Library, also

lists the SAB members and alternates, and their addresses, for each coopera-

tive library system in California. It could be used as a base for beginning

the Santiago Library System SAB Directory. Some of the advantages of such



a local SAB publication include the provisiob of a handy tool with which to

get to know each member; the flow of information between SAB members and

Executive Council' can be eased and speeded up; mail can be sent conveniently

to home addresses, as requested by a number of SAB members in the telephone

interviews.

A review of useful meeting techniques, or group process, by an outside

trainer, or by SAB members themselves, could aid in efficient meeting proce-

dures and aaendas for the SAB. A planned, informal social event,forpSAB

members, scheduled once a year, could be held in conjunction with an orienta-

tion program or Executive Council actWty to promote improved relationships

among SABs themselves and with System members.

A planned, sustained training program 'for the System Advisory Board can

be established, with regular liaison activities scheduled with the System

Executive Board.

Such training would cover national, regional, and local library concerns;

review of the "state of the art" library developments; orientation to local and

system programs, services, procedures, and governance; and a component concerning

effective board.operation and self-evaluation of board members.

A written orientation document would be provided by the System ExecutiVe

Council with review and input from the SAB. There would be SAB liaison to all

regular System Council meetings and other appropriate meetings. The liaison

persOn would report to the SAB and maintain regular communication links between

bdth Boards. The SAB and the System Council would participate in an annual

evaluation of both organizations. There would be contact on the part of the

System advisory Board with other SABs in the state to exchange ideas and

information. To further understanding, SAB members would visit each system
ei

member library at least once during their term of office.
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SAB will rovide out oin liaison contact with communit Orough a

variety of activities and public relations programs.

311is where SAB members have the opportunity to make the System visible

through their own activities in the community, and to offer the needed channel

foruser comment and reaction to System planning and programs.

SAB members could establish on-going liaison with organized social groups

such as Rotary, League of Women Voters, advocacy groups such as Reforma,

educational groups such as PTAs, to explain System services and programs which

could benefit members of these groups, and to receive their input into relevant

and?useful System services.

SAB members could design and carry out public relations programs involving

media throughout the whole community. Public relations planning could involve

activities such as "PLAN YOUR LIBRARY WEEK," for all library users and potential

library users: running the gamut from movies, authors, music, computer terminal

demonstrations in the library, to meetings with organized groups to discuss

actual long-range planning for services.

SAB members could provide a regular liaison with local Boards of Trustees,

and Friends for reporting purposes, to receive input on satisfaction with System

services, plus suggestions for additions, deletions, improvement.

SAB members could review and plan an annual training, communication,

social event involving all library support groups, Trustees Board and library

staffs.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

These or similiar activities require interaction with members of System

Executive Council to promote coordination and understanding between the two

Boards. Additionally, there can be an increase in awareness and, possible

input from City Councils, County Board of Supervisors, local Boards of Trustees.

vrirrMil
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As community liaison, on a planned basis, SAB members furnish believable, non-

vested interest, interesting spokespersons to other citizen groups.

A training program can be designed to provide up-to-date information

regarding System benefits and activities. Staff and members of other library-

supportid groups could also benefit from an on-going System training program.

Such training could provide SAB members with the opportunity to test-run future

reports and presentations to other community groups and governing bodies.

A written orientation document for the SAB can be a valuable reference

tool for all libraries. It can be updated with less effort than a continuing

training program, or it can be used to reinforce the training program.

(Note: the 1981 State Library publication, "Public Library Trustees and

Commissioners TOOL KIT Orientation Guidelines" can furniSh useful orientation

mate ial already assembled; also, the "North State Cooperative Library System

SAB Orientation Notebook" is an excellent resource and model.)

However, initiating the program would require significant staff time in

preparation and in operation. Sustaining it would require less staff time, ,

but time required would be an ongoing cost factor in system operation. By

establishing contact with other SAB groups, Santiago SAB might well find that

other SABs have solved similar problems and designed programs which would be

helpful to Santiago.

Visiting local libraries provides a vivid awareness of the differing

needs and service problems of communities within the System. It provides,

too, the opportunity to talk with all levels of staff, in addition to

administrators. However much value this might have, group visits to individual

libraries could consume e,available meeting time, and individual visits
)r,

would demand volunteered time from SAB members.
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Coordination of local supporters for a System level activity could

establish a pattern and identify volunteers to extend services at the local

level. Decision makers, and professional libraries would experience first

hand the value and creativity of lay input into library planning. It could

also bring about increased community use of System programs and services, and

consequent support areawide for System financial needs. This approach also '

lends itself to determine if, system supported library programs, System, and

even local, are responsive to community needs.

Here again, this alternative will require time and effort by citizen SAB

members. SAB, representing the System, will need something solid to report

on before appearing before other community organizations, so it must be

accurately and well - briefed on System activities. Such a projected program

will require a high level of commitment from SAB members. Staff time and pub-

licity costs could become significant elements, and there is a requirement for

extending information to persons and groups whose prior interest has been at

neighborhood level. The additional requirement for dedicated volunteers con-

tributing many hours of work could become a burden.

COST FACTORS

Training expenditures for volunteers travel expenses recognition activities

for volunteers. Staff and SAB time; travel reimbursement for SAB members;

personal SAB expense for such events as a social meeting (such expenses are

not an appropriate use of public funding).

ALTERNATIVE 2 CURRENT METHOD:

SAB will continue to operate without an agreed upon mission and activity,

which has been coordinated with the System Executive Council.

4



Under this alternative, SAB members will acquire information on their

own concerning System activities, which will require a great,deal-df self -

leadership col the part of Board members. A significapt4-lount of time will

be required for research on background information, and the information would

then need to be verified and discussed with Administrative Council for full

understanding. It would permit the SAB to continue as an independent, albeit

token, advisory board, although citizens will provide input concerning library

services through local libraries only.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

The advantages/disadvantages of this alternative center around a main-

tainance of the status quo, which appears to be undesirable at best.

It would allow the individual'SAB members to determine their ownilevel

of involvement. It has the additional advantage of requiring no additional

activity on the part of the SAB or Administrative Council, other than that

already being provided.

Although this may meet minimal leg0' mandated activity 'requireMents for

the SAB, it carries a number of disadvantages with it. Among these' are:

Without regular involvement in and undertanding of System

activities, SAB members are not in a good position to explain

services on relay ideas from users to the Executive Council.

Citizen input into System activities would very likely not

be supplied. There would be no valid System evaluation supplied

by the SAB, or confirmation of community use or reaction to System

supplied services.

Continuing frustration of current SAB members toward the

present situation can lead to dissolution of SAB. An ineffective

Board, as viewed by the public and local Boards of Trustees, would

7
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present a poor picture to the public of cooperative library

systems.

Not all members would achieve necessary full background

for effective service, and information would be uneven among

Board members.

COST FACTORS

Supplies, printing, postage, publicity, staff time, reiMburiement for

SAB travel expenses.

ALTERNATIVE 3: MINIMUM STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

SAB members will meet once a year to review"System Plan of Service and

evaluate services provided by the System. SAB members could Continue current

pattern of occasional description and explanation of system activities and

programs from a system Executive Council member, or System staff member.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

Although this is the least attractive of the three alternatives, it may

meet the minimum legally mandated activity requirements, and provides only

token response to mandated duties of SAB.

As the current level of SAB meeting procedure, there is no guarantee that

all SAB members hear the same material or receive the same level of continuing

education. This option would call for/less involvement than the current prac-

tices and could easily evolve into total inactivity.

Interaction with Executive Council members will occur. It is important

to maintain this contact, since interaction with staff, rather than the Admini-

strative Council, could bring incomplete information to SAB members. SAB

members might feel incompetent to carry out mandated activities, such as

evaluation, input, or planning with System Executive Council.

COST FACTORS

Reimbursement for travel expenses, time required for attendance of

System Administrative Council member at SAB meeting.
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Other System Advisory Boards throughout the state are working out their

Individual "scripts," and one of the most successful ones is the North State

Cooperative Library System. It has devised a useful, welcoming, and motivating

.orientation program for its System Advisory Board. Supporting that is an ex-

ceptional "System Advisory Board Notebook," and an accompanying "System Advisory

Board Handbook." The latter is a concise summary of the "Notebook," with

sections on "Definition of Terms," "What is a Public Library System Board,"

"What Does an Advisory Committee Do," "What An Advisory Board Has A Need to

Know," and "Suggested Readings," - all in five pages with lots of white space

for added notations.

What comes through loudly with this System, is the willingness of System

Council to work with the System Advisory Board members, to listen to their

questions, supply their needs, and then have the satisfaction and benefit

of their assistance.



11. Networking

This section was originally to focus on organizational ways of enabling

users of Santiago's public libraries to gain access to the resources and

services of other types of libraries in the area. It was also to look more

generally at the way intertype library cooperation might be organized. As

the study progressed, however, a quite different focus emerged. This intro-
.

duction will briefly describe the changed focus. Following that, key network-

ing issues are discussed in more detail.

INTRODUCTION

6 with the other aspects of this study, needs for intertype activity were

explored under the central principle that underlies all cooperative activity:

that activities are undertaken solely to improve libraries' capacity to meet the

needs of the ultimate users of library and information' services. This approach

led to the unavoidable conclusion that the "networking" concept is identical to

the system concept; all service benefits and characteristics of public library

cooperation apply equally to intertype cooperation. And, given this identity

of purpose, it became clear that no separate organization need be established

to allow the system to draw upon all types of information resources in the

service area.

-Thus it was not logical that discussion of options for services which draw

upon resources other than public libraries be separated from the public library

service discussions in other parts of this study. For example, the study team

found it did not make sense to explore ILL solely within the universe of the

public libraries in the Santiago System in one discussion, and to explore ILL

in the context of access to all resources in the area - and beyond - in a

separate discussion. Similar findings occurred in the work on reference and

other programs.
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.
In addition the word "network" itself lends confusion. Here in California,

many.use this term as a synonym for formally constituted intertype library

organizations. Indeed, most discussions of networking assume the existence of

separate network organization which is somehow linked to the public library

system. Furthermore, a "network" is generally considered to include only .

libraries, rayr than a broader range of information providers. These limita-

tions were abandoned during the study. The focus instead became how best to

tap into the full range of area information resources, including non-traditional

resources such as county health departments, consumer advocacy groups, and

private individuals with special skills such as fluency in an uncommon language.

To avoid confusion with traditional networking definitions and better

present this concept of a single cooperative framework for services, a new term

. is proposed: "Multi-agency Cooperation", or MAC for convenience. All information-
,

providing 'entitias can conceivably share their resources in some reciprocal fashion

under the,MAC concept, always with an eye to benefiting the citizens of the system

service area.

The remainder of this discussion is founded on the MAC concept.

CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

Until recently there have been three separate libr'ary network organizations

operating in the Orange'County area, in addition to SLS.

The first is the libraries of Orange County Network (LOCNET), established

in 1974 with the aid of an LSCA grant. It provided for intertype reference and

interlibrary loan services, as well as supporting communications, delivery, and
cs

training activities. The services were provided in cooroination with system

functions by the LOCNET Reference Center (which included ILL as wel' as reference).

The original 33 LOCNET members, representing public, school, academic and

special libraries, have increased over time to approximately 100.

Organizationally, LOCNET is separate from the Santiago Library System, as
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an association with its own constitution and by-laws. LOCNET services have

been funded, staffed, and operated primarily from state and federal m nies

provided to SLS, and by LOCNET member in-kind contributions.

In November of 1981, the LOCNET center's professional staff resigned,

and the center phased out direct centralized reference and loan service by

the end of December, 1981. Many LOCNET members indicate they can no longer

provide in-kind service as before. The current level of LOCNET service is in

flux, and cannot be determined.

The second organization of the Santiago service area is the Orange County

Library Association (OCLA), founded in 1920. It is primarily a social organiza-

tion comprised of individual librarians from libraries of all types, rather than of

individual library agencies. It did at one time compile and issue a union list

of serials, using donated funds and services.

The remaining organization in the Santiago service area is the Public

Library Administrators of Orange County (PLAOC). This comprises the library

directors of all public libraries in the county, and predates the membership

of those libraries in SLS. It focuses on local administrative concerns. Since

the present focus of OCLA and PLAOC is not on networking, they will not be

considered further in this report.

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS FOR NETWORK SERVICES
/\,

The critical question is, what are the services needed by network members?

Discussions with LOCNET members indicated that their users' service needs did

not differ significantly from the needs of Santiago's clients. Some examples

Of those needs are:

- access to on-line services is needed by a high school librarian to

identify needed curriculum materials, or by a company librarian

whose legal department's small size doesn't justify costly

subscriptions to legal data bases

''
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- sa university library needs technical nursing materials from a community

college library

a public library wants to refer a user to a nearby library for an

engineering journal

- a community college library wants to find training in interlibrary

loan procedures for its clerical staff

Upon analysis, it is apparent that these requitements fall into the same

categories discussed in other parts of the study:

- access to collections

- question answering and referrals

- communications and delivery services

- administrative services

Those service needs are the same astheliSLS-specific needs discussed in

other parts of the study. Service specifications would be the same for servtng

intertype users as for serving public library users. In other words, no

separate service specifications or performance objectives are needed for multi-

agency cooperation services.

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES FOR MULTI-AGENCY COOPERATION SERVICES

Existing methods for multi-agency activity in California and other states

were reviewed. The predominant pattern was of a separate network organizatip,

such as LOCNET. But as mentioned at the beginning of this section, the study

found that the desired intertype services can be provided without requiring a

separate organizlpon. People can be served through any information agency tney

approach, regardless of the type of information agency. The essential for

multi-agency service is not organization, but access.

Such multi-agency cooperation includes any eptity so long as and to the

extent that it has an information-providing potential. Three examples of
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information providers"follow:

a library of any type is almost exclusively an information-providing

organizatic:n

a county.health aepartment has a limited but very real information-

providing potential, given the specialized materials it maintains

a local individua? bluent in an uncommon language can contribute that

skill when needed in an information context.

Six possible methods to provide multi-agency cooperation services are

described in Table 12d at the conclusion of Section 12, Legal Structures. Five

of those alternatives do not require a separate organization: methods 1, 3, 4,

5, and 6.

.0n the other hand, one method (#2) calls for the establishment of a separate

organization for multi-agency cooperation (MAC). If selected, this (or any)

organization-based alternative method would have service specifications for the

oraanization itself, distinct,from.the specifications for its use. Those organ-

izational specifications are:

a. clear, user-focused service objectives. Without such clear state-

ments, MAC participants and the public will not readily understand

the value of MAC services

b. formal/ commitment from each participant

c. agreed upon protocols and procedures for MAC services

d. maximi\Jm use of existing funds and resources. Although this does not

preclude seeking outside additions to the local or regional funding

base, MAC can be effective based on ex;sting resources

e. regular monitoring of MAC activities and services. I.. meals of

oversight is necessary if services are to remain responsive, and

if MAC is to remain accountable to its users

f. require each member to contribute to supporting the cost of services

in order to stabili.,e funding. This can be either by contributions

18
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(weighted or not) or by payment for services. Reciprocity considera-

tions are part of this determination.

equitable representation for all participants in MAC decision-making.

This is axiomatic in cooperative groups. Examples from California

include one member/one vote, as with California cooperative public

library systems, or some type of weighting

h. minimum of hierarchical levels and switching points needed to bring

MAC services to end users

i. regular communication with participants. This can be by e.g.,

newsletters or meetings

j. appropriate encouragement for participants to modify their own

services to utilize others' services that are peripheral to their

own users, while focusing on meeting the basis service needs of

their primary user populations.

Performance objectives would basically be yes/no paraphrases of the organiza-

tional specification.

One implication of this is if Santiago wishes to use LOCNET as its vehicle

for multi-agency cooperation, LOCNET should be modified to meet those organiza-

tional specifications and performance objectives.

A FINAL CONSIDERATION

Whether organized within or outside the cooperative system umbrella, multi-

agency cooperative services are improved if there is participation by ag ies

of all types, including non-library information providers. Available resources

and expertise will be overlooked unless channels to all types of agencies and

individuals are explored. The more MAC participants are aware of all resources

both in the area and beyOnd which can be tapped through the public library

system, the more effectively those resources can be used to the fullest. Full
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/

/
I

participation in the planning of MAC services by public libraries and a repre-
t

sentative group of other information providers ensures that every resident can

receive the benefits of multi-agency cooperation.

a

S ' a

1,

,1,

I
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12. Legal Structures

The study reviewed the existing Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement

(JEPA) establishing the Santiago Library System, as well as selected agree-

ments of other cooperative organizations. It examined available alternative

legal, structures and explored their relative advantages and disadvantages. It

should be noted that this discussion of alternative legal structures is under-

taken with one very important disclaimer: It is not within the scope of this

study to provide legal advice to the cooperating library members ;of the Santiago'

Library System r any System. Should changes to the legal structure of the

./cSantiago Librar .System be found desirable by the member libraries, each

participating jurisdiction should consult its own legal counsel with regard
3

to specific terms and conditions.

CURRENT LEGAL STRUCTURE OF SANTIAGO

The Santiago Library System is organized as a separate public agency under

a Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement among the public libraries of Buena

Park Library District, Placentia Library.District, Yorba Linda Library District,

Huntington Beach Information and Cultural Resource Center, Newport Beach Public

Library, Santa Ana Public Library, Anaheim Public Library and Orange County Public

Library, Fullerton Public Library, and Orange PublicLibrary. Orange County is

designated as fiscal agent, and as such, enters into contracts and other

administrative transactions on behalf of Santiago Library System.

Alternatives for System Legal Structure in California

The CLSA (Section 18710(c) of the.Education Code) contains only one requirement

relating to the legal structure of systems, as follows:

"(c) 'Cooperative Library System' means a public library system which

consists of two or more jusisdictions entering into a written agree-

ment to implement a regional program in accordance with this chapter,

and which ... was designated a library system under the Public Library

Services Act of 1963 or wACA surroccor to such a library system."

(Emphasis added)
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Moreover, "jurisdiction" is defined in the chapter as a

"county, city and county, city, or any district which is authorized

by law to provide public library services and which operates a

public library". (Section 18710(i) of the Education Code):

The language - "two or more jurisdictions" - would appear to preclude as the

legal structure for a system any type of library consolidation resulting in a

single jurisdictional agency, such as might be accomplished through formation of

a special, district. Further, the language requires that the parties to the

agreement be public jurisdictions, which would appear to preclude the consideration of

a non-profit corporation (which can be established only byjndividual persons, not

public agencies) as an alternative legal structure for CLSA purposes.

It appeats,then, that the alternatives available to systems under the CLSA are

a Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement, enabled by Govt. Code 6500 et seq., or a

"simple written agreement among the jurisdictions based on the authority of public

agencies to enter into contracts in furtherance of their express and implied powers".*

*Informal Advice, Mary Michel. Deputy Attorney General, dated August 20, 1980.



The chief difference between a simple written agreement and an agreement

entered into under the Joint Exercise of Powers Act is that the latter may

create a separate legal entity separate from the agreeing parties. Some

of the structural characteristics of Systems established under each are

shown on the following table:

Table 12a
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A. Written Agreement . Jointlxercise of Powers Agreement

1. -A separate public entity is not 1. Separate public entity ast be

established. established, which:

2. One party to the agreement is a. may itself as an entity enter

designated (fiscal and/or into contracts, and own or

administrative agent) to act on
behalf of all parties in such

dispose of property,
.

matters as -contracting, employing,
receiving and disbursing public.
funds.

3. The Powers exercised are those of
the desigr.ted party (agent), but

may be limited by the agreement.

b. may itself as an entity employ

staff,

c. may designate a party to the(1)
agreement as "fiscal agent",'"

d. may authorize the entity to
appoint a "fiscal agent" from

4. Review and audit requirements may among the parties to the avee-

be established by the agreement,
or be those of the agent.

ment,

e. "Fiscal Agent" may becustodial ,

only,

f. "Fiscal Agent" may be provider
of full fiscal/administrative
services, and act on behalf of

the parties.

2. Separate entity may not exercis1:-

powers which are not held commonly

by the parties.

3. Review and audit requirements of
Gov. Code 6500 et seq. must be
complied with, and provided for in

the agreement.

1) "Fiscal Agent" is used in this context and for this analysis to reflect the

aggregate of Treasurer, Controller and Auditor requirements of Government Code

6500 et seq., although the requirements for each are not identical to one

another. This analysis does not attempt to explore the multitude of configura-

tions for allocation of fiscal responsibilities possible under a Joint Exercise

of Powers Agreement. Such allocation is discussed in Section 9, Administrative

Services.

t.1''
-I.
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Under a simple written agreement which does not establish an independent entity

(system), it is required that one specifically designated party (jurisdiction) to

the agreement be empowered to act on behalf of all the parties (be agent for the

system). In that case, all acti ities which the cooperating library members wish.

o

to undertake are subject to the restrictions of charter, statute, ordinance,

regulations and procedures governing the operations of that single designated

jurisdiction. An example of how this requirement might affect system business would

be when a system organized under such a written agreement needed to contract with

a private consultant to conduct a study of the feasibility of a joint circul'illon
. .

lysystem. If, under its charter, the jurisdiction designated as agent were prohibit

from securing such services other than through the civil service system, the agent,

in this case, could not act in the ystem's intere t due to its own constraints.

It should be noted, however, that a l[umber of systems have operated successfully,

with flexibility, under simple written agreements of this sort, or even with a joint

Exercise of Powers Agreement in which the system itself is not empowe ed to act in its

own behalf. The above example is offered as a worst case situation that could be

avoided by a legal structure which empowered the system, as an independent entity,

to establish its own procedures.

,7"
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Legal Structure of Other California Library Systems

Table 12b displays the legal structures of California's existing cooperative

library systems, and notes the characteristics of their agreements, as outlined in

Table 12b preceding.
Table 12b

System Characteristics

1. Bay Area Library and Information System(1) A. 1. 2. 3. 4.

2. Black -Gold Cooperative Library System(1) B. 1. c. f. d. 2. 3.

3. 49/99 Cooperative Library System B. 1. c. 2. 3.

4. Inland Library System 13: 1. c. qis f. 2. 3.

5. Metropolitan Cooperative Library System B 1. c. f. 2. 3.

6. Monterey Bay Area Cooperative Library

System
B. 1. c. 1. 2. 3.

7. Mountain Valley Library System A. 1.`2. 3. 4.

8. North Bay Cooperative Library System B. 1. a. b. 2. 3.

9. North State Cooperative Library System(3) A. 1. 2. 3. 4.

10. Peninsula Library System
B. 1. a. b. c. e. 2. 3.

11. San'..loaqufn Valley Library System
(2) A. 1. 2. 3. 4.

12. Santiago Library System
(4) B. 11, b. c. f. 2, 3.

'13 Serra Cooperative Library System(1 )
_

A. 1.'2. 3. 4.

14 South Bay Cooperative Library System B. a. b. C. f. 2. 3.

15. South State Cooperative Library System° ) 131 1, c. f. 2. 3.

(1)A new agreement is being developed.

(2)This structure is based on a series of bi-lateral agreements between the

"fiscal agent" and each of the members.

(3)The "Plan of Service" constitutes the written agreement.

(4)With regard to contracting, System r -;intract with its members; the

fiscal agent contracts with outside es.
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The data in Table 12b above do not reflect all variations in the terms of the

fifteen agreements, nor all olganizational structures of the fifteen systems. The

characteristics displayed relate only to the differences which derive from the extent

tdtwhich systems avail themselves of varying degrees of autonomy.

All of the cooperative library systems in California currently provide the

services and perform the functions required by CLSA, asioutlined in prior chapters.

This discussion is not, however, limited to CLSA-required services and functions. All

of the systems do providelor have provided a range of other programs not required by

CLti5SA. Therefore, it can be assumed that any of the various legal structures in place

at this time allow the offering of programs or services beyond those funded or

required by CLSA.

LEGAL STRUCTURE SPECIFICATIONS

The extent to which a system elects to offer a greater number of services has

depended and will continue to depend on identified client needs in the system service

area, the extent to which cooperating member libraries are able and wish to use the

system to respond to those needs, and the resources available to the system. These

issues must be resolved by the system in response to prevailing conditions. tr

Notwithstanding CLSA eligibility, the legal structure for a system depends very

much on what the system administrative council agrees it wishes to be or to do. The

legal document which establishes the system should express that overeaching goal,

and the structure which it establishes should be one which facilitategtits realization.

/
Neither the documents supplie by the Santiago library System nor the data collected

by CSL study team members in this effort reveal any definitive expression of agreed -

upon overall system purpose(s). Therefore, discussion of spec'fications will be general

to the legal structure of systems, and not specific to the San iago Library System.

The specifications (or desirable characteristics)of a legal structure which have been

developed are those which can best serve the purposes of the cooperating members, in

whatever ways service needs and political/economic conditions may be manifested
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over time. The legal structure should provide the maximum flexibility for the system

while protecting the local or Arisdictional autonomy of all cooperating members.

The following specifications are proposed for a system legal structure:

1) Is compatible with system's expressed goals.

2) Allows system to respond with ease to changing program or

administrative.needs.

3) Enables system to generate a variety of revenues (LSCA, CLSA, other

federal and state programs, payment for services, contracts,

levies/fees, gifts and donations, sales, etc.).

4) Protects member jurisdictions from liability for acts of the system.

5) Protects autonomy of member libraries as necessary. 1

6) -Provides for ownership of assets and their disposition in case of

system dissolution.

7) Allows exAnsion or retraction of membership with minimum effort.

8) Specifies accountability for service delivery and management of funds.

9) Enables system to access all area information and library resources.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

For each of the above specifications for legal structures, at least one measurable

objective has been identified as follows. Though each objective is expressed as an

unspecified percentage, in accordance with the M.O.U., it is likely thaVmany of .2

these objectives will be viewed as all-or-nothing propositions, with 100% or 0%

adopted as the desired rating.

% of lawful system decisions are legally capable of execution.

% of programs and activities approved by the Administrative Counc

are legally capable of execution within the time required.

Available and potential revenue sources are legally capable oP being

tapped for system use % of the time.

% of legal actions against members are successful.

For % of assets contributed to the system or purchased with system
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funds, a process exists for the system to specify ownership or disposition.

%of membership changes can be accomplished without the necessity

of seeking approval of signatory jurisdiction governing bodies.

Accountability for service delivery and management of funds resides

in the same body (System Administrative Council) for % of services

and % of system funds.

% of system attempts to interact formally or informally with

area information and library resources are not inhibited by system

legal structure.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Based on the above- specifications and performance oL5ectives, the following

matrix of alternative methods for establishing a system legal structure has been

developed (Table 12c). The alternative methods ere displayed on the horizontal

axis, the specifications on the vertical axis. The letters represent a suo-

jective rating of how well the alternative methods can be expected to meet the

specifications.



METHODS

SpecifiCations

1. Compatible with Systems' expressed

goals. - . .

2. Allows System to respond with ease to
'changing program or administrative!

needs.

3. Enables System to generate a variety
of revenues (LSCA, CLSA, other
federal and'state programs, payment
for services, contracts,- levies/fees,

gifts and donations, sales. etc.).

Protects member jurisdictions from
liability for acts of the System.

Protects autonomy of member
libraries as necessary.

6. Provides for ownership of assets
and their disposition in case
of system dissolution.

7. Allows expansion or retraction_of
membership with minimum effort.

I

. Specifies accountability for
service delivery and management
of funds.

9. Enables System to access all area
information and library resources.

JEPA (assuming a separate public entity (System) is established

System Acts on
its own behalf in

contracting; etc.,

Agreement Designates
a member as full
"fiscal agent"

Agreement Authorizes itself
(Syftem) to designate or change
designation of fiscal agent

Written'
Agreemen

A B C

A C
aB

A

A A A A

A A A A

A A B

A A A

A C C

A B B

A Good likelihood of success

B Probable likelihood of success

C Small likelihood of success.

Table 12c

19" 1.93
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One of the Specifications identified above merits special discussion: "Enables

system to access all area information and library resources."

The issue here is how the system can facilitate its' interaction with libraries

and other information providers who are not public libraries and are therefore not

eligible to be members of a system as defined by CLSA. It has been assumed that

.

systemwide multi-agency cooperation can bestibe achieved by the system's acting

t ,

on its own behalf. Alternatives which would/depend on independent interaction

between individual public libraries and othzr types of agedcies are specifically
. .

omitted from consideration. The alternatile methods for facilitating multi-agency

relationships are displayed in Table 12d 1 with the relative advantages and

disadvantages of each. This builds on digcussions in several preceding chapters of

multi-agency cooperation as 'a means of enilancing the effective delivery of services

to the users of the cooperating member libraries of the Santiago Library System.

[
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-1-7-9TF0-617:11Tir-1-'1-Caset.ervice_earcatmcia-
agreements between system and
others (subscriptions, con-
tracts, reciprocal or'for fees).

1
.

0

, 1 AN AG .'- -DI Ai AN A
resources.

I

Recourse if service below expecta-
.

ticns. - .

Avoids-.organizational complexities

and overhead.

Facilitates -accessto-all-types of
information providers.

May not exploit total resource base.

Does not promote resource sharing
among other than public libraries
(the.System).

. .

,
.

.

NiFRVIRRI7TTET.71Willir,77171----
protocols, by-laws, member communica- .

tions.

May not exploit total resource base.

,

,
-

2. Establish or participate in an
intertype organization (non-
.profit corporation, association).

.

Facilitates 0-aTticipation and

access by all types of information

providers. .
.

Could attract funds (grants, etc.)

for organizational programs. .

-Serves user at library of choice
rather than ublic librar onl ..

Contract or services .with an
intertype organization (non-
profit corporation).

,

Maximizes access- ": riding

-organizational duplication. ',

overhead).
. -

Recourse if service below expects-
tions.

.
.

Could receive services and bene-
fits of broader based organization.

ay not exp oft tota resource ease.
1

4. - Exploit other externally funded-
resource programs (e.g., SCILL,

CLSA/I11).

No overhead (outside entity makes
arrangement).

Finite universe.

Funding may not be stable (e.g., SCILL)

5. Contract with other externally
funded resource sharing pro-
grams (e.g., SCAN, other System
Reference Center).

.Avoids duplication (no overhead).

Recourse if service below expec -'

tations.

Finite universe.
. .

Funding may not be stable.

No inputinechanism.

. Ad Hoc. No- overhead. No predictable service delivery.

Table 12d



13. Implementation

The ten program/service sections of this study describe S wide range of

alternatives for change. It is essential to plan carefully for the implemen-

tation of those alternatives in order to preserve uninterrupted provision of

services. Obviously, everything cannot be done at once; therefore, a carefully

considered and sequential implementation plan is necessary. In this area too,

the Santiago Library System has a choice of approaches. However, a, suggested

plan is outlined below.

,

IEW AND REACH CONSENSUS ON EXISTING SERVICE NEEDS.

II. IDENTIFY THE PRIORITY ORDER IN WHICH CHANGES TO SYSTEM PROGRAMS,

SERVICES, AND/OR STRUCTURES WILL BE CONSIDERED. Criteria should

include such items as (1) specific existing deadlines (such as

June 30, 1982, ending date for the SLS/SCAN service agreement),

(2) what services/programs/structures need to be in place before

next level changes can be made, (3) what areas of services/programs/

structures are clearly in need of change (4) what areas can be left

as is" without negative effect.

One such possible priority list would be:

Program/Service Comment

A. Reference Services:

B. Citizen Involvement:

1

Action must be taken prior to the
June 30, 1982 ending date of the

SLS/SCAN service agreement.

SAB duties include assisting in
the development of the System Plan
of Service, and advising on the
need'for services and, programs.
This is currently an unmet CLSA
requirement.
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Program/Service .Comment

C. Administrative Services: An early decision on' this point

will enable SLS to have a frame-
work of administrative sup or
for the develo' u sequent

se ograms.

D. CoOperative Aspects of items D, E, and F must
be considered as a whole due to
the implication each has to the
others.

E. Networking

F. Legal Structure

G. Special Services:

H. Communications

I. Delivery
. _

J. Discretionary Services

This also is an area of unmet needs

but will require the preceeding
elements to be in place for proper
development.

III. MATCH THE ALTERNATIVES AGAINST THE SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS/PERFORMANCE

too

OBJECTIVES. Select the option that will best meet the)service specifi-

.cations /performance objectives within the framework of reasonableness of

cost and other key issues: If,at this point, no single alternative is

acceptable, existing alternatives must be modified or new alternatives

developed._

IV. -DEVELOP A MONITORING, REPORTING, AND EVALUATING MECHANISM TO ASSURE

AVAILABILITY OF ADEQUATE INFORMATION FOR THE ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCICS

ONGOING DECISION-MAKING. Once each service/program/structure is in place,

it is essential that key/information be recorded on a regular and continu-
o

ing basis in order for the Administrative Council to evaluate the progress

for timely adjustments to be made, (if necessary).

193
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SANTIAGO LIBRARY SYSTEM
A LIBRARY COOPERATIVE

4$1 CITY 01111/1 SOUTH
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA MSS

4714) 474-7441

N
, November 5a 1981

A

Gary E. Strong
California State Librarian

California State-Library
Library.Courts Building.
P.'0. Box 2037
Sacramento, Ca. 95809

Dear Gary:

The Santiago Library System requires consulting assistance for a complete review

of all programs, services and structures. With a final. report outlining the
following:

Alternative structures
Comparative costs of each

- Comparative advantages/dis-adiantageS of. each

As you are aware we have no professional systim staff currently employed and the

system services are being perfOrMad .Cooperative Board Comittees, individual.s.
and by contract agreement for reference service with Los Angeles Public 'Library/

SCAN. Therefore, it is %partitive that* obtain immediate assistance fn.deiign-
ing the best possible structure of 'system. programs. We request consulting assis-

tance from the California State Library to assist us in this effort.

Jim Henson, State Consultant, has indicated that you 'would be willing to provide

a State library Study Team that could perform this activity and complete the work

no later than March 1, '1982. Please advise us of your decision at your earliest

convenience.

Best Regards,

1
David-Snow; Chairman
Santiago Library System Council

DS:rk
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Appendix B

Memorandum of Understanding

Study to be Performed on behalf of 'the Santiago Library
'System (SLS) by the California State Library (CSL)

December 2 1981

1. Purpose:

The purpose of the study is to examine and provide alternatives and comparisons

of potential SLS structures, programs,'and services, in order to best serve the

reds of the community and member libraries.
A

2. SCOPE:

The study will provide costs and advantages/disadvantages of alternatives for

the following structures, programs, and services, which will be specific to the

SLS,service.area:

A. Legal Structure
B. Governance

1. Policy Management
2. Admin. Management /

, C. Organizational Structure (Personnel, Acct., etc., POSDCORB)

D. Programs/Services
1. CLSA Reference
2. CLSA Communications%

. 3. CLSA Delivery
4. (CLSA SAB)

5. CL3A Other
6. Other
7. ILL
8. Special Services

E. Network
1. Structure .

2. Organization
3. Services
4. Funding

F. Citizen Involvement (SAD, etc.)

3. The California State Library, working cooperatively with SLS and LOCNET members,

will produce and deliver a final report in conformance with the purpose and ,

scope of the study.

et

4. SLS member libraries will designate individuals to provide support for the study,

including consultation, data gathering, analysis, arrangementspand'such other

assistance as is necessary for the success of the study.

5.

5. Outside (third party) experts shall be used only for such purposes and for such

times as shall be mutually agreed by SLS and the. State Library. All expenses

connected,with-the use of outside experts shall be approved in advance by SLS

and the State Library. All such expenses shall be the responsibility of SLS; not

to exceed $7,500.

2o0



SCOPE': (continued)

$6. Delivery Date; The California State Library,shall deliver a final report to SLS
in fifteen (15) copies by March 1, 1982; including one cameralready quality
master copy.

7. Following delivery of the final report, the California State Library, will provide
the necessary technical assistance for analysis, evaluation, and implementation
of future services and structures of SLS.

8. SLS shall approve the farm and scope of the final report prior to delivery of
the final report.

9. Ownership: The final report shall be a government document, published in the
pUblic domain, that shall not be sold for profit. CSL shall be responsible for
providing copies of the final report to depository libraries in conformance with
the-"Library Distribution Act."

10. Distribution and/or duplication of additional copies of the final report shall
be the responsibility of SLS. SLS shall be under no obligation to reproduce
and/or distribute additional copies of the final report.

11. During the progress of the study, all inquiries by outside, parties for information
regarding the study shall be directed' to SLS.

12. SLS and CSL shall each designate a contact person who shall have primary responsi-
bility for all communications relating to this study.

13. Any changes to this memorandum shall be in writing and shall be agreed to by both
parties.

14. The structures, programs, and services (paragraph 2 above) are defined in "scope
statements", which are attached and are considered part of this agreement.

By; e4v g tn71,1
"-C1.

California State Library Santiago Library System

Date: re( ..,(sk

.711:slm

Date: / /

7



REVISED-12/22/81

r--

Attachment to "Memorandum of Understanding" - dated 12/2/81

SatIliagalitevised Seope, Statements

Following are revised.Scope Statements, for internal working

purposes only, until such time as they are approved by the

Santiago Council.

Legal structure. This will review the existing Joint Exercise of Powers

-agreement (JPA) and selected JPA's of other cooperative organizations, and

explore other methods of organization (e.g., non-profit corporation).

B.i. ,Gove--nance - Policy management. This will review the existing ways policy

is developed and exercised, including the role of the Systemeouneil and

System Council meetings and agendas; other named functionaries in the JPA

'(e.g., the Fiscal Agent);, 4111i System or member library staff. The role of

relevant statutes and funding bodies- (e.g., CLSA/CLSB) will be explored.

Policy management factors involving user involvement in advisory or other

roles will be largely covered in F., Citizen InvOlvement.

B.2. Governance - management. This will.review the general way in

which the System admi isters itself. Examples might include having an ad-

ministrative officer who would be a System employee; divi ng all tasks

among member libraries; contracting out; committees; etc. It will incluge
k

the necessary elements of a management information system and other factors

that give the System oversight over its programs. Review of the System Plan

of Service will be included.

This element will also describe how day-to-day supervision of System programs

is provided, and the responsibilities and functions of those involved.

C. Administrative Functions. 'This will review the toys in which administrative

services and resources are provided to support System programs. Examples

Include:

- Communications (e.g.; member/staff newsletter; publications)

- Data collection and organization (both program ,and administrative)

- FIscalservices (budget preparation and monitoring; receitt and

disbursement ,o funds; audits; payroll; claims; etc.)

*202
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D.1.

- Grants administration (to the.extent not directly in D., Programs)

Legal services

- Personnel (recruitment; salary; benefits; Affirmative Action; etc.)

- Property, equipment and supplies (procuremept, maintenance, invent9ry)

The Santiago System Administrative Policy Manual will also be reviewed.

CLSA Reference. The System's program under Educ. Code sees. 18740 and 18741,
Jr

and Administrative Code Title 5, secs. 20150 and 20151, will be reviewed.

Develop alternative structures for delivery of reference services, each

alternative structure to include advantages and disadvantages and costs.

One of the alternativeS is to be he structure previously in place.

Factors to be considered in developing alternative structures are: el) Re-

quirements of the Library Services Act; (2) Reference services proyided by

member libraries; (3) Referenbe functions performed by system staff, possibly

including training, question answering, I & R, finding tools; (4) Availability

of funding; (5) Other information services available, and (6) Service, needs

for the area_served by the Santiago Library System.

D.2. CLSA Communications. The requirements and methods of providing service and

administrative communications between System members under Educ. Code sec.

18745, as well as between the System, its members and other agencies both

within and outside the System area, will be reviewed. It is expected this

,review will focus on the appropriateness/costs of the present structure,

consider possible avenues of improvement to be explored, but not explore

thosealternative*s in depth.

D.3. CLSA Delivery. The requirements and methods for delivering materials,'hard-

copy communications, etc. between System members under Ethic. Code sec. 18745,

and between the System and Its members, as well as other agencies both within

and outside the System will be reviewed. It is expected this review will

focus on the reasonableneas of the present structure, consider possible avenues

of improvement to b..; explored, but not explore those alternatives in depth.

10.4. CLSA System Advisory Board. (This will b. examined under F., Citizen Involvement.)

203
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't D.5. CLSA Other. The programs and potentials of'Equal Access, Universal Borrowing,

Statewide Communications and Delivery, State Reference Centers, and Data Base
,

47,- x

development will be reviewed,

D.6. Culler Programs. This will review and explore provisions of indirect services

to member libraries or other agencies and direct services to the general

public, as distinguished from direct services to special client groups (which

is covered in D.8. Special Services). Examples of services and progrR.ms in-

cluae training; specialized acquisitions and cataloging; graphics; bulk pur-
,

chases;-etc. Possible methods include grant programs (e.g., LSCA, NSF);

contract services for members and/or other agencies in the area; system-wide

,volunteer or 4-kind and others.

1).7. Interlibrary Loan (ILt). This will explore ways in which the System might assist -

its members in those aspects of filling ILL requests that are not included

in other elements-of the study. Verification, protocols, and proceduies,

locations for holdings not availableon-line, etc. may be included.

S.

-. t

D.8. Special Services. This -trill discuss possible roles for the System in develop-

ing direct system services to pecial client groups. The responsibility of

federal, state and local funding source's will be outlined. Indirect service

programs that address similar concerns will be included in D.6. Other.

E.1. Network - Structure. ,This will explore the form in which relationships
,

. .

'between all libraries in the area are pursued.. It will discuss the nature

of the_Libtaries of Orange County ietwork (LOCNET). It will also discuss the

relationships with each other of the System, LOCNET, or other intertype

arrangement's, Public Library As ()elation of Orange County (PLAOC), and tie
.

Orange County Library Associat on (OCLA).

E:2. Network - Organization. This will review the methods for promotinrandadmin-'

istering interlibrary relationships in Orange County. Examples might be

,Councils, Congresses or Network Administrators. Possibilities to be explored

include the Santiago Library Systein continuing its present identity separate

from LOCNET; an organization that replaces both in some fashion; or others.

vy

O.
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E.3. Network - Services. This will explore the services and benefits that a net-

work in Orange County can provide its members and/or others. Examples

include interlibrary loan, training, reference referral, and brokering

E.4. .Network - Funding. This will examine possible sources of support for net-

work-type services. Examples include reciprocal arrangements, fees, and others.

F. Citizen Involvement. This section will explore ways in which a cooperative

library-support organization, such. as the Santiago Library System and LOCNET,

can relate to the community served, and involve active citizen participation.

The current Santiago System Advisory Board (SAB) structure and program will

be reviewed, and suggestions for future productive activity provided. Ways

to build a broad range of mutually beneficial system - resident relationships

will be recommended.



Santiago System Public Library Members
Data from Public Library Report 1981

Library

Population
served

Total
outlets
1981-82

Staff
FTE,

1981-82

Matei-ials*
expendi-

tures
1980-81

Operat6g
expendi-

tures

1980-81

Total
volumes

Total

circula-
tion

Interlibrary loan
Total

reference
borrow lent

Anaheim 225,100 5 93.73 $309,927 $2,558,682 435,540 1,005,785 1,280 1,389 114,504

Buena Park L.D. 64,100 6 22 102,517 805,756 132,926 298,620 131 606 24431

Fullerton 103,500 17 58.2 175,882 1,406,144 197,036 873,246 1,314 1,191 82,392

Huntington Beach 172,800 4 38.5 179,055 1,791,268 292,452 796,695 590 698 66;917

Newport Beach 65,200 4 39.4 101,630 1,057,610 179,756 551,504 2,129 490 77,478

Orange County 972,625 47 295 1,146,411 8,491,223 1,168,911 6,604,297 4,978 2,381 826,358

Orange 94,300 3 54.3 186,884 1,197,028 303,982 686,458 587 628 69,101

Placentia L.D. 36,760 3 19.32 69,229 614,098 77,235 184,172 2,593 2,921 16,640

Santa Ana 209,800' 17 72 230,170 1,661,547 354,001 1,064,656 937 720 139,584

. N

Yorba Linda L.D. 29,600 . 1 25 60,986 574,036 104,150 187,466 1,795 1,048 18,753
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CLSA Cooperative Public Library Systems
Data from Systems Report 1981

1

.e, ,
Member

libraries Questions, . Staff

Population Area Total reference ILL training

System served sq. mi.
public network

expenditure referral deliveries programs

BALIS

Black Gold

49-99

Inland

MCLS

MOBAC

MVLS

North By

.North State

Peninsula

SAILS

Santiago

Serra

South Bay

South State

1,619,630

380,050

852,300

1,565,235

4,517,095

485,900

1,3p2,679.

960,285

561,110

588,164

909,200

2;000,000

1,995,300

1,307,995

3,035,275

1,414

9,000

10,172-

37,504

815

, 3,759

i 11,341

8,692

37,099

454

14,319

782

8,502

2,713

11,384

9

7

7

11

28

8

13

12

13

8

7

10

13

8

3

-

41

21

63

-

4

7

6

8

40

49

99

141

209

$215,243

565,638
.

298,843

418,774

461,575

151,996

312,284

571,956

445,624

386,765

342,281

299,671

520,454

327,021

688,172

1,727

3,163

2,206

3,453

8,925

1,107

1,974

915

.3,035

1,096

2,481

1,951

2,476

1,293

5,935

292,283

87,250

300,762

114,088

210,981

128,416

. 423,000

67,518

376,783

132,070

32,732

'NA

584,850

60,060

18,076

12

6

10

55

6.

3

14 -

15

I,. 4

44

21

7

15

=
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X
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